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ABSTRACT
The domain of emergency response command and control requires accurate and up-todate models in order to support resource assignment decision-making. Furthermore, the
division of responsibilities in some emergency operations centers requires that the models of
the environment must be built within a technology-based data system simultaneously as
situational awareness is sought by the various human users of the system. The combination of
these efforts can become especially trying at times where messages arrive at an increased pace
– which coincide with times where quality decision-making becomes more crucial. This
investigation evaluates the utility of three inter-modal user interface variants for supporting the
interpretation of audio messages and for sustaining situational awareness. Human-subject
experimental results indicate that subtle changes in user interface composition can have
significant impacts on the performances of users in respects to their interpretation speed,
accuracy, and situational awareness. This research is inspired by the operations of emergency
response command and control centers as environmental complexity increases through atypical
levels. The term “inter-modal” refers to the receipt of messages describing changes in the
environment in an audio format, which must be interpreted and refined by users in order to be
entered into a digital database via a traditional computer keyboard-video-mouse interface.
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PREFACE
Large-scale geographically distributed emergency events are, thankfully, not common
occurrences. There are, however, several examples within the past few decades which provide
anecdotal evidence of the practical problems such events entail.

On October 30th 1991, Halloween Eve (a.k.a. “mischief night”), The Camden, NJ Fire
Department responded to 133 separate fires.
More information available at:
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9E0CE4D71039F932A35752C1A964958260&sec=&spon=&page
wanted=print
http://www.icjia.state.il.us/public/index.cfm?metasection=publications&metapage=STACNEWS_05_S95

In April 1992, the not-guilty verdicts of Los Angeles police officers accused of beating an
African-American citizen precipitated several riots throughout the city.

Figure 1 - photo from
http://www.time.com/time/magazin
e/0,9263,7601920511,00.html

Figure 2 - photo from
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wor
ld/americas/2119943.stm

More information available at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992_Los_Angeles_riots
http://www.fragmentsweb.org/stuff/photking.html
http://www.emergency.com/la-riots.htm
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Figure 3 - photo from
http://www.fragmentsweb.o
rg/stuff/rkminimall.html

In July 2005, a series of bombings affecting three subway stations and a bus took place
in London.

Figure 4 - photo from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7_July_2005_London_bo
mbings

Figure 5 - photo from
http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2005/london.bo
mbing

More information available at:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2005/07/09/AR2005070901248.html

Flooding in the U.S. mid-Atlantic region in June 2006 caused wide-spread damage and
several deaths.

Figure 6 - photo from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
/MidAtlantic_Flood_of_June_200
6

Figure 7 - photo from
http://www.usatoday.com/weather/stor
ms/2006-06-28-wilkes-barre-flood_x.htm

More information available at:
http://www.cnn.com/2006/WEATHER/06/28/east.flood/index.html
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Figure 8 - photo from
http://www.answers.com/topi
c/mid-atlantic-united-statesflood-of-2006

In each of the examples above, emergency response services, and their accompanying
command and control organizations were strained beyond normal operating conditions.
Emergency Communications personnel have reported that their workload maximizes in
conditions where the needs for emergency resources are geographically distributed, yet linked
within a larger event. (Jones, 2004) It is important to recognize that the individual incidents to
which resources will be sent may be fairly straightforward and even simplistic; it is the number
and distribution of the incidents that pose coordination issues to the command and control
practitioners.
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INTRODUCTION
Overview
The goal of this research is to explore aspects of ecologic human-computer interface
design for domains where data is received primarily via voice communications. Much of the
civilian emergency management command and control infrastructure is included within this
model. Therefore, a secondary goal of this work is to provide a basis upon which improved
decision support systems for emergency management operations can be designed.
The domain of emergency response command and control serves as the inspiration and
as a back-drop for this work. In the United States alone, there are approximately 650,000
requests for emergency assistance each day in the United States. (NENA, 2009) Such requests
are routed to one or more emergency operations centers (EOC’s) where information is
processed and used to allocate emergency response resources to handle the situation. (NENA,
2009) As the police, fire, and/or medical personnel proceed through the processes of
responding to the incident to which they have been assigned, they provide the EOC with
feedback notifications of their progress. It is the combination of these incoming progress
reports, and the continuing arrival of new requests for assistance which produces the
cognitively challenging work environment upon which this investigation is focused.

Potential Benefits
As technology evolves and becomes increasingly able to support decision makers in
various fields, it is necessary to re-evaluate the status quo to determine if and how new
1

technologic developments can be employed to produce better overall outcomes. While
technology may provide opportunities for improved decision making, it has also made possible
as well as for degraded decision making via increasingly overwhelming input data via cell-phone
reports and increasingly ubiquitous networked sensors, and biased and bogus reporting and
rumors. For the specific field of emergency response, a better outcome is very simply a
reduction in the number of deaths, injuries, and property damage.
The desire to evaluate novel approaches to this or any similar domain should not be
assumed to have the replacement of human actors with technologic agents as the desired
outcome.

General Model of this Investigation’s Target Domain
In each of the incidents described in the preface, as in most distributed emergency
conditions, the requirements for emergency response coordination were increased dramatically
from the normal day-to-day levels. An important note on this statement is that while the
required coordination effort within the emergency operations centers is increased, the local
decision-making processes at any single incident is not greatly affected. The field practitioners
of emergency response are able to focus their efforts on straightforward problems common to
their specializations because they focus on each incident in a linear fashion, handling each
incident on a case-by-case basis. For example: during a heavy wind and rain storm, causing
wide-spread flooding and downed trees, the 911 operations center of a rural area of
Pennsylvania was overwhelmed by the number of individual requests for assistance.(Jones,
2

2004) Reports of problems, some serious, some not so serious, were arriving faster than the
emergency communications personnel could handle them. While the emergency operations
center’s staff struggled to catalog and sort requests, allocate resources, and track the growing
number of incidents, the police officers, firefighters, and emergency medical personnel working
in the field were not overly stressed. In effect, the field responders were protected by the EOC
staff from the complexity of the overall effort of which they were one part. The field resources
were busy, to be sure: as soon as they reported the completion of one task, they were given
another assignment requiring their immediate response. The field responders of each of the
services were able to proceed from one situation to the next, according to the assignments
given by the EOC. The true stress-point in the system was within the EOC, where a large volume
of data needed to be continually collected, analyzed, and acted upon as quickly as possible.
In large scale distributed emergency situations, the difficulties in proper resource
allocation are greatly amplified. The difficulty grows not only due to the number of identified
needs and the number of individual resources being used, but also due to the increase in
variations of the types of needs and resources. In normal day-to-day operations, the limited
over-allocation of resources to individual incidents is acceptable, and in many cases is beneficial
to the final disposition of the case. However, as the complexity of emergency situations
increases, the constraints on resource allocation become much stricter and in many cases may
overwhelm the normally used protocols.
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In the realm of emergency medical services (EMS), a critical incident is manifested as a
“mass casualty incident” or MCI. The definition of a mass casualty incident describes any
situation where the number and severity of victims overwhelms the capabilities of a standard
response, forcing the triage of care. (Branas et al., 2000)(Burkle, 2002) Triage of multiple
victims, though a required component of all EMS training programs, is not part of the normal
day-to-day activities of most EMS responders. The implementation of triage protocols in EMS
response forces the responders out of their usual modality of individual patient treatment and
imposes a new set of rules upon their actions. This new work paradigm expands beyond the
basic hands-on activities the EMS personnel are expected to perform, and includes the
formation of, and integration with, a new and sometimes dynamic command structure for the
duration of the incident. This ad-hoc command structure should not be perceived as
disorganization, but rather a reorganization of the EMS personnel at the scene of the incident.
Specific roles are pre-defined and allocated among the individuals on hand. This reorganization
into a local command structure alleviates the emergency operations centers’ personnel of a
great deal of decision-making. Efficient decisions in such incidents require more information
than can be accessed by the EOC’s with the currently implemented technology.

Challenges
The challenges of investigating the domain of emergency response command and
control are many and complex. First, because emergency management is an integral element of
the critical infrastructure of modern society there are security considerations related to the
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observation and documentation of operational parameters beyond the level of very general
functional descriptions. In many cases, observation and/or interviews with subject matter
experts have been the primary source of information. Alternate methodologies, such as analysis
of video or even audio-only recordings, were disallowed for security reasons. Such restrictions
are not without precedent, and because of the additional privacy dictates have particularly
affected research in emergency medical treatment environments. (Xiao & "The LOTAS Group",
2001)(Xiao et al., 1996)
Second, along with methodological restrictions and a fast pace of activity which cannot
tolerate disruption for academic clarification, the use of domain-specific jargon has been cited
as a hindrance to some emergency medicine research (Xiao et al., 1996). The environment of
emergency services dispatch centers has a similar reliance on domain specific language. The use
of proper names such as locations and police/fire/ambulance departments, which may be
specific to a particular center’s territory, may cause confusion to an unfamiliar observer.
Third, investigation of such operations is challenging to a researcher because incidents
are not repeatable in an experimental sense. Each incident, while belonging to a limited
category of events or activities, is a “one of a kind” incident whose details cannot be replicated
from one incident to another. Hence, study of decision-making in these centers must deal with
how to address the fact that each incident and response is potentially unique.

5

MOTIVATION
Overview
The field of emergency resource command and control is constituted by a set of interrelated activities, agencies, protocols, and principles. The specific element of interest in this
investigation is the ability of emergency operations centers to react to atypically complex
situations. As most (but not all) EOC’s utilize some amount of computer-based information
management technologies, a natural point upon which to focus some attention is the
interactions of the EOC personnel and the digital information systems with which they work.

General Problem Description
Command and control systems rely upon accurate and timely models of the
environment. When these systems involve the use of digital technologies, the models must be
converted into a format suitable for use by the technologies. In situations such as those
typically found in emergency operations centers (EOC’s), it is not possible for the technology to
handle the incoming data describing the environment, therefore requiring a human component
for basic data capture. (Hutchins, 1996)(von Ahn, 2007) This is the result of the fact that the
incoming data arrives primarily in voice messages, either via telephone or radio. (Jones,
2004)(Jones & McNeese, 2006) Voice as the solitary means of information receipt
differentiates the EOC domain from other command and control facilities such as those
operated by the military or the air traffic control system. In those, and many other command
and control work domains, data are compiled from a variety of sources and in a variety of
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formats, many of which are more readily usable for automated information derivation. (Hall &
Llinas, 1997)
Humans perform far better than computers for tasks such as visual pattern recognition,
and other tasks that require the rapid analysis of seemingly disparate pieces of data (von Ahn,
2007), but often fall short on the recall of details. The book “On Intelligence” (Hawkins &
Blakeslee, 2004) and subsequent publications from Hawkins’ software company, Numenta,
make a strong case that humans use a “memory-prediction framework” and act primarily as
“prediction engines” rather than as computational platforms. This framework accounts for
humans’ propensity toward hierarchical organization of concepts, and the subsequent loss of
detail.
The requirement of having people as part of an information system introduces variation
into the quality and rate of data processing. As the frequency and complexity of cognitive tasks
increases, so does the opportunity for greater variation. These variations, when occurring in the
early data collection and refinement stages, can have significant impacts on later decisions
based on the data.

Specific Instance of Problem
The domain of particular interest in this study is the emergency resource command and
control center, commonly called the emergency operations center, or EOC. Generally, these
facilities are tasked with directing a semi-fixed set of resources (police/fire/medical) to
incidents occurring within a specific geography. The inventory levels of the various resources
7

are based on historical data and are set according to expected needs. This results in a system
which operates quite well for routine conditions. However, as environmental complexity (event
frequency, severity, etc.) increases, the information systems utilized to guide the emergency
response decisions may suffer due to failures at the lower-level data collection and refinement
stages.
Emergency response command and control personnel must maintain their own
individual mental models of the environment, while also recording changes in the environment
so that others may share or aggregate their views. Data regarding the environment arrive
through a variety of pathways, very few of which are digital. The majority of environmental
data arrive in analog formats which are too complex for current digital technologies to reduce
to essential model elements. (Harrald & Jefferson, 2007)
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Figure 9 - Emergency Operations Center

Figure 9, above, is a representative image of a small emergency operations center used
for directing emergency services to incidents associated with large sporting events.1 The
photograph shows two police telecommunicators, a video surveillance system operator, and an
emergency medical services telecommunicator. Close inspection of the police
telecommunicator at the center of the photo, indicates that he is wearing two separate
portable radios, and is speaking on the telephone. The video system operator has access to
more than twenty-five cameras throughout the facility, some of which have pan-tilt-zoom
capabilities. The video feeds are directed onto the array of four monitors, two of which are
1

This photograph was taken by the author while visiting the emergency operations center directing
football game-day emergency response at Penn State’s Beaver Stadium in the fall of 2007.
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duplicated on the ceiling-mounted monitors. A pair of laptop computers allows access to webbased information such as weather reports and surrounding traffic conditions.
The varieties of information channels into and out of an emergency operations center
(EOC) make them very noisy environments. This goes beyond simply being loud. To an
unaccustomed observer, it can be difficult to follow the activity related to any single event, due
to all of the interfering sounds generated by other, not directly related, events. This is
significant because in times with multiple simultaneous incidents, most of the communications
occurring within the EOC is in the form of human speech, which must be interpreted in context.
A message related to one incident may easily be errantly interpreted in the context of a
separate incident.

Abstracted Description of Problem
As data arrive into the EOC as audio messages, the words must be translated rapidly and
accurately, and their description of effects on the environment assessed. In centers where
more than one person operates, a model of the environment must be shared. This requires the
recording of the environmental changes into a sharable medium. In a previous investigation
(Jones, 2004), the author interviewed administrators and operational personnel, and spend
several hours observing the operations, in a diverset set of four emergency operations centers
in Pennsylvania. Two were busy sub-urban centers outside of Philadelphia, one was in an
extreamly rural area of northeastern Pennsylvania, and one was in a mid-sized facility serving a
primarily rural area, but with a single large population center. A surprising finding was that
10

while EOC personnel record environmental activity into databases, there was very little realtime aggregation, analysis, or sharing of the recorded data. Only one of the visited centers had
real-time aggregate information regarding the entire geographic region. That center did not use
computer-based systems for activity tracking. Instead, time-punch cards were used to record
the assignments of resources to specific incidents. Each card was marked with an incident
number and a resource identifier, and time-stamps recorded the changes in each resource’s
status as they progressed through the incident. The cards related to each active incident were
stacked together on a countertop shared by the telecommunicators. At any time, anyone could
see how many incidents were being handled by counting the stacks of cards; and they could
assess the severities of the incidents by looking at the number of cards in each stack. In the
three centers visited during this study where computer-aided dispatch systems were used,
there was no facility for an objective real-time report of the number of concurrent incidents, or
their severity.
Through these studies, a high-level schematic of the elemental functions of emergency
operations centers was constructed, and is shown in Figure 10, below.
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Figure 10 - Overview of EOC Functions

The functions of the emergency operations center can be broken into three basic
interrelated categories: communications, situation monitoring, and decision-making. Of
course, this model is generic enough to apply to most command and control environments, but
it breaks communications out as distinct cross-operational function. Arranging the function
categories this way and showing the information flow patterns between them, allows for focus
to be brought onto specific information pathways. The explicit separation of communications is
intended to represent the augemented complexity of unformatted voice messages as
compared to simple data feeds. The additional complexity arises from the involvement of
untrained laypersons as sources of raw data.
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Figure 11 – Conceptual utility functions of information systems within EOC's

Figure 11 conceptually illustrates the failings of the computer-based information
systems observed in the Beaver Stadium emergency operations center, and the regional
emergency operations centers visited in 2004 (Jones, 2004). The interviews and observations
made during those visits revealed the primary purpose of data collection in those centers to be
ongoing basic statistical analysis, usually performed on a month-by-month basis. The managers
of the centers had all stressed to the telecommunicators an emphasis on accurate reporting of
activities, especially during busy periods. In effect, the centers all required their personnel to
pay extra attention to the reporting requirement precisely at the times when their attention
was demanded by external events.
The diagram, which is conceptual in nature and does not have precise units of measure,
shows that as the situational complexity (number of concurrent incidents, speed of message
13

arrival, etc.) of the environment increases, the current information systems become less
helpful. Assuming that the information systems have some positive real-time functional utility
under normal conditions, there is a point where the data-entry requirements of the system
exceed the real-time value of the system, and the data-entry requirements become more of a
hindrance to performance than a help. The desired utility curve is at least as good as the
current systems’ and ideally improves performance as situational complexity grows.
The phenomenon of the downward sloping utility of the emergency operations center
information systems was most obvious in the data collection tools used by the Beaver Stadium
center’s emergency medical services telecommunicators. On several occasions, when there
were multiple simultaneous responses to coordinate, the personnel were observed to
discontinue the use of the computer-based tools and switch to basic pen-and-paper record
keeping. When activity slowed down, they would enter the data into the computer from the
hand-written notes. When they were asked about this, the dispatchers explained that the data
were only compiled at the end of season to determine if more medical teams might be needed,
and where they should be positioned.

Information Flow Models
An overview diagram of information flow through a typical emergency operations
center might look something like this:

14

External people (general public, field response personnel) 
Audio messages (telephone or radio) 
Information (interpretations of messages) 
Extrapolation (needs assessment via protocol or nuance) 
Direction (based upon protocol and “big picture” information aggregation) 
Activity (by external people… back to the beginning of the loop) 

The flow process is of course cyclic, operating upon and within a specific environment.
The central process (interpreting information, extrapolating meaning, forecasting, and
composing directives) is representative of the “human-in-the-loop” concept. Each of those
process elements are (here defined as) anthropologic in nature, though they may be assisted by
recursive loops acting, with technologic assistance, on more and more fine-grained data.

Specific Sub-Models for Investigation
For investigating the capabilities of participants to interpret and refine data:
Data  Information  Extrapolation  Data
Data arrives to a waiting person who must transform the data into useful information,
extrapolate the meaningful pieces, and then convert them into new data by recording the
extrapolated meanings through a human-computer interface. In the specific instances of the
proposed experiment, data will arrive as audio messages, which must be transformed into
information, and refined into a simpler form of data for entry into a database.

For investigating the capabilities of participants to establish situational
awareness:
SUM (Data  Information  Extrapolation), over a number of iterations
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Cycles of data arrival and interpretation will allow a person to build and maintain a
mental model of the changing environment, which will in turn be used in subsequent data
interpretations.
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UNDERSTANDING
Overview of the Emergency Response System
The Emergency Response System under Normal Circumstances
There are more than 6,100 emergency operations centers in the United States, handling
approximately 240 million calls for assistance each year. (NENA, 2009) Despite these numbers,
and that the emergency services domain is considered to be a component of the national
critical infrastructure, it is an under-researched area, particularly in its ability to handle
extraordinary circumstances (Rhodenizer et al., 2000). Previous research on the emergency
medical services’ (EMS) response to extraordinary incidents have cited the access to accurate
and timely information as a mitigating factor in the effective care for victims of mass casualty
situations (Beyersdorf et al., 1996)(Feliciano et al., 1998). In these case studies, the focus was
on the proper triage and transportation decisions affecting actions between the scene and the
destination hospital. Many of the same principles apply to the allocation of EMS resources to
the incident itself. The improved timeliness and accuracy of information related to more typical
emergency incidents has been shown to positively impact the outcome. A study of
Pennsylvania’s adoption of Enhanced-911 (Athey & Stern, 2000) concluded that the additional
automated information acquisition was able to boost the survival rates of pre-hospital cardiac
patients.
The emergency response system may be broadly broken into two segments: (1) The
emergency operations centers (EOC’s), which function as command and control, and (2) the
field-based emergency responders.(Lindell et al., 2006)
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The most fundamental task of an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is resource
allocation. There are two essential bodies of information required to accomplish this task:
needs assessments and resource availabilities. In the context of an EOC, needs are assessed
primarily through telephone calls arriving via the 911 system. Additionally, radio
communications with field responders may indicate new or changing needs within an already
recognized incident.
Emergency responders may operate capably in multiple capacities, but most have a
single “home” service. The most common types of emergency response services are:
•

Police – with the dual responsibilities of maintaining order and investigating
criminal activity

•

Fire / Rescue – fire suppression and control, the extrication of victims from
hazardous conditions

•

Emergency Medical Services – which provide varying levels of medical care to
victims of trauma and acute medical conditions

•

Hazardous materials containment and clean-up

•

Search and Rescue – which can be specialized for specific conditions (e.g.:
mountain rescue, water rescue, etc.)

The relationships between the service types can vary greatly from region to region. In
some areas, each service type may be independent of the others, and in other areas some
services may be incorporated into larger organizations. For example, it is not uncommon for
basic hazardous materials response to be a component of a fire department. Furthermore,
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some services have limited or specific scopes of operations, such as fire response organizations
which operate exclusively on the grounds of airports.
The standard unit of operations in the visited EOC’s is the incident. An incident is
initiated by one or more calls to the EOC representing a situation which requires the
intervention of one or more of the services controlled by the EOC. An incident is usually limited
to a specific location and primary type: illegal activity, medical problem, fire, etc. The
information systems currently used by the EOC personnel reflect the central role of the
incident. From a computer display of a single incident, it is possible to determine which
resources have been assigned to that incident, and their current level of involvement
(dispatched, responding, at the scene, etc.) with the incident. Some of the systems provide a
display of the activity of any one resource for some period of time. That is to say that one can
learn of the incidents with which a single resource unit has been involved.
Many academic treatments of the domain of emergency response advocate the
implementation of new or improved technologic systems, but do so with a very limited view of
the true applicability to the reality of field operations. Yee offers a short, pointed description of
some of the problems facing information systems’ use in times of unusual stress and situational
complexity. (Yee, 2001) In the immediate wake of the September 11th attacks, Yee and a
colleague deployed a web-based system for collecting information about survivors to help
satisfy the nationwide thirst for information concerning specific individuals. The problems they
encountered ran the gambit from publicizing the service to figuring out how to properly handle
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errant submissions to their database. Many of the data coordination problems they
encountered were derived from the unofficial nature of their, and others’, operations, and the
supply of raw data from non-professionals.
Crow & Jonson, from Pennsylvania State University’s Applied Research Laboratory,
developed a medical information communications system utilizing handheld computers. Their
final report on the project revealed a minimal utility for ambulance-to-hospital
communications, but an unexpected utility for accurate record keeping. (Crow & Jonson, 2001)
Rather than using the handheld systems as a data gathering and communications mechanism
while enroute from the scene of the medical incident to the hospital, the systems were used
after leaving the hospital to begin the written record. The field personnel who tested the
prototype reported that while the handheld computers and the software were not difficult to
use overall, they were not easily utilized in situ, when other tasks had priority and
communication could still be achieved by voice over radio means.2
Phelps, Wagner, and Guralnic, from Honeywell Laboratories, describe the use of
handheld computing devices as a decision support aid for firefighters while engaged in the
business of fighting fires. Within their discussion of potential uses of their system, pre-incident
planning based upon longitudinal data collected by the system is a major point. (Phelps et al.,

2

The author has had several informal discussions with users of the prototype system, many of whom
agreed with the sentiment that the system worked well in situations where the information was not critical (e.g.:
minor injuries), but the pace of activity in a more serious situation, and/or a short transport time, precluded the use
of the system as it was intended. Furthermore, by personal experience anecdotes, the value of the additional
information encoded into voice communications via tone and conversational pace can be demonstrated. This is a
ripe area for further research.
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2003) They present a system with a generalized strategic conceptualization demonstrated by a
very specific tactical case. It is not clear from where the tactical task definitions would be
derived in an actual field deployment. For example, the screen-shots of their software
application list “check adjoining hallway” as a task with associated timing and other
parameters. There is no indication how the software would know that an adjoining hallway
exists.
A similar effort by Betts, et. al., from NASA’s Ames Research Center was demonstrated
to field responders. They report that through there were several features the field personnel
appreciated, they also had several reservations. One responder reportedly stated that “no
matter how advanced the tool, he would never leave his pencil and notebook behind.”
Again, the potential utility as a record-keeping mechanism rather than as a real-time decision
support system was mentioned. (Betts, 2005).
The basic failing of these proposed system designs comes from a lack of understanding
of the target operating environment. This is not entirely the fault of the researchers, who were
approaching the problem on a data processing and communications level. What was neglected,
by the “domain experts” as well as the researchers, was the operational context of the
proposed system, and how the variables within that context affected the value of the
information: When the circumstances permitted the use of the technology, the information was
not very important; when the information was important, the use of the technology was not
practical.
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Other examples, such as the 1992 London Ambulance Service’s failed deployment of a
new computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system dramatically demonstrate both the criticality and
complexity of some information systems. (Finkelstein & Dowell, 1996)(McCarthy et al., 1997)
The new system was planned to be a leap forward in the automation of emergency ambulance
dispatch. Instead, within hours of becoming active, the system began experiencing major
problems and was eventually shut down completely. The incident is described as an example of
a systemic failure, rather than a failure of any one piece (Finkelstein & Dowell, 1996).
Knight includes the London Ambulance Service incident with several other examples,
including some from the nuclear power industry, to demonstrate the need for well-constructed
“safety critical systems.” (Knight, 2002) The fundamental problem cited in these systems is
communication failures between engineers involved in their design and construction. In the
absence of accurate communication, incorrect assumptions are incorporated into system
designs, leading to failures. One of the most memorable examples of this phenomenon is the
Mars Climate Orbiter crash, caused by incorrect assumptions concerning the units of
measurement used in navigational calculations.(Knight, 2002)(Leveson, 2004)
As in many instances, the ability to make proper decisions regarding the allocation of
resources, whether they are supplies or manpower, depends greatly on the quantity and
quality of information reaching the decision makers. In some areas of practice, it is beneficial to
delay the commitment to a particular course of action while additional information may be
gathered and processed. Depending on the specific situation, it may be possible to put off the
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allocation of resources for months or even years with no significant ill effects. The very nature
of emergency response, however, precludes the ability to delay decisions; and large-scale
emergency responses make this practice even more harmful. In a large-scale emergency
response, the question which must be addressed changes from “which resources are needed?”
to “which incidents need which resources MORE?” The information required to properly
respond to this expanded resource-allocation question must be greater in volume and quality,
and must be processed as quickly as possible.
A noteworthy passage from a discussion of planning activities states that “Evaluation
occurs within the development of the plan, and we found that members of the planning staff take
the responsibility for questioning the plan or pointing out discrepancies within it. Therefore,
computer-based planning systems that generate plans automatically cut out this vital linkage
with the human planners.” (Miller, 2001) While it is beyond the scope of this work to investigate
the advances in artificial intelligence which may provide for the self-criticizing activities implied
by this statement to be important, the point that a “linkage with the human planners” is
described as “vital” is relevant. A key design consideration for the human-computer interaction
capabilities of a decision support system, whether it is for an individual user or some group, is
its ability to communicate the potential negative effects of a decision, as well as the expected
positive effects. This information may become more crucial when the decision at hand is
expected to minimize the negative while accepting that it cannot be eliminated altogether.
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The Emergency Response System during Extraordinary Events
In the wake of the attacks of September 11th, hurricane Katrina, and other extraordinary
incidents, the United States’ Department of Homeland Security established the National
Incident Management System (NIMS) as a set of standard operating procedures to guide the
response coordination for such wide-scale events.(US-DHS, 2008) Under the premise that
emergency operations must remain consistent across various response scales or will likely not
be utilized (Turoff et al., 2004)(Turoff, 2002), the NIMS guidelines are applicable to normal dayto-day operations as well as to atypical events.
When the emergency response capacity of a region is exceeded by the need for
resources, NIMS triage protocols go into effect to help guide the decision making process. Such
circumstances highlight the recognition of the emergency operations center (EOC) as the
coordination point of a large and diverse system of individual entities. (Bostick et al.,
2008)(Chen et al., 2008) An integrated EOC utilizes the protocols established by NIMS and other
guidelines, along with information regarding resource capability and availability to make
assignment decisions regarding needs reported from a particular region. The pace and severity
of such reported needs may be fairly routine, but may scale suddenly and unexpectedly to
overwhelm resource capacity.
In the emergency operations center domain, a critical incident is considered to be any
set of circumstances that increases the likelihood of loss of life, wellbeing, or property, to
unusually high levels. It may be thought of as a set of conditions where some loss must be
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accepted as unavoidable and resources must be managed with such expectations in play. A
typical example of this would be a mass-casualty incident (MCI), which involves multiple people
who require medical treatment for injuries of varying severity.(Branas et al., 2000) Often, the
mechanism of injury includes circumstances which require other emergency services to become
involved simultaneously. Incidents such as multi-vehicle accidents may result in such
conditions. The process of allocating resources to provide care becomes a much more
challenging problem.

Command and Control Systems
The OODA-Loop
The literature describing military command and control practices is dominated by Boyd’s
Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) loop framework.3 (Boyd, 1996)4 The so called “OODA-loop”
has been a recognized and employed by military decision-makers for more than a quarter
century, and has spawned several variants. (Hammond, 2001) In essence, the OODA-loop is a
set of iterative evaluation and action processes contained within a larger iterative structure.
See Figure 12, below. The OODA-loop provides a fundamental framework of command and
control stages which is generalized and flexible enough to see application in a wide range of
domains and scale. Boyd surmised that the success of U.S. Air Force pilots against adversaries
with aircraft which were technically superior in many ways was largely due to the U.S. pilots’

3

Google reported “about 40,400 results” for the terms “OODA loop”; “about 21,300 results” for the terms
“Boyd’s OODA loop”; and “about 88,500 results” for the exact phrase “Boyd’s OODA loop” – Google SRP, August
29th, 2010
4
Boyd did not publish a conventional paper or book containing his OODA-loop description. His work was
presented in the form of verbal briefings with accompanying slide sets.(Grant, 2005)
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ability to work through the OODA-loop at a faster pace. In effect, he reduced the skillset
needed to control a military aircraft to a subset of what was needed to be successful at it.

Figure 12 - Boyd’s OODA-loop (Boyd, 1996)

5

Boyd’s original concept of “observe, orient, decide, act” has been used as a foundation,
and modified by several researchers and practitioners. The Dynamic OODA-loop (Brehmer,
2005) and the Cognitive OODA-loop (Breton & Rousseau, 2008) are some recent examples.
Brehmer’s work expands the basic OODA-loop components by focusing on military decisionmaking and decomposing those activities into sub-units. One of the concepts introduced in the
Dynamic OODA-loop is information collection and sense making in the context of a specific
command concept. Brehmer also made it a point to explain that the term “sensors” could be
applied to people who refine and filter raw data before passing it on to the commander. Breton

5

Image retrieved from http://strategy4sustainability.files.wordpress.com on June 19, 2010
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and Rousseau’s Cognitive OODA-loop is an extension of their earlier work, the Modular OODAloop (Rousseau & Breton, 2004), and integrates Endsley’s model of situation awareness
(Endsley, 1995)(Endsley, 2000)as well as Klein’s recognition-primed decision making model
(Klein, 1988)(Klein, 1993)into the OODA process. The cognitive construction of situation
awareness as described by Endsley is seen as the extension of the “observe” and “orient”
segments of the OODA loop, while Klein’s recognition-primed decision making model fills out
the “decide” and act segments.
One of the most emphasized elements of the OODA-loop is the concept of pace.
(Brehmer, 2005)(Curts & Campbell, 2001) From the prevalence of discussion on the pace of
information gathering and analysis, the importance of timely, as well as accurate, information
may be inferred.

The SHOR Model
The Stimulus-Hypothesis-Option-Response (SHOR) model (Whol, 1981) was introduced
in the early 1980’s and shares many features with the OODA-loop, though there is no indication
that Whol and Boyd were aware of one another (Grant & Kooter, 2005). As with Boyd’s OODA
model, the component processes of SHOR are meant to be iterative and self-reinforcing via
feedback loops. The top-level components of the OODA and SHOR models do not map one-toone, but overlap. Whol’s model includes a set of sub-processes within each of the top-level
designations. These sub-process definitions provide a much more detailed view of the
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interactions within each major section, in the same way that later additions to the OODA model
did.

Figure 13 - Whol's SHOR model; image from (Grant & Kooter, 2005)

Comparing the OODA model in Figure 12 and the SHOR model in Figure 13, it is possible
to see virtually the same chain of activities, beginning with the collection of raw data, the
transformation of that data into information, a decision process, and an implementation stage.
Each component of the model is linked to others, providing a feedback mechanism. Table 1,
below, lists the sup-processes of the SHOR model and maps the components to those of the
OODA model.
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Whol’s SHOR model, including
sub-processes

Relationship to Boyd’s OODA model

Stimulus
• Gather / detect
• Filter / correlate
• Aggregate / display
• Store / recall

Observe & Orient – The description of the
SHOR “aggregate” step, correlates with the
OODA “orient” step. The “store/recall” step
is not alluded to in the OODA model
beyond vague mentions of “past
experience.”

Hypothesis
• Create hypothesis about
situation
• Evaluate hypothesis
• Select hypothesis

Orient

Option
• Create response options
• Evaluate options
• Select option

Decide

Response
• Plan
• Organize
• Execute

Act – Though the SHOR steps of “plan” and
“organize” are not explicit in the OODA
model.

Table 1 - mapping of SHOR and OODA model components - based on (Grant & Kooter, 2005)

Naturalistic Decision Making
In contrast to the decision refinement methods described above, recognition-primed
decision making (RPDM) (Klein, 1998) is essentially a model to describe the decision processes
of domain experts who do not utilize a formal multi-step decision-making model. Kein’s work
has given rise to the field of naturalistic decision making (NDM) which, among other things,
presumes a lack of complete situational information along with “high-stakes” decisions is a
normal condition. Because of its reliance upon domain experts, much of the research in NDM is
ethnographic in nature. There is, however, a growing interest in NDM with its implications in a
wide range of fields. Malcolm Gladwell has provided several anecdotal accounts of rapid
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decisions made by domain experts, as well as laypersons. (Gladwell, 2005) The case studies he
presents run the range from extremely good decisions made with minimal data to extremely
poor decisions made with access to extensive data. In the field of physical security, Gavin
deBecker has published several popular works which echo Klein’s RPDM model. The principal
assertion of deBecker’s works is that most people are unwilling to accept a “gut feeling” even in
regards to a potentially dangerous situation. (deBecker, 1997) The effectiveness of the RPDM
model therefore relies upon not just domain experts, but experts who have come to trust in
their own rapid judgment.
Naturalistic decision making (NDM) and ecologic interface design (EID) are running
themes in Kim Vicente’s book “The Human Factor” (Vicente, 2004) which provides several
examples where human decision makers had access to comprehensive data, but it was not
presented in formats that were conducive to the decision-making process. These examples
provide motivation for constructing human-computer interface systems with the assumption
that unusual and foreseen circumstances will occur.
Some additional alignment between the command and control models produced by the
various cognitive science, cybernetics, and practitioner views is emerging through recent work
in neurology. Hawkins & Blakeslee have proposed a “hierarchical-temporal-memory” (HTM)
model as a step toward improved artificial intelligence systems. (Hawkins & Blakeslee, 2004)
The HTM model is based upon the neurological structure of the mammalian neo-cortex and
helps to explain several common, but subconscious everyday events. (e.g.: feeling compelled to
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stare at disfigurements, slowing down to look at an accident even though it is not blocking your
path, etc.) These events are all exceptions to most people’s normal experience, and so induce a
hierarchical categorization (and learning) process to fit the observation into pre-established
prototypical situations. This process is either an implicit (Boyd’s orientation stage) or explicit
(e.g.: Klein’s “is this situation typical” criteria) element of command and control models.
An interesting perspective on command and control, including a very practicallyoriented discussion of the problem of information overload, is presented in (Roman, 1996). The
author argues that the improvements in information technologies over the past few decades
are skewed toward faster data collection while decision making capabilities have not benefited
by a similar improvement in capability. The proposed remedy to this problem is organizational
change to enable more distributed decision-making processes.

Summary of Command and Control Modeling
A survey of fifteen command and control models (Mayk & Rubin, 1988) was cited and
supplemented as part of an effort to streamline command and control processes in support of
software development. (Grant & Kooter, 2005) These works clearly show how the most
common models of command and control decision making can be mapped to one another. In
fact, Mayk & Rubin describe a “buzz-word generator” which can produce over seventeen
thousand different command and control models by recombining the various terms used to
describe the stages of data gathering, analysis, and decision-making.
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No matter which model of command and control is favored, they all have a common
opening theme: the gathering of data. Boyd called this the “observe” step. Whol called it
“stimulus.” Rasmussen used the term “Perception.” Klein describes “acquiring information
about the situation.” The collection of accurate and timely intelligence regarding the state of
the environment is an obvious necessary precursor to any decision-making process.
Aschenbruck, et. al. discuss a complimentary concern to the availability of
environmental data: the quality of the data. (Aschenbruck et al., 2006) While situational data
quality is usually implicit in the discussions of command and control, so is the technologic
collection and communication of the data. These implications reduce command and control
data intake to a non-anthropologic system of the kind described by Shannon (Shannon, 1948)
which includes the relative ease of developing quantitative performance metrics at recursively
reduced stages of signal propagation. Work such as that documented by Bearavolu, et. al.
demonstrate the gap in this area: real-time awareness of the command and control data intake
system is presented as necessary in assessing the quality of the decision-support data, but the
system is represented as a purely technologic artifact. (Bearavolu et al., 2003)

Situational Awareness as a Key Component of Command and
Control
Definition of Situational Awareness
One of - if not the - most cited definitions of situation awareness is that of Mica R.
Endsley’s: “Situation Awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a
volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection; of their
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status in the near future.” (Endsley, 1988) This definition is broken into three distinct “levels” of
SA, which Endlsy gave the simplified names of perception (a.k.a.: “level-1 SA”), comprehension
(level-2), and projection (level-3). Situation Awareness, in Endsly’s “decision model”, is one
compound component among others, representing the cognitive processes iterating from the
sensing of the surrounding environment through the action upon the environment. The
relations among the various components are illustrated below in Figure 14. This diagram
appeared in Endsley’s original 1988 paper and several subsequent discussions of SA.

Figure 14 - Endsley's Model of Situation Awareness within a Decision Model (Endsley, 1988)

One of the key elements of SA is that it can only exist within a human mind. (Billings,
1995) This feature establishes SA as an anthropologic construction which may be supported or
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manipulated through various technologic means, but cannot be constructed by nor contained
within technology. Some attempts are underway to develop technologic systems which work
more intimately with SA elements (Matheus et al., 2003). This kind of work, however, boils
down to the quest to better represent SA elements as digital artifacts, which suffer from lossy
translation from the analog real world.
Some definitions of SA explicitly include observable external action. (Dalrymple &
Schiflett, 1997) This is noteworthy since such a definition would allow direct objective
observation to form the basis of an SA assessment method. Observable action, however,
removes SA from the nest of the human mind, and requires additional mental processing to
formulate a response plan, followed by a visible action. Such a definition would become very
troublesome under conditions where a subject properly could not, or should not, take any
action.6

Measurement of Situation Awareness
The “Critical Incident Method” was developed by Flanagan in the 1950’s as a technique
for investigating aircraft pilots’ thought processes. Flanagan described critical incidents as
“…extreme behavior, either outstandingly effective or ineffective with respect to attaining the
general aims of the activity.” (Flanagan, 1954) Flanagan’s technique, which has been widely
applied in cognitive engineering research, relies upon post-hoc evaluations of information
deriving from extreme events or imagined worst-case scenarios. There is an implicit assumption
6

Can a paralyzed person be aware of his situation? What if you were to suddenly be surrounded by
poisonous snakes - you would be aware of your situation, and that awareness would lead you to be very, very still.
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that future incidents will not be so novel as to defy categorization within the frameworks
produced by the technique. Refinements of Flanagan’s techniques have allowed the basic
procedures to adapt to other domains (Fountain, 1999) (Xiao & Mackenzie, 1998). Angelides
makes a case that critical incidents are not necessarily “sensational events involving a lot of
tension.” (Angelides, 2001) Though Angelides was considering a context very different from
Flanagan’s, classrooms rather than cockpits, this assertion is supported by others. (Wong et al.,
1997)
The Situation Awareness Rating Technique (SART) utilizes an evaluation model based on
information supplies and demands, along with a measure of “understanding.” (Selcon & Taylor,
1990)(Taylor, 1990) The technique is subjective, requiring post-hoc evaluations of SA by study
participants. This subjectivity of the SA assessment is the primary detractor from its use.
(Endsley et al., 1998) The division of the model is suited to review after a scenario has played
out. The information availability and demand components may be much clearer after the fact,
when a complete contextual picture is available. This approach may also be useful for
determining the appropriate emphasis of available information cues in a simulation – again by
having an assessment of the information’s importance in a broader context. SART’s
“understanding” component may be viewed a similar to level-2 SA in Endsley’s model.
Performance-based measurement techniques of SA (Pritchett et al., 1996) utilize the
actions of subjects as proxy indicators of their SA. Proponents of performance-based
assessment point to the failure of alternate techniques to extend from mental models (a.k.a.
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knowledge-based) of SA to real-world application of SA. There are several examples of
conditions where performance-based metrics outshine knowledge-based model assessments.
Many of these, however, identify problems in the planning stages subsequent to SA formulation
and imply the consideration of broader knowledge (e.g.: protocols and data confidence). This
additional knowledge can be viewed as being integral to the SA formulation process, and not a
later additive. In fact, it would seem that Endsley’s Level-3 SA would require such a higher-level
view of the situation at hand, if accurate predictions are to be made. Furthermore, while it is
logical that the purpose of building SA is for the development of action plans, SA is not a
requirement for decision-making and action. It would be possible for a performance-based
metric experiment to be tainted by a few “lucky” subjects. Conversely, a subject with adequate
SA may be stymied by a flawed decision-making process or a poorly designed control interface.
There is also potential for the subjects to bias the experiment outcomes if they are aware of the
nature of the assessment metrics – they may act prior to formulating a properly thought-out
plan.
The desire to objectively assess a subject’s SA is the obvious driver behind performancebased techniques. Similar assessment techniques based on “activity theory” have been studied
by Bedny and associates. (Bedny & Meister, 1999)(Bedny & Karwowski, 2003)(Bedny & Harris,
2005) Activity theory has its roots in the former Soviet Union where it had been applied to
understand situations similar to those addressed by western critical incident analysis
techniques. The crux of activity theory is the progressive decomposition of observable actions
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into more and more detailed and less objective sub-units of action. The decomposition is similar
to Rasmussen’s abstraction hierarchy (Rasmussen, 1986), but relies on finer-grained
descriptions of action – physical or mental – and avoids abstraction altogether. Also, whereas
Rasmussen has defined guidelines for a reasonable depth of the hierarchy, activity theory has
no such constraints. The focus of activity theory upon observable action is explicit in the name,
and so de-emphasizes the formulation of situation awareness in favor of a much more rigidly
structured representation of information and work processes.
Mica Endsley presented the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT)
in 1988 as an alternative to other methods in use at the time. (Endsley, 1988) The basic
procedure requires the pausing of an ongoing simulation, the blanking of all user displays and
other data channels, and querying the user with questions designed to gauge their awareness
and understanding of the simulated environment. The primary benefit of SAGAT is its
measurement objectivity. With displays blanked, questions can (and should) be presented
within the context of the simulated environment. With questions designed to assess the
subjects’ SA across the three levels of Endsley’s model, a complete picture of in-situ SA can be
drawn.
During SAGAT assessments, the simulation is suspended, displays are cleared, and
subjects are queried for indications of all three levels of SA. The need to suspend the action is
one of the drawbacks of SAGAT since this precludes the technique’s applicability to live
environments. A workaround procedure uses simplified real-time querying of subjects; wherein
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individual questions are posed over a greater range of time while the subjects continue through
their routine. (Jones & Endsley, 2000) These so-called “real-time probes” are certainly less
intrusive, but may also be less accurate in their results (if the interest is in real-time internallyheld SA), and the procedure is limited in the conditions in which it can be utilized. The use of
real-time SAGAT probes may provide more realistic data, as subjects would be able to respond
to queries by accessing current data and extrapolating an answer, as would occur in a realworld interruption by a supervisor.

Situation Awareness and Ecologic Interface Design
Systems can be categorized by their position on a spectrum ranging from the strict
enforcement of a set of structured rules to the ability to adapt to support novel situations. The
extremes of this spectrum are referred to as intentional systems and natural or ecological
systems. Hajdukiewicz, et.al. presented the model which places the two types of systems as the
extremes of a continuum, linking a system’s intentional constraints with its causal (ecological)
constraints.(Hajdukiewicz et al., 1999) All work domains, and their associated information
systems, would exist somewhere along the continuum.
Ecological Interface Design (EID) (Rasmussen & Vicente, 1989) has been developed to
address the needs of constructing human-computer interfaces for complex socio-technical
systems. The purpose of ecological interfaces is to support human decision-making, particularly
in atypical and unanticipated circumstances. EID uses abstraction hierarchies as fundamental
models describing system’s high-level goals related to the lower-level implementation details.
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Interfaces built with consideration to the progression of abstraction to the overall goals of the
system are able to provide their users with information and controls relevant to that overall
goal, rather than all of the details of physical implementation.
Ecological interfaces are constructed to focus on the use of a system to achieve the
overall purpose of the work the system is designed to support. An important piece of the EID
construction process is gathering information of “the work domain (work space or problem
space) as an integral component of the ‘cognitive system.’” (Flach et al., 1998) The importance
of a proper understanding of the work domain is addressed in the same work: “… The
limitations of technologies, humans, and control systems are important considerations --- but
the significance of these limitations can only be appreciated relative to the functional demands
of a work domain.”
Ecological interface designs have consistently been shown to improve the performance
of systems, but this improvement is most apparent in non-routine operations, where humans
are called upon as “knowledge workers” able to adaptively process the information coming
through the interfaces.(Vicente, 2002) In Vicente’s example of a pasteurization process control
system experiment, it was noted that while performance during unusual circumstances
improved, performance during normal operations was unaffected by the use of EID. This is
mentioned to show that the use of EID is not meant to trade normal condition capabilities for
improved capabilities in atypical conditions. Little effect on normal operations is expected
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through the use of EID, while atypical operations are expected to become easier to understand
and handle.

Emergency response command and control contrasted with some
other areas
Air-traffic control
Domain analysis studies and other research of the field of air-traffic control show it to
have some similarities with emergency response coordination. The vital nature of the
information handled in air-traffic control environments promotes the consideration of safe
information handling practices, even with consideration for multiple system failures. (Mackay,
1999) Furthermore, the expectation of encountering new and unforeseen events is present,
and plays a role in training and practice exercises. (Grant, 2005)
The development of human-computer interfaces to support air-traffic control
operations is an ongoing task. Palmer, et. al. have experimented with variations in flight
information visual representation as a means to improve air-traffic controllers’ situation
awareness. (Palmer et al., 2008). Their experiments provided a series displays with aircraft
altitudes represented by sizing and shading icons, rather than using the traditional numeric-text
displays. Subjects were asked to identify potential interactions (i.e.: in-flight collisions) and
showed that even a simple change in how the critical information is represented can have
significant impacts on overall outcome.
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Emergency medicine
The field of (in-hospital) emergency medical treatment has several obvious similarities
to aspects of (out-of-hospital) emergency response systems. Foremost are the high-stakes goals
of both environments. Secondly, and in contrast to air-traffic control’s preventive operations, is
the response-based nature of the domain. Responding to immediate life-threatening elements
of an environment can require the processing of tremendous volumes of information,
particularly in large-scale catastrophic situations. (Bowers III & Prochnow, 2003)(Bostick et al.,
2008)(Burkle, 2002) Responding to events, as opposed to avoiding events, requires a
continuous cycle of preparation, even while events occur and are dealt with.

Prior Research in Emergency Response Command and Control
An analysis of the numbers and timings of requests for assistance in the San Francisco
Bay area was performed as a preliminary step to producing an accurate predictive simulation.
(Jasso et al., 2007) The analysis found that there is a great deal of variation in the parameters
describing the emergency needs of the region. (Harrald & Jefferson, 2007) make a strong case
that a while shared operational picture is a necessary element of successful emergency
response management, achieving the level of distributed situational awareness necessary is a
very difficult task. This sentiment is reinforced by (Jennix, 2007) which provides some historical
background and concentrates on the management of information as the level of coordination is
scaled from local to national levels of service. It is important to note that each of these works
discusses the complexity of the emergency response command and control domain using
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examples drawn through data, but do not address the sourcing of that data for real-time
operational use.
(Carver & Turoff, 2007) explored several aspects of the emergency planning and
response management domain and produced a general guide for developing emergency
response planning and control systems, explicitly including computer-supported
communications systems. Their recommendations are summarized in Figure 15 below. Note
that their framework includes similar command and control system components, in an iterative
structure, to those discussed previously. Dr. Turoff has a long history as a proponent of
computer-supported collaboration for the management of emergencies; see (Turoff,
2002)(Turoff et al., 2004). Again, the focus of these contributions is on the sharing and
manipulation of information with little consideration for the formatting of the raw data.

Figure 15 – HCI guidelines for emergency response information systems, from (Carver & Turoff, 2007)
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One excellent study of the emergency medical dispatch domain, taking place at the
London Ambulance Service, was produced by (Furniss & Blanford, 2006). However, in
concentrating on the flows of information within the emergency operations center, and in
particular to the collaboration among resource allocators, the entry of new requests for
assistance is not included. The authors explain: “Call takers are situated in a different area
from the sector desks as they do not have to have direct contact with the sector desks. The
floor to the call taker’s area is on a lower level than the sector desk area. This adds a further
degree of distinction between the two and could help prevent sound travelling.” (Furniss &
Blanford, 2006) This statement describes a common feature of the literature regarding
emergency operations: call-takers are seen as a distinct, and sometimes separated, component
of the system. The focus on the collaboration by resource commanders who will utilize
environmental data, with little if any discussion of the sources of that data, is a common theme
in the literature.
A simulation framework called RimSim (Campbell et al., 2008) has been used as the
basis for an emergency operations command and control simulation with the ability to scale
from single-player to multi-player modes, and thus explore distributed cognition inemergency
response coordination using a single tool. They describe a single response scenario which is
presumably scripted and embedded into the simulation.
(Jain & McLean, 2003) proposes a common framework for linking several simulation
systems in an effort to more realistically prepare for large-scale, distributed events. This work
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was supplemented by a proposal for establishing a shared library of disaster scenarios from
which simulation-builders could draw. (Jain & Mclean, 2008)
(McGrath et al., 2005) used the example of online multi-player games as a basis for
constructing an emergency response simulation system and demonstrated the efficacy of using
relatively simple components to achieve realistic simulations.
(Wright & Madey, 2008) strove to make distributed computer-supported collaboration
simulations of emergency operations centers more realistic by including communications
anomalies which can disrupt the order of message arrival. The goal of this work is to evaluate
the needs for and effectiveness of script-driven supplements to human collaborations in timesensitive situations.
(Phelps et al., 2003) have built emergency operations simulations on the Task Analysis
Environment Modeling and Simulation (TAEMS) agent framework. Although the simulations
they describe include a comprehensive set of domain roles, there is no mention of the
communication efficiency between the agents in those roles.
The NeoCITIES simulation system implements an emergency response management
interface which can be scaled to engage decision-makers at multiple levels, and do so in a
controlled network fashion. (McNeese et al., 2005)(McNeese et al., 2005) The scaling and
networking capabilities of this tool make it well suited for explorations of decision-making
processes where variations of the experiment participants and their interactions can be
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controlled, revealing subtle advantages and disadvantages which other systems could not. This
is the goal of the “living lab” approach (McNeese et al., 2000) which has guided the
development of NeoCITIES.
In each of the systems discussed above, the focus is on the decision-making process and
so the raw data is a controlled variable of the experiments being performed with them.

The gap between the research environments and the operational
reality arising from the reliance upon voice comunications.
Emergency operations centers are relatively unique in their reliance on voice
communications with mixture of trained and non-trained people as their primary form of data
collection. In most discussions of data collection for decision support systems, the possibility of
people acting as the initial sensors is at least mentioned. Table 2, below, compares three
command-and-control domains across the dimensions of data sourcing, data attributes, and
broad attributes of the command personnel/systems.
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emergency operations
centers

emergency medicine

air traffic control

military

Domain

Sources of data

Data attributes

“Commander” attributes

• Multiple types and
distributions of
sensors
• Forward
observation
personnel
• Radar w/
transponder
identification
• Radio
communications
with pilot

• Digital raw or refined
data from a variety of
sources
• Observers are trained to
refine and report data,
minimizing ambiguity
• Radar displays and radio
conversations
complement one another
• Pilots are trained to
refine and report data,
minimizing ambiguity

• Are often removed from the raw
data and therefore base decisions
on refinements made by
subordinates and technologydriven data fusion systems.

• The patient
• Digital monitors
and displays
• Direct observation
with multiple
senses.
• Collaboration with
other medical
personnel

• Raw data can be drawn
from a number of
sources including digital
displays and direct
sensory perception,
including touch and
smell.
• Refined data are
accessible through visual
and voice engagements
with other providers and
the patient
• Raw data are almost
exclusively in the form
of voice messages
• Only the field responders
are trained to refine and
report data; laypersons
provide ambiguous data

• Field Responders
• Victims
• Observers

• Have direct access to both digital
and voice data sources, and can
directly communicate with actors
in the environment.
• Protocols have been established
to guide the comparative weights
of the distinct data channels,
should they contradict one
another.
• Usually have direct access to
digital, voice, and visual data
from other practitioners and the
patient.
• Conversations with patients can
be directed to elicit specific
information.

• It is not uncommon for the
decision-maker to also be
responsible for the reception and
processing of the raw data.
• Due to the data ambiguity arising
from untrained and
uncoordinated sources, efforts
must be made to correlate reports
quickly, in order to distill an
accurate model of the
environment.

Table 2 - Comparison of Command and Control System Categories

Table 2 compares data and commander attributes across the three broad domains of
military, air traffic control, and emergency operations coordination. The primary aspects which
set emergency operations centers apart are derived from the fact that a majority of the data
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regarding the operational environment, for both the affective and effective elements, are
received as voice communications and much of those communications are sourced by people
who are not trained to refine, filter, and report only the relevant pieces.
Within the “inference hierarchy” described by Hall and Llinas (Hall & Llinas, 1997), the
emergency operations centers have a data fusion problem at the lowest levels. The inference
hierarchy describes the increasing detail of information which can be inferred from increasing
data volume and source diversity. The lowest level represents the ability to reliably determine
that something simply exists in the environment. The hierarchy proceeds through information
levels representing the location, identity, behavior, surrounding situation, and finally the threat
posed by any environmental entity. For the emergency operations centers, the “entities” of
concern are incidents occurring in the environment and the emergency response resources
which can be allocated to those incidents. Due to the nature of the data coming into the EOC –
verbal reports from untrained observers – assessing the location of an incident, and in many
cases determining whether or not new data is referring to an already identified incident, can be
difficult.

Conclusion: the missing connection to the operational reality
prevents the application of the research.
Current research regarding the management of information and the decision-making
processes in the emergency response domain largely center on:
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1. The uses of technology for fast and accurate access to situationally relevant
information such as the use of mobile devices by field personnel for in situ data
capture and report-back to a centralized system. E.g.:(Crow & Jonson,
2001)(Phelps et al., 2003)(Betts, 2005)
2. The distribution of the decision-making process by sharing data and facilitating
communication among groups of specialists spread over various levels of
geographic dispersion. E.g.: (McNeese et al., 2005)(Jones, 2004)(Carver & Turoff,
2007)(Burkle, 2002)(Turoff et al., 2004)
3. The implementation of (semi-)automated decision support systems. E.g.: (Grant,
2005)(VanDeWalle & Turoff, 2008)(Potter & Wickler, 2008)(Chen et al., 2008)
The bodies of literature which cover multi-modal interface design, including those that
discuss emergency response operations, tend to focus on the manipulation of information
already contained within a computing system.
Much of the work in these areas pre-supposes the availability of situational information
which may not be immediately available, especially in the digital formats needed for computerassisted analysis or distributed collaboration. The reality is that the majority of the raw data
entering the emergency operations center is held in voice communications, and many of those
communications originate by untrained personnel, and are therefore not well suited to
computer-mediated data collection. Furthermore, even if a computer-based speech recognition
system could overcome the obstacles of speaker voice variations to produce an accurate
stream of digitized text, the system would have to be interactive enough to direct the
conversations through a highly variable set of contingencies and questions to provide an
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adequate level of service. (Prinzo, 1998) discusses some of the problems encountered in the
use of a speech recognition system in the air-traffic control domain.
Even then, the additional information represented by those very speaker variations
(e.g.: speech speed, intonation, etc.) would likely not be captured adequately. The voice
communications within the EOC’s are information rich, but data poor.
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QUESTIONS
Overview
The goal of this research is to improve the understanding of one type of information
processing which commonly takes place within emergency operations centers and is crucial to
fulfilling their mission. That mission, in general terms, is to coordinate the assignments of
resources to emergency incidents. The successful execution of this mission requires access to
an up-to-date model of the environment being serviced. Any attempt to improve the decisionsupport capabilities of the EOC through automation must be concerned with the timely
availability of accurate data arriving from outside the center. The majority of the data arriving
at the EOC is in the form of voice communications. Therefore, the rapid interpretation of audio
messages continues to be one of the most critical basic skills for emergency
telecommunicators, and is also a skill not easily handed over to automation. Furthermore, the
effects of message (mis)interpretations are most pronounced when resource utilization peaks;
which coincides with substantial increases in message arrival rates. Errors which may have little
or no effects under normal conditions may be very detrimental during busy periods. It is
therefore desirable to develop human-computer interface designs which are able to support
improved decision support during extremes in demand, as well as the usual day-to-day.
Referring back to Figure 10 on page 12, a target area for exploration here can be painted over
the intersection between communications and situation monitoring in the emergency
operations center work domain.
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A key milestone toward reaching the overall goal is achieving some understanding of the
opportunities and constraints within inter-modal human-computer interface (HCI) designs. The
term “inter-modal” has been coined to describe the situation commonly found in emergency
operations centers, where incoming information arrives in the form of voice messages which
must be interpreted and transferred into an information storage and distribution system in a
non-audio format.7 The quick and accurate interpretation of incoming voice messages is a
prerequisite for any decision-making process. The quick and accurate entry of those
interpretations into a production database is a prerequisite for distributed and/or automated
decision support processes.
A courtroom stenography machine contains an example of an intermodal interface. The
stenography machine, however, is used to record data for later retrieval. Ideally, a decision
support system, such as might be used in emergency operations centers, will integrate new
data into an environmental model as quickly as possible so that decisions can be based upon
near real-time conditions.

7

The term “inter-modal” as applied to information systems constructs is derived from its use in describing
cargo transportation chains, where the mode of transportation is changed (e.g.: from ship to rail to truck,
etc.). See (Ottjes et al., ) and (Harris et al., 2010).
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Figure 16 - A court reporter's stenography machine is an example of an inter-modal interface whereby speech is
converted into an alternate format for later recall. (image from http://www.zeneras.com, downloaded October 2009)

There are many outstanding questions regarding the design of human-computer
interfaces for inter-modal data handling. Focusing on the requirements of the selected domain
of emergency operations centers, these two questions are at the point of the matter:
1. What elements of human-computer interfaces are able to influence the speed and
accuracy of user-arbitrated capture of data arriving as voice messages?
2. What elements of human-computer interfaces are able to influence the mental
construction and maintenance of situational awareness for domain conditions being
reported primarily via voice messages?

Implications of these questions affecting experiment design
The speed of data entry and processing for decision support is irrelevant if the entered
data are not accurate. Therefore, the combination of speed and accuracy must be assessed to
determine the potential of any data collection interface. This is a more challenging scenario
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than those presented in typing tests or the like. The measurements of speed and accuracy are
not simply manifestations of the physical abilities of a user to operate an interface because they
include the requirement for some mental processing of the source material to determine what
data should be entered through the interface.
It is the necessity for assessing this combination of performance measures which
dictates the experimental approach. In order to assess the accuracy of a subject’s entries, a
constant and complete understanding of the environment must be maintained. Utilizing a
realistic simulation system which provides the necessary metadata for comparison to subjectsupplied data aggregations is the most straightforward method.
A further goal of the design of inter-modal interfaces for emergency resource allocation
is the development and maintenance of situational awareness. This consideration arises from
the common practice of having emergency telecommunicators be responsible for resource
allocation decisions as well as requirement analyses.
The three interfaces which are part of the experiment described in this research all rely
on a human component to perform the interpretation of incoming audio messages. Interface
#1 implements a plain black text on a white background appearance, including text-only
statistics of resource allocation data. Interface #2 adds color fields to distinguish between the
three emergency service types: police, fire, and medical. It also provides the running allocation
statistics as bar-charts in addition to text. Interface #3, adds a text transcription of each
incoming audio message to the display, emulating a high-accuracy speech recognition system.
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For recording the interpreted meanings of the messages, the interfaces all use simple mousebased selection methods. All three interfaces share the same underlying visual layout to avoid
the possibility of variations in cursor travel distance having an effect.
In addition to the basic interpretive speed measures, the experiment includes an
assessment technique aimed at exploring the effects of the different inter-modal HCI designs
on users’ situation awareness. Situation awareness must be built up over a period of time, and
allows a person to describe the relative arrangements of environmental elements, as well as
make short-term predictions of future states.

Refinement of research questions and speculative findings
Understanding the opportunities and constraints within inter-modal HCI
designs.
Strategy: Measure and analyze the performances of a group of users operating a series
of controlled interface designs, within a controlled test environment.
Tactic: Non-domain-expert users will utilize a series of computer interface variants to
record information presented to them as audio messages. The accuracy and timeliness of their
recording actions will comprise the major metrics.

Exploring the effects of different inter-modal HCI designs on users’ situational
awareness.
Strategy: Measure and analyze metrics of users’ situation awareness as they operate a
series of controlled interface designs, within a controlled test environment.
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Tactic: As non-domain-expert users are utilizing a computer interface variant, the
simulation will (as described in the SAGAT guidelines) periodically freeze, blank their displays,
and pose a short series of questions regarding the current state of the simulated environment.
Their responses, compared to the actual state of the simulated environment, will be the main
metrics.
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EXPERIMENT
Overview
Inspiration for this experiment was drawn from the work published in early 2008 by
Palmer, Clausner, and Kellman (Palmer et al., 2008), which evaluated the effects of variations in
visual information representations of aircraft within an air traffic control situation. In that
study, subjects were asked to determine if an impending aircraft collision condition was present
in each of a set of simulated air traffic displays. (i.e.: The objective measure was a single
element of level-3 SA; levels 1 and 2 were not considered.) The displays were varied among
four types, and served as visual situation representations only; the displays were not
interactive. The conclusions of this study indicated that very subtle alterations in the design of
information interfaces can have significant effects on the speed and situation awareness of
their users.
Some further insight was provided by Pollak, Falash, Ingraham, and Gottesman, all from
Lockheed-Martin, who constructed an emergency response simulation system using the Arena
simulation tool. (Pollak et al., 2004) Their simulation included an emergency operations center
as one component in an array of inter-related emergency response entities. The purpose of
their work was to holistically model the response of a region to a particular type of incident.
The scope of their simulation targeted only the single umbrella incident - an anthrax attack and did not account for the continuation of the normal day-to-day operations, which were
apparently eclipsed by the severity of the larger context.
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Experimental Hypotheses
There are three hypotheses to be tested through this experiment:
1. Graphical user interfaces will allow users to more quickly and more accurately report
the meanings of audio messages describing changes in the environment.
2. The addition of a secondary message representation mode will increase the accuracy of
interpretation at the expense of speed.
3. Graphical user interfaces will better allow users to build and maintain a situation
awareness of their environment.

Experiment Design – General
The operational conditions of an active emergency operations center (EOC) are very
complex and fairly unique. This is true even though the operational requirements are
straightforward: direct appropriate resources to reports of incidents based upon their priority.
The critical functions of emergency operations centers dictate that “live” experimentation must
be approached only when there is an extremely minimal likelihood of negative interference
with the current operations. The introduction of variations in the computer interfaces used in
EOC’s would not only have defied this restriction, but would have been a prohibitively
complicated process for an experiment. Furthermore, implementing a real-time situational
awareness assessment would not have been possible at all in this context. It was therefore
necessary to construct a system which would afford an approximate simulation of the EOC’s
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operations, while also allowing the necessary control and collection of data necessary for
experimentation.
The development of a suitable simulation and experimentation system for the EOC
environment requires the implementation of functionality not found in other systems.
Specifically, the abilities to deliver timed audio messages to a participant and then record their
reaction times, and to adhere to the guidelines of the Situation Awareness Global Assessment
Technique (SAGAT), were novel enough to spur the construction of a new set of tools. The
specification of this simulation and experimentation system includes the following points:
•

Emergency events, and the stages of response to a set of events, do not occur
synchronously or at fixed intervals. An accurate simulation of events outside the EOC
would produce a sequence of messages into the EOC which would appear very
disjointed at small scales, but could be resolved into a broader situational context at
larger scales. (e.g.: Imagine watching several movies simultaneously by breaking them
into individual scenes and watching one scene from each movie in the set, and then
cycling back to watch the next scene from each movie, and so on. All of the scenes will
retain their order in their movies. Now allow that the movies do not all start at the same
time, and that your viewing may be in blocks of one or several scenes from each movie
before moving to the next.)
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•

The timing of the event messages would have to be controlled to follow a specified
profile, yet would have to retain some randomness to preclude subjects’ abilities to
foresee patterns in the messages.

•

The breadth of possible event types, locations, resources, etc. must be controlled so
that each simulation step can be analyzed and documented. As participants’ inputs are
to be measured against the simulated conditions, and those inputs can come at any
time, the fidelity of the measurement parameters is critical to an effective experiment
system.

•

The ability to pause a subject’s session, clear their display, request several points of
input, and then resume their session from where it as suspended is necessary for a
proper situation awareness assessment according to the SAGAT guidelines.
Beyond the requirements of the system which were listed above, there were

implementation considerations for maximizing its data collection capability. This approach was
inspired in part by the work of Luis von Ahn at Carnegie-Mellon University, who cast the data
collection system for his doctorial research as an online game and produced a large volume of
data for analysis. (von Ahn, 2007)(von Ahn, 2006)(von Ahn & Dabbnish, 2008) Though the
domain selected for this research may not lend itself to the whimsical fun provided by his
experimental tools, the fundamental building blocks are consistent. Additional design
considerations for maximizing data collection included:
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•

Participation should not require a subject to visit a specialized facility, but rather
should make use of commonly accessible technologies and require little if any
additional control of the surrounding environment.

•

The experimental apparatus should be highly portable, allowing the investigator
to easily take all required components to locations where potential participants
congregate, and if at all possible, eliminate the need for the investigator to be
co-located with the participants.

•

The experiment process should be minimally intrusive on the participants’ time
and not require any special preparation or training before data collection can
begin.

•

Participation should be made to feel like playing a game as much as possible.

When considered in combination, the idea of constructing the data collection system as
a web-based application came to mind. A web-based system is not confined to any specific
location, and thus may be considered to be portable. However, there are several challenges to
be addressed in order to produce a viable system meeting all of the requirements. Most
significantly, controlling the timing of message delivery and maintaining the accuracy of timeto-respond metrics would have to be assured despite the variation in network communications
latency between the web server and the remote clients.
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Apparatus Design – General
Within a simulation, various emergency response resources (police, fire, and medical)
based within each neighborhood of a city, are assigned and respond to a variety of incidents.
From assignment through task completion, each resource is tracked in a “current status”
database so that a complete situational picture can be assembled for any given time. As
resource status updates are received, participants must interpret the messages and make
appropriate entries via one of three randomly-assigned user-interface designs. Over the course
of each session, the message arrival rates are varied from a slow period of approximately one
message every ten seconds, to a fast period of approximately one message every four seconds.
All participants would have to work through both the slow and fast periods through the course
of their session. With each database update by the participants, status displays for each of the
city sections, numbers of each type of incident, and the resource allocations are also updated.
Participants are evaluated on the accuracy and timeliness of their data entries. Additionally, at
a randomly selected point during the fast period of each participant’s session, the simulation
freezes and a new form requesting answers to questions designed to determine their current
situational awareness is presented. The timing of the situational awareness assessment is such
that sufficient situational complexity has had a chance to develop, with an average of six or
seven concurrent incidents, each with an average of two responding resources. Participants’
responses to the situational awareness assessment are evaluated against the simulation
database’s running environmental model.
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The experimental controls modified the realism of the domain simulation by regulating
the pace of message arrivals, and by requiring multiple incidents to be initiated in an artificially
accelerated pattern so as to assure a sufficiently rich situational model. The pace of message
arrivals is controlled to provide a slow period which then speeds up and sustains a fast message
arrival rate. The total time of the simulation, including the situational awareness assessment, is
fifteen to twenty minutes.
The situational awareness scores are compared across the three interface variants; and
accuracy and timeliness metrics are compared across the two message speed periods, as well
as the three interface variants. Covariates to these analyses included gender, amount of time
spent with computers and video games each day, and a basic measure of cognitive style (i.e.:
left- or right- brain dominance), all of which were collected in a web-based pre-participation
questionnaire.

Experiment Design – Detailed
Specific Research Questions to be Addressed by Experiment
1. Which of three human-computer interface variants better support users’ abilities to
interpret and record environmental activity described by audio messages?
2. Which of three human-computer interface variants is better able to sustain
situational awareness as environmental complexity increases?
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Simulation System and Controlled Parameter Generation
Overview
A simulation was developed to produce a controlled but realistic sequence of
environmental changes to be described to participants as audio messages. The tool used for
building the simulation was Microsoft’s Excel spreadsheet program. Excel was selected for its
ease of building and integrating the separate elements of the model, ability to quickly render
graphical representations of simulation parameters and results, and the ability to easily export
data into the experiment’s database.
The simulated environment is a generic geography divided into six sections or
neighborhoods. Each section (neighborhood) of the city has a specific number of police, fire,
and ambulance resources based within its area. The precise numbers of the individual types of
resources varied among the neighborhoods, adding some realistic heterogeneity in resource
distribution. Within the simulated environment, incidents of various types occur and spawn a
series of subsequent events over a period of time. The incident type determines the resource
requirements, and each assigned resource follows a typical pattern of status changes through
their simulated responses. Each change of each resource assigned to each incident provides the
sequence of events announced to the participants.
Simulated Environment Detail
Seven simple response scenarios provide the need for every combination of resources.
(See Table 3 below for the breakdown of incident types and their resource requirements.) The
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likelihood of each incident type occurring is controlled within the simulation, favoring the types
which require multiple resources, and therefore produce more reportable events.
Police

Fire

Ambulance

Car Accident
Yes
Yes
Chemical Spill
Yes
Yes
Fight
Yes
No
Robbery
Yes
No
Fire
No
Yes
Cat in a tree
No
Yes
Medical
No
No
Table 3 - Simulated incident types and resource demands

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

For each simulated incident, appropriate resources are assigned and follow a sequence
of response steps. Each assigned resource will follow the sequence of:
1. Being dispatched to a specific incident.
2. Acknowledging the dispatch and traveling to the location of the incident.
3. Arriving at the scene and rendering assistance.
4. Becoming available for other incidents and returning to base.
5. Arriving back at base.
The timing of each stage of the sequence is based upon an analysis of emergency
medical services response records provided by the Pennsylvania State University’s Office of
Emergency Medical Services, following an analysis similar to that of (Zhu et al., 1992). This is
designed to arrive at a realistic sequence of status change reports. The timing of the delivery of
those status change reports is a controlled variable of the experiment. A sample of the script
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created by the simulation is shown in Table 4 below. Time is expressed as seconds elapsed from
the beginning of the simulation run.
Time (seconds
from start of
simulation)
11
22
31
42
53
62
71
80
91
102
112
121
131
142
153
163
173
183
193
204

Message Text
There is a new fire incident in the Springfield region.
Fire engine number eight has been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.
Ambulance number seven has been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.
Medical unit number seven is enroute.
Fire truck number eight is enroute.
There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton region.
Police unit number eighteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.
Police car number eighteen is enroute.
Medical unit number seven is on scene.
There is a new spill incident in the Clinton neighborhood.
Fire unit number nine has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.
Police car number nineteen has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.
Police unit number nineteen is enroute.
Police car number eighteen is on scene.
Fire engine number eight is on scene.
Fire unit number nine is enroute.
There is a new accident incident in the Franklin area.
Police car number one has been dispatched to the accident in Franklin.
Medical unit number one has been dispatched to the accident in Franklin.
Fire unit number two has been dispatched to the accident in Franklin.
Table 4 - Sample of script generated by simulation

The timings of the messages are controlled by the simulation to meet the requirements
of the experiment. At the beginning of a each participant’s session, the message arrival rate
was in a “slow” state. This is set to an average of one message every ten seconds. The first forty
percent of messages will sustain the “slow” delivery rate. The middle 20% of messages will
constitute an acceleration period, where the message arrival rate will increase to the final
“fast” rate. The final forty percent of messages will arrive at a “fast” rate, at an average of one
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message every four seconds. The precise time between messages will vary normally around the
calculated averages, with reasonable minimum and maximum values imposed. Please refer to

delay between messages

Figure 17 below for an illustration of the timing changes through a single interface-use session.
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Figure 17 - message arrival timing (delay, measured in seconds) over the time of single interface-use session,
including a trend-line

Audio Message Generation
The simulation system which generates the message scripts also produces a series of
commands which direct the creation of audio files containing the spoken versions of the
messages. These command strings are processed by a Linux-based system which includes an
installation of the open-source Festival text-to-speech (TTS) rendering engine
(http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival). A single voice was selected to be used for all
messages within the simulation. The text of each message of each script was passed through
the TTS engine and converted into a pre-defined and uniquely-named MP3 file. The name of
each audio file was included in the database with its corresponding message data.
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Data Collection System
Overview
The challenge of constructing a data collection system for this experiment is in the
mixture of technologies which are needed to meet all of the design requirements. Databasedriven interactive web applications have been in existence for nearly as long as the web itself.
The methods of building such systems have been diversified as they have been mainstreamed,
and there now exists several well supported options. The choice of one development language
over another is often as much a personal decision by the developer as it is determined by the
operational requirements.
A database driven web-based application was developed as the data collection vehicle
for this experiment. The software was composed using the PHP and JavaScript programming
languages, and interacted heavily with a MySQL database server. Some elements of the
implementation incorporated asynchronous javascript and XML (AJAX) routines. An individual’s
path through the various data collection scripts used in the process was controlled to allow
forward-only progress. Figure 18,below, illustrates the sequence of screens through which each
participant worked.
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Figure 18 - Schematic representation of subjects' process through data collection
(detail of individual pages is shown in Appendix B – Interface Design Detail)

At the beginning of a session, each participant was automatically assigned a unique
session identification number, which served as the primary key in a database used to record the
participants’ performances. Demographic data was collected for each participant. At the
conclusion of the session, participants were given the option to have their total “scores”
recorded along with an e-mail address as part of a prize drawing to promote participation. The
e-mail addresses are not tied to specific session ID’s, and therefore cannot be connected to
demographics or performance measure details.

Potential subjects began by entering a website through a page containing a very general
description of the experiment. By clicking on a button, subjects were directed to the Penn State
Institutional Review Board (IRB) required and approved statement. (The complete set of IRB
documentation is included in Appendix E – Institutional Review Board Documentation.)
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Only by clicking on a button labeled “I agree” at the bottom of the statement, could a
subject enter the data collection area of the application. As a first step in data collection,
participants were asked to answer a set of demographic questions, including a subset designed
to assess cognitive style (see below for more detail on this.) The script which posted the
demographic information input form also assigned a unique experiment session identification
number and selected a script and a user interface assignment for the experiment session.8 Once
the demographic information had been recorded, a participant was referred to their assigned
user interface page. Audio messages began to be played after a few seconds, and participants
were expected to record their interpretations of the audio messages using the interface form.
The audio messages sustained a slow rate (about 1 message every 10 seconds) for a time, and
then accelerated and sustained a fast rate (about 1 message every 4 seconds) for a time. At a
randomly-selected point during the “fast” phase of the experiment session – after sufficient
situational complexity has built up – participants’ interface screens were blanked and they were
presented with a form requesting responses designed to measure their situational awareness.
Once a participant had submitted their responses, the assigned interface screen was restored,
and the simulation was resumed. When the simulation had completed, each participant was
given the option of entering their e-mail address into a set of drawings.

8

Script selection was made from a flat distribution of five equivalent script sequences. Interface selection
was initially from a flat distribution over the three experimental interface variants, and later from a
weighted distribution of the three variants to ensure statistically comparable sample sizes.
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Demographic Data & Exclusionary Criteria
Once a participant has agreed to the provisions of the IRB statement, as indicated by
their clicking on the “I Agree” button, they are directed to a demographic data collection form.
Participants are asked to report:
•

Gender

•

Age category: 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 44+

•

If they have any uncorrected problems with their hearing.

•

If they have any uncorrected problems with their sight.

•

If they have any problems with the controlled use of their hands and arm which may
affect their ability to use a computer mouse.

•

If they have any prior work experience in 9-1-1 or other command-and-control
facilities.

•

The average number of hours they spend each day working on a computer.

•

The average number of hours they spend each day playing video games.

•

Their academic major, semester standing, and grade-point average.

Problems with hearing, vision, or arm/hand mobility, as well as any experience in
command and control were deemed to be exclusionary criteria for this study. Participants who
indicated any of these conditions were permitted to complete the experiment and be included
in the drawings, but the data associated with their participation was not included in any
analysis.
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Cognitive Style Assessment
Within the demographic data collection worksheet is a section relating to the
assessment of the subjects’ cognitive style. After reviewing several tools designed for this type
of assessment, Crane’s Alert Scale of Cognitive Style (Crane, 1989) was selected as the most
appropriate for implementation in this study. The assessment consists of twenty-one either-or
questions, with the values of zero and one corresponding to the options of each question. The
order of the option values is varied through the set of questions. The sum of the values of
selected answers can range from zero to twenty-one, indicating a position on a left-brain (lower
sums) to right-brain (higher sums) integer scale. The text of the questions and the original
instructions for calculating a score are listed in Appendix D – Crane’s alert scale of cognitive
style.
Under the rules governing the use of human subjects at Penn State, for the cognitive
assessment to be included in the demographics section of the data collection tools, the option
of refusing to answer any questions had to be allowed. In order to accommodate this
constraint, the value of each question was changed to be negative one, positive one, or zero,
with zero indicating no response. As a result of this change, scores could range from -21 to +21.
Negative numbers indicate left brain dominance while positive numbers indicate right brain
dominance.
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Timing and Accuracy
Participants were provided with headphones so that the audio messages generated by
the system would dominate their audio environment. As each simulation ran, participants had
to interpret and record the environmental effects described by audio messages via one of three
randomly-assigned interface variants. See Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21, below for images
of the interfaces tested. The timing and accuracy of their submissions were two of the three
independent variables of interest.
The timing of audio message delivery was controlled by the system and the timing of
each database submission was captured. The timing measurements were taken on the client
side of the application, avoiding network latency which could have falsely inflated some values.
The timing was measured to an accuracy of one second. The measurement of announcementto-data-entry timing was a straightforward subtraction operation of the time a database entry
was made and the time the corresponding announcement was delivered. Only entries which
completely matched announcements made in the thirty seconds prior to submission were
counted for timing analysis. In cases where duplicate entries were made, only the more
proximate entry was used for analysis.
Accuracy was measured in two ways in order to capture two error types: (1) number of
errant entries (i.e.: submissions which could not be correlated with recent audio message
announcements), and (2) number of omissions (i.e.: audio message announcements which
could not be matched with subsequent entries.) The two error types were treated as distinct
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through the analysis process, though they surely overlap (e.g.: an announcement could not be
matched to an entry because the entry was flawed). The distinct analyses provide the reader
with the option of selecting either type as being more severe than the other.

Figure 19 - Screen-shot of interface #1 (no status data
displayed)

Figure 20 - Screen-shot of interface #2 (no status data
displayed)

Figure 21 - Screen-shot of interface #3 (no status data displayed)

Situational Awareness
Situational awareness could meaningfully be tested only after sufficient situational
complexity had built up. A gauge of situation complexity was defined to be the product of the
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number of concurrent incidents and the message arrival rate. This definition was implemented
in an output function within the simulation system. This provided a continuous relative
measure of situational complexity through each simulation session. A graph illustrating
situational complexity through a session is shown in Figure 22, below. When compared to
Figure 17, it can be seen that situational complexity is roughly a delayed inverse function of the
time between messages. Because of the delayed effects of the increase in message arrival rate,

2

1

relative situational
complexity

situational awareness was assessed only in the final third of the simulation.

0
1

messages delivered
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Figure 22 – Relative situational complexity through a simulated session.

Situational awareness was evaluated in accordance with the situational awareness
global assessment technique (SAGAT).(Endsley, 1988) At a random time during the test period,
a SAGAT interruption froze the simulation and cleared the participant’s display. The participant
was then asked a set of questions designed to assess their situational awareness. (e.g.: Which
area has the most police working in it right now? Which area has the fewest number of active
incidents right now?)
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Figure 23, below shows the SAGAT data collection form. To the extent possible within
the medium, the format of the SAGAT collection form was matched to the running data
displays. The participants’ answers were recorded, and later compared to the simulation
system’s actual status at the time of the interruption. Once the SAGAT questions had been
submitted, the participant’s display was restored and the simulation continued from its
previous point.
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Figure 23 - Screen-shot of the SAGAT data collection form

Participant Selection
Participants were recruited from the undergraduate population of Penn State IST
students at the University Park and DuBois campuses. Recruitment occurred via live
presentations facilitated by the instructors of several courses. Participation was stressed to be
voluntary, but was encouraged by offering inclusion in a set of random drawings for various
prizes at the conclusion of the data collection period. Performance was encouraged by offering
inclusion in separate prize drawings among those scoring in the top quarter of participants
utilizing each type of interface.
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Participants’ data was disqualified for inclusion in the study if the participant indicated
they have a condition that may affect their physical ability to utilize the user interfaces (e.g.:
hearing problems, color-blindness, motor control problems, etc.), or has any prior experience in
command-and-control operations. In cases where a participant’s data were disqualified for
inclusion, the participant was still eligible for the rewards drawing, if they so chose.

Data Analysis Plan
Participants were randomly assigned one of three interface variants, and operated it at
a slow pace for several minutes, and then at a fast pace for several minutes. These controlled
variables describe a 2x3 matrix of combinations shown below in Table 5.

CONDITIONS

Enhanced text
interface

Graphical Interface

Graphical Interface
supplemented with
voice recognition

SLOW message
arrival rate

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 3

FAST message
arrival rate

Condition 4

Condition 5

Condition 6

EXPERIMENTAL

Table 5 - conditions examined

For each condition, participants produced measures of speed and accuracy resulting in a
2x3 matrix of data for analysis. Furthermore, participants produced measures of two levels of
situation awareness across the three interfaces types. The data were analyzed with an iterative
process employing SQL and Microsoft Access to retrieve, clean, and format data from the
database, Microsoft Excel for further data refinement and visualization, and SAS for statistical
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analysis. The analyses ran through simple t-tests to verify the parameters chosen for the two
message arrival rates, tabulated the counts of response variables and covariates to describe the
collective subject demographics, and the progresses to a series of ANOVA’s. Within each
ANOVA, covariates from the collected demographics were included for analysis and type-III
(current treatment entering last) sum-of-square tables were produced to evaluate covariate
significance. The ANOVA’s were primarily composed as within-subjects models, which were
then supplemented by between-subjects analyses were appropriate, and in the analysis of
accuracy measures, a mixed model was used. To supplement the ANOVA tables, means and
95% confidence intervals were calculated and used to produce graphical representations of the
analyses. The set of statistical comparisons undertaken in the analyses is illustrated in Figure
24, below. In this figure, each colored bar represents a statistical analysis connecting the
subsets of the collected data to be compared.
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Figure 24 - Illustration of statistical comparisons made in the analysis

Experiment Implementation
In April and May, 2009, undergraduate students in Information Sciences and Technology
courses at Penn State’s University Park and DuBois campuses were recruited to participate in
the experiment. 137 sessions were recorded, of which 112 met all inclusion criteria. In
exchange for their participation, participants were invited to be included in a drawing for a $25
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gift certificate. To provide additional incentive for performance, participants who achieved
higher than average scores were entered into a second drawing.9

9

There were participation and performance drawings for each of the three interface variants used in the
experiment.
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RESULTS
Overview
Subjects were recruited from current College of Information Sciences and Technology
students at Penn State’s University Park and DuBois Campuses. In all, 137 sessions were
recorded. Twenty-five of those were disqualified from analysis due to incompleteness or
meeting explicit disqualification criteria. In total 112 validated sessions were used for analysis.
These 112 sessions generated 6664 database entry events which could be used for timing and
accuracy analysis, and 1662 situation awareness data points. These data were broken down to
describe various demographic aspects of the test group, and then analyzed to evaluate the
statistical differences in timing, accuracy, and situation awareness across three interface
variants (between subjects), and two speed modes (within subjects). Unless otherwise noted,
statistical significance was considered to be at the 0.05 level. In ANOVA analyses where
covariance was measured, the type-III (current factor last) sum-of-squares values are reported.

Demographics
The following demographic descriptors are represented graphically below in Figure 25,
Figure 26, and Figure 27. Of the 112 valid data collection sessions:
•

82 (73%) were completed by male participants and 30 (27%) were completed by female
participants.

•

90 (80%) of the valid participants were between the ages of 18 and 24, with 10 (9%)
within the ages of 25-34, 8 (7%) within the ages of 35-44, and 4 (4%) being over 44.
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•

81 (72%) were majoring in Information Sciences and Technology, 11 (10%) were
majoring in Business, 1 (1%) was majoring in Communications, 5 (4%) were majoring in
Engineering, and 12 (11%) selected “other” as their major. 2 participants (2%) did not
disclose their major.

male:
73%

18-24:
80%

female:
27%
>44:
4%

Figure 25 - Participants' Gender Distribution

35-44:
7%

25-34:
9%

Figure 26 - Distribution of Participants' Age Groups

undisclosed:
2%
IST:
72%

other:
11%

Business:
10%

Communications:
1%

Engineering:
4%

Figure 27 - Distribution of Participants' Academic Majors
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Cognitive style assessments were completed in full by all 112 validated participants. The
assessments are based on Crane’s Alert Scale of Cognitive Style (Crane, 1989), which results in
each individual achieving a score from zero to twenty-one. Lower values indicate left-brain
dominance and higher vales indicate right-brain dominance. Values in the range of nine to
thirteen indicate dominance by neither side. Employing the labels and score ranges provided by
Crane:
•

3 (3%) participant showed a strong left-brain dominance

•

30 (27%) participants showed a moderate left-brain dominance

•

51 (45%) participants showed no dominance by either side

•

22 (20%) showed a moderate right-brain dominance

•

6 (5%) showed a strong right-brain dominance
The distribution of cognitive style scores is show below, in Figure 28.
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Figure 28 - Distribution of Participants' Cognitive Style Scores

The cognitive style assessment scores were compared across some of the other
demographic data. In particular gender and academic major categories were compared via
cognitive style. The results are shown in Figure 29, below.10 There was not sufficient data
representing the variety of academic majors to determine any significant differences in their
average cognitive style scores. However, the difference in average cognitive style score
between genders was shown to be statistically significant (p= 0.0287) using a simple t-test.

10

The scale of this graph originates from the modification to the Alert Scale of Cognitive Style required for
implementation in this experiment’s design. The modification shifts the pre-defined mid-point to zero, with
left-brain-ness indicated by negative values and right-brain-ness indicated by positive values.
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Figure 29 - Cognitive style scores compared across gender and academic majors

11

Timing Analysis
Each of the 112 accepted participants received 72 audio messages, which would
optimally result in 8064 valid database entries. There was a total of 6664 recorded entries
(a.k.a. “reports”), 5339 of which (80.1%) could be matched to audio message deliveries (a.k.a.
“announcements”) within the 30 seconds prior to the report entry time. These numbers also
indicate an overall 17.4% dropped message rate, and a 33.8% overall not-recorded (dropped or

11

This and subsequent comparative graphs display, for each category, an average value surrounded by a
95% confidence interval bar.
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errantly entered) rate. The gross timing analysis12 illustrated below in Figure 30 and Figure 31
show the average time, in seconds, measured from audio message delivery to submission of
corresponding database entry, surrounded by a 95% confidence interval.
7.0

7.0
mean values are inscribed
and surrounded by 95%
confidence bars

6.67
6.5

6.5

6.35

6.0

6.02

6.06

6.0
5.75
5.51

5.5

5.5
mean values are inscribed
and surrounded by 95%
confidence bars

5.23

5.0

5.0

5.07
4.86

4.5

4.5
1

2
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Interface Assignment

interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at
slow message slow message slow message fast message fast message fast message
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate

Experiment Condition
Figure 30 - Gross event timing by
interface assignment

Figure 31 - Gross event timing by experimental category

A t-test was run to show that the average difference in timing between the fast and
slow message delivery periods was significant (p<0.0001). This is verification that the message
timing designed into the experiment was proper. Had a statistically significant difference not
12

The term “gross timing” refers to each database entry even being treated individually, rather than being
aggregated by session membership as is done in subsequent calculations.
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been found, the timing would have been adjusted. Beyond validating the experiment design
parameters, this analysis step was also used to look for indications of significant covariates.
Cognitive Style (p=0.0068) and Gender (p=0.0295) were found to be significant individual
covariates. Also, several significant covariate interactions were found, for the most part
involving the time spent working on computers or playing video games.
With the experiment parameter verification provided by the gross timing analysis, a
subsequent mixed-model analysis of variance of the session-aggregated values was undertaken.
Aggregation by session and speed mode was used to remove the effects of variation in the
numbers of reports made by individual participants. Table 6, below, shows the basic descriptive
statistics of the session-aggregated report timings. Figure 32 shows the mean timing and 95%
confidence ranges across the six experimental conditions.

interface #1 interface #2 interface interface #1 interface #2 interface #3
at slow
at slow
#3at slow
at fast
at fast
at fast
experimental message
message
message
message
message
message
condition: arrival rate arrival rate arrival rate arrival rate arrival rate arrival rate
n:
s.d.:
mean:

28
1.47
6.64

36
1.94
6.40

42
1.63
6.20

25
1.32
5.25

30
1.19
5.18

Table 6 - session aggregated response timing (in seconds) across experiment conditions
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38
1.0535
4.9479

time from message delivery to submitted report
(in seconds)

7.5

7.0

6.5

6.0

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.0
interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at
slow message slow message slow message fast message fast message fast message
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate

Figure 32 - session aggregated response timing (in seconds) across experiment conditions

The ANOVA shows that slow-period response times are statistically different across
interfaces (F(42,105)=1.58; p=0.0494), but fast-period response times are not (F(41,92)=0.92;
p=0.6076). The significant factors contributing to the timing variations are interactions of
cognitive style with time spent playing video games (F(1,105)=4.22; p=0.0441), and with video
game time and time spent working with computers (F(1,105)=5.99; p=0.0172). The effect of the
interaction of cognitive style and interface assignment is on the margin (F(2,105)=3.12;
p=0.0511). No independent factor was found to be significant.
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Accuracy
Accuracy can be measured several different ways. These interval graphs in Figure 33 and
Figure 34 show the number of accurate and inaccurate submissions as a percentage of the total
number of audio messages delivered to the participants. As these data are broken down by
interface assignment, these graphs are based on a between-subjects comparison. Neither
measure of accuracy here revealed a significant difference between interfaces.

100%

100%

75%

75%

50%

50%

25%

25%

0%

0%
1

2

3

1

Figure 33 - accurate reporting rates (based on
announcements) by interface

2

3

Figure 34 - errant reporting rates (based on
announcements) by interface

The remaining percentages for each interface represent the unreported messages.
Figure 35, below, illustrates the combined mean percentages of valid, invalid, and missing
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reports compared to the total number of audio messages delivered to participants, broken
down by interface type.

percentage of all announcements

100%
18.98%

20.07%

27.78%

26.63%

75%

13.62%

27.68%

absent

50%

invalid
valid
25%

53.24%

53.30%

interface #1

interface #2

58.70%

0%
interface #3

Figure 35 - valid, invalid, and missing reports as a percentage of all announcements

For the next analysis, the accuracy metric was changed to represent only the number of
“active errors”: submitted entries which could not be corellated with previous outgoing audio
messages. This measure excludes errors of omission, which might be explained by the pace of
message arrival. The results are shown in Table 7 and Figure 36, below.
It is interesting that the percentage of invalid reports during the “slow” period was
minimized (though not significantly so) with the third interface variant, while in the “fast”
period, errors were minimized (this time significantly) with the second interface variant. The
difference between these interfaces is the addition of a text transcription of the audio
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messages in interface three. A possible interpretation is that during the slow period,
participants were able to verify the messages using both the audio and the text, while at the
fast rate of message arrival they struggled to use both, which backfired and caused more errors.

experimental
condition:

n:
s.d.:
mean:

interface
#1 at slow
message
arrival rate

interface
#2 at slow
message
arrival rate

interface
#3at slow
message
arrival rate

interface
#1 at fast
message
arrival rate

interface
#2 at fast
message
arrival rate

interface
#3 at fast
message
arrival rate

30
0.2344
0.1927

40
0.2836
0.1915

42
0.1748
0.1189

27
0.2400
0.2541

31
0.0904
0.1719

41
0.2420
0.2357

Table 7 – mean percentage of reports (aggregated by session) which were invalid, broken down by experiment
group

50%

Percent of reports which are invalid, by experiment group
The differences between
interfaces was significant at
the fast message arrival rate.

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at interface #1 at interface #2 at interface #3 at
slow message slow message slow message fast message
fast message
fast message
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
arrival rate
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Figure 36 - Percent of reports which are invalid, by experiment group; the “fast period” measures are significantly
different

The error rates across the three interfaces are significantly different only at the fast rate
of message arrival (F(5,98)=3.62; p=0.0049). The only individually significant covariate to this is
gender (F(1,98)=14.87; p=0.0002). If all possible interactions are included, the significance level
for interface increases to p=0.0005 (F(29,98)=2.65) with no significant (SS type-3) covariates.
The sample was not sufficient for SS type-3 calculations for some of the proposed covariates.
However, SS type-1 covariate analysis shows gender as highly significant (F(1,98)=18.65;
p<0.0001) after cognitive style, computer time per day, video game time per day, and all of
their interactions were included in the model. With gender playing a significant role in the
model, the data regarding the fast-period error rates was broken down further, differentiating
between the male and female performances with each interface. The results are illustrated
below in Figure 37.
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Percent of fast-period reports which are invalid,
broken down by gender and interface:

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
males using
interface #1

males using
interface #2

males using
interface #3

females using
interface #1

females using
interface #2

females using
interface #3

Figure 37 - Percent of fast-period reports which are invalid, by interface and gender

The graph shows that both men and women performed better with the graphical
interface than with the text-only interface; however the difference was much more dramatic in
the male group. The difference between the graphical interface and graphical interface with
message transcripts shows a near doubling of the mean error rate in the female samples, while
only a slight increase in the mean error rate is evident in the male samples.
As a last way to look at the measurement of accuracy, the gross error rates across the
six experimental conditions were calculated and are shown in Figure 38 and Table 8, below.
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active error rates by experiment condition
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interface #1
interface #2
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message
#3at slow interface #1 interface #2
message
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interface #3
arrival rate
message
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arrival rate
message
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arrival rate
message
arrival rate
message
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Figure 38 - Gross active error rates, broken down by experiment condition

Experimental
condition:

n:
all:
pct:

interface
#1 at slow
message
arrival
rate

interface
#2 at slow
message
arrival
rate

interface
#3at slow
message
arrival
rate

interface
#1 at fast
message
arrival
rate

interface
#2 at fast
message
arrival
rate

interface
#3 at fast
message
arrival
rate

170
973
17.47%

234
1218
19.21%

148
1242
11.92%

172
847
20.31%

166
1028
16.15%

185
1106
16.73%

Table 8 - Gross error rates, broken down by experiment group
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overall accurate reporting rate during fast
and slow periods:
gross slow-period accurate reporting rate:
gross fast-period accurate reporting rate:
difference:

interface #1

interface
#2

interface #3

82.1%

76.9%

80.0%

89.2%

82.0%

86.8%

75.0%
14.2%

71.8%
10.2%

73.1%
13.7%

Table 9 - gross accurate reporting rates by interface assignment and message arrival speed

Situation Awareness
Situation awareness was assessed in accordance with the Situation Awareness Global
Assessment Technique (SAGAT) guidelines. As participants were working through their
simulations, their sessions were frozen at a random point in the latter half of their session (once
sufficient situational complexity had built up), and their displays were replaced with a form
asking for data demonstrating the participants’ understanding of the current situation. The
format of the SAGAT data entry form was designed to mimic the format of the primary
interface, but did not provide any feedback regarding the current conditions, and used
numeric-only entry fields.
The SAGAT form’s fields requested data which could be used to assess level-1 (i.e.:
perception of current situation) and level-2 (i.e.: comprehension of the current situation)
situation awareness. Level-3 situation awareness (i.e.: projection of the situation into the near
future) was not assessed because the simulation through which the participants worked
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progressed independently of their inputs, and was based on discrete randomly timed events
which were designed to be non-predictable.13
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Figure 39 - 95% CI's for Level-1 Situation Awareness
Accuracy (absolute)
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Figure 40 - 95% CI's for Level-1 Situation Awareness
Accuracy (within acceptable tolerances) across interface
variants

Level-1 situation awareness accuracy rates were calculated across the three interface
types and processed into the 95% confidence interval plots shown above. Figure 39 illustrates
the absolute accuracy rate of responses: the number of responses which were precisely correct

13

Although an intermediate stage of the simulation system produced an Poisson random event
sequence, the finishing stages replaced the event timings with controlled normally randomized timings
triggered by the previous event. This necessarily reduces the unpredictability of the event timings, but
maintains the unpredictability of the event details which would be the basis for Level-3 situation
awareness.
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compared to the total number of responses. Figure 40 employees the SAGAT guideline of
setting a tolerance for correct vs. incorrect responses14.
The differences of the mean accuracy rates through the three interfaces are not
statistically significant (F(43,107)=1.54; p=0.0580). However, because the level-1 SA assessment
data was comprised completely of single-dimensional quantitative values, an evaluation of the
magnitudes of the errors made by participants was possible. The analysis of the error
magnitudes, illustrated in Figure 41, below, show that they are differ significantly
(F(43,107)=3.73; p<0.0001) across the interface types. The only significantly contributing
covariates are gender (F(1,107)=84.15; p<0.0001) and interactions there with.
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Figure 41 - 95% CI's for Level-1 Situation Awareness Error Magnitudes across interface variants
14

The tolerance used was +/- 1 of the actual measure (e.g.: number of incidents in a region, number of
police incidents, etc.)
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As was done with the accuracy analyses when gender appeared as a significantly
contributing factor, the level-1 SA data was also broken down by gender as well as interface
assignment. This treatment was applied to both the error rate data as well as the error
magnitude data. The resulting 95% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43,
respectively. These plots show the data broken down by gender and interface through the first
six columns, and then just by gender in the final two columns.
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Figure 42 - 95% CI's of Absolute Level-1 SA Accuracy broken down by gender and interface
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Figure 43 - 95% CI's of Acceptable Level-1 SA Accuracy broken down by gender and interface

In these charts, the data show that the male participants are, on average, more accurate
in level-1 situation awareness scores than their female counterparts. Furthermore, as shown
below in Figure 44, on average, the errors made by the males in the group were smaller than
those made by the females. However, the ranges of the confidence intervals describing the
female participants are too wide to yield any statistically significant findings. The widened
confidence intervals are likely an artifact of the underrepresentation of females in the sample –
30 of 112, 27% overall.
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Figure 44 - 95% CI's of Level-1 SA Absolute Error Magnitudes broken down by gender and interface

The analysis of level-2 situation awareness across interface variants is illustrated below
in Figure 45. The differences across the three interfaces were not significant, and the nature of
the level-2 SA evaluation criteria does not permit the possibility of an analysis of error
magnitudes as was done with the level-1 SA data.
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Figure 45 - 95% CI's of Level-2 Situation Awareness Accuracy across interface variants

As gender had been playing an important role in previous analyses, the level-2SA
accuracy was also broken down by gender as well as by interface. The graphical results of this
analysis are shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46 - 95% CI's of Level-2 SA accuracy broken down by gender and interface

Summary
The time needed to enter message content was not significantly different across the
interface variants at the “fast” rate of message arrival, but during the “slow” period, the
interfaces with graphical enhancements supported significantly better performance (p=0.0494).
The addition of a text transcript of the arriving messages also decreased the time it took to
make entries, but this may be explained by the messages being available via the visual channel
faster than they are through the audio channel. The time a participant spends playing video
games or working on a computer each day combined with their cognitive style contributed
significantly to improving their response times in the experiment.
Errors of omission were not significantly impacted by the selection of interface variant.
However, the differences in error rates between interface variants were significant during the
“fast” message arrival rate (p=0.0049). Interface number two, with graphical enhancements but
no text transcription minimized the overall error rate, while interface number one and interface
number three performed nearly equally. The major covariate factor was gender (p=0.0002).
While men performed consistently between interfaces two and three, the differences between
women’s performance across the interface variants was more dramatic. The discrepancy was
greatest on interface number three, where the women had more than double the error rate of
the men is the test group.
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Level-1 situation awareness accuracies across the interfaces were not quite significant
(p=0.0580), but the magnitudes of the errors were (p<0.0001) with gender being a strong
covariate (p<0.0001). On average, women made bigger mistakes in their level-1 SA responses.
Level-2 situation awareness accuracies were not significantly different across the interface
variants.
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CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
Overview
This study was based on the activity observed in emergency operations centers (EOC’s),
where times of extreme situational complexity are rare, but reflect extraordinary external
circumstances. In a best case scenario, an EOC deals with a threat to property. Very often,
though, the threats extend to include bodily harm and even life-and-death conditions. It is easy
to see that when a number of these threatening events arise simultaneously, the value of
appropriate and timely resource assignment rapidly increases.
In domains where atypical situational complexity is to be expected, the cost of
implementing real-time situational feedback in an appropriate format for the users of
information systems can easily outweigh the detrimental impacts of ill-informed resource
allocation. The study shows that the data entry and feedback mechanisms do not have to be
radical departures to have an effect. The alteration of a text-based display by adding color fields
and some graphical status reporting resulted in better performance between groups of
laypeople. If such minor differences can impact untrained individuals, more comprehensive
testing with domain experts could lead to cognitive system designs which would be effective in
real-life emergency conditions.
The analysis shows that slight differences in interface design can have significant effects
on the accuracy, situational awareness, and even timeliness of users tasked with intermodal
information handling. While under normal conditions, the effects may be inconsequential, but
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when situational complexity increases, the improved performance may drastically affect
outcomes.
There were 112 participant sessions included for analysis. Each participant completed a
demographics survey, including a set of questions designed to assess “cognitive style.” Each
participant then received 72 audio messages, beginning with 30 messages delivered at a rate of
about one every ten seconds. The message delivery rate accelerated over 12 messages and held
a rate of about one message every four seconds for 30 messages. Participants were expected to
interpret the message contents and record their interpretations into one of three randomlyassigned user interfaces. At a random point during the fast message delivery period, the
messages stopped, the participants’ screens were cleared, and participants were asked to
complete a worksheet to assess their situational awareness. A total of 6664 reports were
entered into the database by the participants, which is 82.6% of the total 8064 messages which
were delivered. 5339 reports could be matched with messages, representing 66.2% of all
delivered messages and 80.1% of all received reports.
There was a total of 3360 announcements delivered for each speed mode (112 sessions
x 30 messages per period). The outstanding announcements took place during the acceleration
period and were not classified into either the slow or fast groupings. The simplified text-only
interface had the highest gross accurate reporting rate of 82.1%, which was maximized at
89.2% during the slow message arrival rate period. When the announcement rate increased,
the accurate reporting rate for interface one fell to 75.0%. The third interface, which employed
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a more graphical appearance as well as a text transcription of the audio messages, had similar
gross accurate reporting rates: 86.8% during the slow period dropping to 73.1% during the fast
period. Interface two had the smallest change between slow and fast periods: 82.0% to 71.8%.
However, it also had the lowest overall rate: 76.9%.

The impacts of interface variation and message arrival rate on
report speed and accuracy
In a simple t-test used to verify the adequacy of the experiment’s timing parameters,
cognitive style (a measure of left or right –brain dominance) and gender were found to be
independently significant factors. The p-values of 0.0068 and 0.0295 respectively were derived
from Sum-of-Squares Type-III covariate analysis, which evaluates each factor after all other
factors, and in this case all other factor interactions as well, are considered. The implication of
these findings is that while gender and cognitive style may be correlated, the correlation is not
strong enough to eliminate either individual factor from the model determining response
speed.
An ANOVA shows that the aggregated fast-period response times are not significantly
different between the three interface versions. However, a statistically significant (p=0.0494)
difference was found in the aggregated slow-period response times across the three interface
variants. (Refer to Table 6 and Figure 32 for more detail.)The largest difference between the
mean response times was 0.44 seconds, which though adequate for statistical significance,
would have little practical meaning under a sustained average arrival rate of one message every
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ten seconds. One observation of note is that the fastest average response time during the fast
period of message arrival was just under five seconds. With the (controlled) average fast-period
message rate of one message every four seconds, this means that more often than not,
participants were submitting their interpretations of each message while the next message was
being delivered.
The accuracy of the submitted reports can be evaluated under several different
definitions. The relative values of false reports versus non-reports can vary widely from domain
to domain, and may be subjective. The basic measurement of completeness: the categorized
ratios of all reports to all announcements, is detailed above and is a fundamental, but
incomplete, representation of accuracy. An overview of valid, invalid, and missing reports,
based on total number of announcements and broken down by interface assignment, is shown
in Figure 35 (on page 90).
The first set of metrics used to compare performance across the interface variants is the
averaged valid/invalid/missing rates per participant session, including both slow and fast
announcement arrival rates. This structure required between-subjects ANOVA, which
determined that the differences between valid reporting rates across the three interfaces, as
well as the differences between invalid reporting rates across the three interfaces, were not
statistically significant.
The next analysis measured “active errors” which were defined to be data entries that
could not be correlated to any of the audio announcements made in the thirty seconds prior to
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the data entry event. Overall, these rogue entries constitute almost one-fifth of all of the
reports received from participants. The distribution of active errors across the six experimental
conditions (three interface variants at two distinct message arrival rates) is shown in Figure 36
on page 92. The analysis of errors made during the slow message arrival rate period shows a
decrease from around 19% for the first two interface types, to about 12% for the third interface
which included a text transcription of the audio message. However, the differences are not
statistically significant. During the fast message arrival rate period, the difference in error rates
among the three interfaces is significant (F(5,98)=3.62; p=0.0049) and minimized with interface
two at 17%. Covariate analysis reveals gender to be the only individually significant factor
(F(1,98)=14.87; p=0.0002). Allowing interactions to play into the model raises the significance of
the interface variation (F(29,98)=2.65; p=0.0005), and gender remains as the sole significant
covariant (F(1,98)=18.65; p<0.0001).15
As a follow-on analysis, the fast-period error data were parsed by both gender and
interface factors. The graphical comparison of the resulting values is shown in Figure 37 on
page 93. For both the male and female groups, errors were minimized using the second
interface variant: graphical, but without a text transcription of the audio message. Using the
second interface type, males committed errors on an average of 14% of their reports while
their female counterparts committed errors on an average of 22% of their messages. The

15

Due to the limited sample sizes for comparing error rates across interface assignment and gender,
some of the sum-of-squares type-III calculations could not be performed. The given F and P values are
derived from the sum-of-squares type-I calculations after cognitive style, hours of daily computer use,
hours of daily video game play, and all of the interactions between those factors was already included.
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difference in error rates between the second and third interface types is intriguing as it
indicates a very slight increase for the male participants while the female participants doubled
their error rate to 44%. However, the small sample sizes and wide distributions of the data from
female participants preclude the establishment of statistical significance.
As an alternate way to analyze the accuracy of submitted reports, the gross report data
(i.e.: not aggregated by participant) were used to produce a mean error rates for the six
experimental conditions aggregated over all valid user submissions. The results are shown in
Figure 38 and Table 8, on page 94. The data show that active errors were minimized at 12% of
submissions during the slow message arrival period by participants using the graphical interface
which included the text transcription. However when the message arrival rate sped up, the
accuracy advantage of the text transcription component disappeared; the second and third
interface variants were responsible for about the same percentage of errors. Interestingly, the
second interface (graphical without text transcription) showed a decrease in the percentage of
errant reports submitted as the message arrival rate accelerated. However, when these figures
are normalized against the total number of messages delivered per experimental condition (30
messages were delivered to participants for each slow and each fast period), the advantage of
accuracy is tempered by a decrease from 82% of announcements being accurately reported
during the slow period to only 72% during the fast period – the lowest accurate report
completion rate among the interfaces. These details are shown in Table 9 on page 95.
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The impacts of interface variation on situational awareness
Situational awareness is broken into three levels by Endsley, who established the
Situational Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) guidelines used in this
experiment. The first level of situational awareness (SA) is the knowledge of the raw facts of a
situation. The second level is the understanding of the potential impacts implied by the
elemental data. The third level of situational awareness is the extrapolation of significant
elements of the situation into the near-term future. The design of this experiment
accommodates the evaluation of SA at levels one and two. Level three SA could not be assessed
for two main reasons: the participants were unfamiliar with the system on which they were
being evaluated, and the requirement for a randomized distribution of event announcements
eliminated any patterns which could have been used to make near-term predictions.
Level-1 SA was assessed by looking at both absolute differences between the
simulation’s model and the feedback from participants, and then by employing the SAGAT
guideline of establishing acceptable tolerances around the correct values to determine the
accuracy of participant feedback. The results of these two evaluations are shown in Figure 39
and Figure 40 on page 96. The differences of accuracy rates between the three interfaces were
not significant at the 95% level in either evaluation. However, the simplicity of the data used to
evaluate level-1 SA (all metrics were positive integers) allowed for a follow-on analysis of the
magnitudes of errors made by participants. The error magnitudes were found to be significantly
different across the interface variants (F(43,107)=3.73; p<0.0001). The average error made by
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participants using the third interface (graphical and including a text transcription of audio
messages) was nearly double the average errors made by participants using the other
interfaces at 0.631. Interface #1 errors were off by an average 0.278 and interface #2 errors
were off by an average 0.319. Moreover, the distribution of errors was much wider by users of
interface #3: a standard distribution of 1.773 compared to 0.644 and 0.703 for interfaces one
and two, respectively. These means and 95% confidence intervals of the error magnitudes are
shown in Figure 41 on page 97.
The covariate analysis again revealed gender to be an independently significant factor
(F(1,107)=84.15; p<0.0001), as well as several other factors’ interactions with gender. As was
done with the reporting accuracy data, the level-1 SA data were broken down by gender and by
interface assignment for further analysis. The graphical outcomes from these evaluations are
shown in Figure 42, Figure 43, and Figure 44, beginning on page 98. Across the board, male
participants achieved higher accuracy rates. However, the widened confidence intervals among
the female participants (most likely due to the smaller sample sizes) make statistical
comparisons between genders from interface to interface inconclusive. In the level-1 SA
accuracy measures aggregated across all interfaces, males outperformed the females by about
9.5% regardless of whether we look at the absolute or within-tolerances values. With the error
magnitude data, women tended to overestimate values by 0.8, which is about 0.5 more than
the men did. These errors are within the established error tolerance levels, and so would still be
considered correct under the SAGAT guidelines. When the error magnitude data was broken
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down further to differentiate by interface assignment as well as gender, one combination
stands out. Women using interface three (graphical with a text transcription of the audio
messages) tended to overestimate the values by just over 1. This combination also had the
widest distribution of values among the categories, and had a standard distribution value of
more than three times that of women using interface two with a similar sample size.16
Level-2 SA accuracy measures were not significantly different across the three interface
variants. In all three cases, level-2 SA was in the low-50% range. When the data were parsed by
interface as well as gender, the differences in the accuracy measures between the categories
still do not reach statistical significance, but an interesting pattern emerges. The women’s level2 SA accuracy decreases though the interfaces while the men’s accuracy increases. This pattern,
which is illustrated in Figure 46 on page 102, suggests that the interface elements which
maximize men’s level-2 SA accuracy may minimize women’s level-2 SA accuracy. Also, it can be
seen by comparing Figure 46 to Figure 44, that the interface with which women scored the
lowest overall level-1 SA score was also responsible for the highest overall level-2 SA score,
implying that despite a poor grasp of the situation’s details, they had a good understanding of
the situational meanings. Unfortunately, with the exception of comparing the third interface
across genders, all of these patterns regarding the level-2 SA measures are based on an
insufficient sample to establish statistical significance. The difference in level-2 SA accuracy
rates between the female and male users of interface #3 is more than double: 30.0% to 60.7%

16

SA-level-1 errors by women using interface #2: n=13, s=0.8910. SA-level-1 errors by women using
interface #3: n=12, s=2.9235.
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respectively, and is significant with p=0.0238 (F(15,41)=2.41). A more vigorous investigation will
have to be conducted to affirm or dispute these interesting but anecdotal patterns.

Conclusions
With the data that was collected in, it can be concluded that the slight visual interface
variations used in this experiment did have an impact on the speed of inter-modal data
transposition. The impact was only significant at the slow message arrival rate, and is probably
not of practical importance in the domain of emergency response. The most likely reason for
the improved response speed in that the graphical versions of the interface allowed
participants to more easily locate the specific elements they were searching for by providing a
very broad filtering signal in the form of a color-coded background coinciding with an easily
interpretable icon. The additional improvement in speed between the users of interface two
and interface three can be explained by the addition of the visual channel for data input. The
text transcription of the audio message appeared at the same time as the audio message began
playing. If the subjects were able to cognitively transpose the visible message more quickly than
the audio message arrived, it would result in an improved data entry time. This might also
account for the loss of the speed benefit when the message arrival rate accelerated: the visual
attention needed in order to enter data forced the user of interface three to switch to receiving
the message data more by the audio channel.
The impact on the accuracy of data entered by the various interfaces is both more
profound and more relevant for inter-modal interface designs. Using the “active error” metrics
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(submitted reports which could not be correlated to announcements) during the fast message
arrival period, errors were minimized with interface two, which incorporated color-coded fields
but did not show a text transcript of the audio messages. The third interface, which is exactly
the same as the second except that it does incorporate a transcription element, had a
significant increase in errors, from 17.2% to 23.6%. This suggests that the addition of a
secondary data channel leads to an overtaxing of the users’ abilities to process the incoming
data – it would be better for accuracy to select a single mode for data arrival.17 This contradicts
the pattern that was present during the slow message arrival period, and what many would
expect: that the secondary data channel would be used as a verification of the data and would
lead to more accurate reporting. At the same time the message reporting time dropped (not
significantly) by 0.21 seconds. The addition of the text transcript may have enabled a slightly
faster transcription, but it definitely caused a loss of accuracy.
Level-1 situation awareness was assessed two ways. The traditional metric of the
percentage of correct answers did not reveal any significant differences between interfaces.
That is to say, we cannot determine that the interface selection had any impact on the number
of correct SAGAT responses. The differences in the magnitudes of the errors were significant.
The addition of the text transcription in interface three seems to be responsible for bigger
errors, even if not more of them.

17

It is important to realize that the text transcriptions of the audio messages were intended to represent
the output of a “perfect” speech-to-text translation system. The text transcription matched the audio
message exactly (in fact, the text had been used to generate the audio), and appeared simultaneously
with the audio delivery.
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There was not enough variation in the level-2 situation awareness scores to conclude
anything regarding the impact of the interface variations on those metrics. The accuracy
percentage scores for all three interfaces were in the low-fifties (slightly lower for interface #3).
This may be due to the participants’ attention being drawn to the immediate active tasks
associated with data entry, and inexperience with situations requiring the development and
maintenance of situational awareness.
The gender of the users was a significant factor in many of the finding of this
experiment. Unfortunately, the distribution of gender across the interface types was not
adequate to conclude that any one interface type was better or worse for men and women. The
patterns that are present in the collected data do, however, reveal some interesting
relationships worthy of further exploration. Foremost among these is the complementary
relationships of the level-1 and level-2 situation awareness between men and women. It is
important to keep in mind, however, that this experiment specifically excluded data produced
by persons who reported any prior experience with similar systems. I believe it is likely that the
gender-split results would resolve if some training and/or a period of acclimating to the
interface was implemented.

Recommendations arising from experimental findings
In information systems where inter-modal interfaces must provide for fast and accurate
data entry, design considerations must extend beyond basic functionality to include visual
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cueing, including such elements as varying background colors to divide large displays and
meaningful symbols to supplement written labels.
Situation assessment accuracy can also be affected by slight variations in the interface
design. Though the results of this experiment do not conclusively show that the percentage of
correct responses can be correlated with the interface design, it does show that the magnitude
of errors can be affected. At a minimum, this finding should drive design considerations to
include a comparative impact analysis of the number of errors versus the severity of errors.
In summary, the linkage between the reality of the external environment and the
situational model held within the emergency operations center and used for decision support
(refer back to Figure 10 on page 12) can be impacted by relatively simple changes in the
interfaces used by the emergency telecommunicators.
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FUTURE WORK
Overview
There are three main paths foreseen for the future development of this work: the
refinement and continued development of the tools developed for the experiment, repeating
the experiment with some changes to the fundamental parameters, and the extension of the
experiment concept into other domains.

Refinement and packaging of the assessment tools
The tools developed for this experiment can be refined for general use and released as
open source software. The tools fit for public dissemination are divided into two categories: the
simulation which populates a database, and the web-based interactive system which uses the
database. The overall contribution of these tools is a tested framework for measuring a wide
variety of parameters within an inter-modal (audio-to-manually-submitted) information
system.
The simulation system, on its own, can be used as a platform for quickly constructing
accurate simulations of sequentially compounded randomly timed events. The simulation is
constructed within a Microsoft Excel workbook, which is familiar to many people; modifying the
simulation to work for other domains should not be difficult. Furthermore, the simulation
system was specifically constructed to provide situational awareness parameters at each step
of the simulation run. It would be possible to utilize this data in a real-time individualized userfeedback mechanism as a method of training or testing potential practitioners.
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The web-based data collection system is based on the common PHP and JavaScript webapplication programming languages, and utilizes a MySQL database server as a backend. These
technologies represent some of the most common open source software being used today. The
user interface forms and the data recording functions could be modularized to maximize the
flexibility of the framework.

Variations on the experimental parameters
This experiment was very limited in its scope in several regards, and could easily be
modified and/or expanded to study alternate interface designs, populations, or performance
metrics.
The three interfaces selected as controlled variables were only subtly different in their
appearance and behaviors. The natural extension of this is the utilization of a wider variety of
interfaces to test further the elements which affect performance. A more ambitious variation
would allow some users to arrange their own interfaces and test the user-arranged versions
against other static layouts.
The population from which participants were recruited may not provide an accurate
representation of the users in the actual domain being simulated. It would be interesting to run
the experiment with a set of emergency telecommunicators as the subjects to see how their
results compare to those of the laypeople. However, this approach may make it difficult to
reach any significant conclusions due to the small number of people in this niche profession.
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Alternatively, participants could be run through a “practice session” which includes the SAGAT
assessment to prepare them for the experience.
The other controlled variable in the experiment was the timing of audio message
delivery. The simulation system produced a timed script based on normal probability
distributions extracted from prior investigation. The result is a script which varies between long
periods of quiet and bursts of concurrent messages – true to the reality of emergency
communications centers. The finishing stage of script preparation controls the timing between
messages, and thus smoothes the message delivery times. This eases the statistical comparison
of “slow” and “fast” periods, and facilitates uniform situational complexity across subjects,
which was a necessity for this investigation. A follow-up experiment might forego the control of
message timing, and allow the simulation to proceed in a more natural pattern while assessing
situational awareness at several points along the way.

Application to other domains
Problems of rapid and appropriate resource allocation are abundant in modern society.
The domain of emergency response command and control was selected because of its
familiarity to the author, because of its pervasiveness in our culture, and because every
emergency operations center is likely to encounter complex and unforeseen situations at some
point. The principles of cognitive systems engineering and situational awareness maintenance
have been applied in many other fields. In fact, the inspiration for this experiment grew from a
paper reporting on the effects of visual interface variations on situational awareness in the air
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traffic control domain (Palmer et al., 2008). The framework developed for this work could
certainly be modified to investigate other domains where information is transferred both
audibly and visually.
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APPENDIX A – SIMULATION DESIGN DETAIL
The validity of this experiment depends upon a realistic sequence of reports from a set
of interactions between the needs of a variety of emergency situations and the availabilities of
a limited number of emergency response resources. A simulation system was developed to
produce a realistic sequence of event reports, and to provide the necessary control over the
timing and complexity of those reports. The tool used to construct the simulation system was
Microsoft’s Excel application. Using Excel allows for rapid prototyping and integration with the
database where the detailed output of the simulation runs would be held. Moreover, the ease
with which the data could be transformed into the various formats and structures needed to
complete the construction of the experiment apparatus was a key feature. The Excel-based
simulation took the form of a single workbook containing nine worksheets including one for
setting control parameters, and a graphical monitoring facility. The remaining seven worksheets
produced a set of scripts, and discrete timed activity descriptors which would later be used to
evaluate participant responses. The scripts were produced in multiple formats: some for
inclusion in the database to be displayed as message transcripts, and some for subsequent
processing by a text-to-speech engine to generate MP3 files containing the audio messages to
be delivered to participants.
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Figure 47 - Incident type and response requirement definitions

A simulation run is based on the random selection of set of incidents from seven types.
The seven types are defined as requiring the various combinations of police, fire, and medical
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Figure 48 - Location and resource allocation definitions

Each incident is also assigned a random location from among a set of five place names.
The location assignment is significant as resources are drawn from the nearest source in the
order the incidents occur. Police, fire, and medical resources are evenly split between the five
locations. If a resource is depleted in a particular location when a request is made, a
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neighboring location’s resources will be utilized, with additional travel time requirements
figured in.18 Each assigned resource progresses through a set sequence of status changes:
dispatched, responding, on the scene, available, and at home. The timing of the status changes
is determined by a normally random distribution determined by pre-set parameters which were
based upon a statistical analysis of actual response data. Figure 49, below, shows a portion of
the timing determination worksheet representing a single incident. Each incident has a single
“header” row showing the incident time, location, and type as well as some calculated values
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Figure 49 - Timing worksheet snippet showing a single incident

18

This behavior mimics the “mutual aid agreements” which provide for emergency response coverage by
neighboring services.
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The Header row is followed by three sections, one each for police, fire, and ambulance
response. Services which are not needed for the particular incident type will not have timing
values assigned. Services which are needed will have timings for each status change
(represented in the column labeled “code”) calculated from the normal distribution parameters
shown in the rightmost three columns.19
The incident event timings are then copied into a rough scripting worksheet, a portion
of which is shown below in Figure 50. In this stage, two new sets of data are added in. First, an
“event order” column utilizes the event timings of all incidents and their associated resource
status changes. Second, the wording of a script is rendered, albeit in a fragmented structure.
The specific choice of words (e.g.: “police car” vs. “police unit”) are chosen with equal likelihood

1
2
3
6
35
37

00:00:00 There is a new
00:00:13 Police unit
00:00:44 Police car
00:02:46 Police car
00:12:52 Police unit
00:13:20 Police car

event part three

event part two

event part one

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

event time

robbery
robbery
robbery
robbery
robbery
robbery

event order

incident location

1
1
1
1
1
1

incident type

incident number

for each line of the script, emulating actual radio conversation style.

robbery incident

in the Franklin area.
has been dispatched to the robbery in Franklin.
is enroute.
is on scene.
is available.
is back at base.

Figure 50 - Snippet of the rough script worksheet

From the rough script, a sorted script worksheet is produced, which includes the same
basic information but is sorted according to the timing of each event. A snippet of the sorted

19

Though it was not necessary with the distribution parameters used in this simulation, an additional
constraint to limit the minimum amount of time. With lower values of those parameters, an unlimited
distribution would permit paradoxical timings: an ambulance could arrive before it was dispatched.
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script worksheet is shown in Figure 51 below. This worksheet eliminates the extraneous rows
for services which are not utilized for each incident and re-arranges the events into chronology
order, revealing the overlapped timings of all of the incident events. Also at this stage, a timing
control necessary for this particular experiment model is introduced. The controlled time is
shown in the right-most column of Figure 51, and represents the timing in seconds from the
beginning of the simulation that the event should occur. The controlled timings are generated
by a normally random distribution with parameters determined by the experiment’s
constraints. In the snippen shown, the controlled timings have an average of ten seconds
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is on scene.
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Figure 51 - Snippet from the sorted script worksheet

The next stage of the simulation process is a resource assignment matrix which is used
to determine which of the available resources is to be assigned to each incident. When two or
more resources are equally viable possibilities for assignment, they are assigned according to a
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flat random distribution. If a needed resource is not available in the same region as the
incident, a resource from a neighboring area is drawn, and the travel time in increased
appropriately. (Though the controlled timing described above for this particular experiment
renders this moot.)
With specific resources assigned, a finished script can be composed, and is represented
in Figure 52. The completed messages from the finished script are fed into another worksheet
which imbeds them into a command script which will render them as MP3 sound files from a
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text-to-speech engine.

0
1
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2
0
1
2
3
0
1
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3
2

Complete message
There is a new fire incident in the Springfield region.
Fire engine number eight has been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.
Ambulance number seven has been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.
Medical unit number seven is enroute.
Fire truck number eight is enroute.
There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton region.
Police unit number eighteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.
Police car number eighteen is enroute.
Medical unit number seven is on scene.
There is a new spill incident in the Clinton neighborhood.
Fire unit number ten has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.
Police car number twenty has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.
Police unit number twenty is enroute.
Police car number eighteen is on scene.
Fire engine number eight is on scene.
Fire unit number ten is enroute.

Figure 52 - Snippet of finished script
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The simulation process retains details of activity such as the number of concurrent
incidents in each region, of each type, etc. These values are aggregated and displayed
graphically on a final worksheet, shown in Figure 53 below.

Figure 53 - Graphical simulation monitoring worksheet

The ultimate output of the simulation system is a database containing the timingcontrolled scripts with accompanying status information for each event within the simulations.
The database also contains references to the MP3 audio files produced by the text-to-speech
scripts. The database is used as the foundation for the experiment’s data collection and analysis
systems.
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APPENDIX B – INTERFACE DESIGN DETAIL

Figure 54 - A screenshot of the "welcome" page
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Figure 55 - A screenshot of the "informed consent" page
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Figure 56 - A screenshot of the "demographics" page
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Figure 57 - Interface #1 screenshot
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Figure 58 - Interface #2 screenshot
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Figure 59 - Interface #3 screenshot
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Figure 60 - A screenshot of the SAGAT assessment page
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APPENDIX C – DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PLAN DETAIL
The experiment’s design requires a database capable of supporting the delivery of
messages generated by the simulation as well as recording the interpreted meanings reported
by participants.

Figure 61 - overview schematic of data collection plan
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Figure 62 - webpage/database interaction schematic
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Figure 63 - Experiment database schema diagram
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APPENDIX D – CRANE’S ALERT SCALE OF COGNITIVE STYLE
The questions posed in the assessment are these:
1. A) It's fun to take risks.
B) I have fun without taking risks.
2. A) I look for new ways to do old jobs.
B) When one way works well, I don't change it.
3. A) I begin many jobs that I never finish.
B) I finish a job before starting a new one.
4. A) I'm not very imaginative in my work.
B) I use my imagination in everything I do.
5. A) I can analyze what is going to happen next.
B) I can sense what is going to happen next.
6. A) I try to find the one best way to solve a problem.
B) I try to find different answers to problems.
7. A) My thinking is like pictures going through my head.
B) My thinking is like words going through my head.
8. A) I agree with new ideas before other people do.
B) I question new ideas more than other people do.
9. A) Other people don't understand how I organize things.
B) Other people think I organize well.
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10. A) I have good self-discipline.
B) I usually act on my feelings.
11. A) I plan time for doing my work.
B) I don't think about the time when I work.
12. A) With a hard decision, I choose what I know is right.
B) With a hard decision, I choose what I feel is right.
13. A) I do easy things first and important things later.
B) I do the important things first and the easy things later.
14. A) Sometimes in a new situation, I have too many ideas.
B) Sometimes in a new situation, I don't have any ideas.
15. A) I have to have a lot of change and variety in my life.
B) I have to have an orderly and well-planned life.
16. A) I know I'm right, because I have good reasons.
B) I know I'm right, even without good reasons.
17. A) I spread my work evenly over the time I have.
B) I prefer to do my work at the last minute.
18. A) I keep everything in a particular place.
B) Where I keep things depends on what I'm doing.
19. A) I have to make my own plans.
B) I can follow anyone's plans.
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20. A) I am a very flexible and unpredictable person.
B) I am a consistent and stable person.
21. A) With a new task, I want to find my own way of doing it.
B) With a new task, I want to be told the best way to it.
In order to calculate a score, add one point for each time you answered "A" for
questions: 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, and one point for each time you answered "B"
for questions: 4 ,5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18. A score of 0 to 4 indicates a strong left brain
dominance; 5 to 8 indicates a moderate left brain dominance; 9 to13 indicates no dominance
by either side; 14 to 16 indicates a moderate right brain dominance, and 17 to 21 indicates a
strong right brain dominance. (Crane, 1989)
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APPENDIX E – INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
DOCUMENTATION
IRB Application for Expidited Approval
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IRB Application Attachment: IRB Appendix 9
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IRB Application Attachment: IRB Appendix 11
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IRB Application Attachment: Contact Messages
Contact message / script for soliciting participants for study
As part of my work toward a Ph.D. degree through Penn State’s College of Information
Sciences and Technology, I am conducting an experiment to study the speed and accuracy of
people as they interpret audio messages and build mental models of the situation being
described. The experiment is based upon the activities that occur in 911 communications
centers. This study is being conducted for research purposes, and research participants are
being sought. Anyone able to use a typical personal computer and web browser may
participate.
The entire process should take 20-30 minutes of your time, and will be run entirely
through a web browser. In exchange for your participation, you will be offered the opportunity
to be included in a random drawing for a gift certificate.
If you are willing to participate (or you would like to know a bit more before
committing), please click here [linked text] or paste the following address into a web browser:
[web address is yet to be defined]
For additional information, or to express any concerns, please contact:
Art Jones
118B Keller Building
University Park, PA. 16802
e-mail: ajones@ist.psu.edu

Website greeting
Welcome and thank you for visiting my "user interface experiment" web page. This
study is being conducted for research purposes, and research participants are being sought.
Anyone able to use a typical personal computer and web browser may participate.
I am working toward a Ph.D. in Information Sciences and Technology at the
Pennsylvania State University. This web application is the data-gathering component of an
experiment I am conducting as a part of that effort. I very much appreciate your time, and I
have arranged for a set of drawings to be held, awarding gift certificates, to randomly-selected
participants who complete the experiment. Here is what is involved:
The next page will apprise you of your rights as a participant in this study, and allow you
to gracefully decline to participate. If you continue (please do), the following page will provide
some more details and gather preliminary information from you. You will then be taken to a
web page which you will use to record activity into a database. The activities I will ask you to
record will come as audio messages which will start out slow and then get faster and faster. The
messages will describe the simulated activity of emergency resources (police, fire, and medical)
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in a fictional city. I am interested in the speed and accuracy of your understanding the audio
messages. The entire process should take about twenty minutes.
Once you have completed the experiment, you will be shown a score and ranking, so
you can get an idea of how well you did compared to others who have participated. At this
point, you will have the option to submit an e-mail address which will be entered into a couple
of random drawings for prizes to be held at the conclusion of the study. If you submit an e-mail
address, it will be included in a drawing from all submissions. In addition, if your score is in the
top 25% of all of the scores, the submitted e-mail address will be included in a separate drawing
for another prize. Prizes will be gift certificates for a variety of businesses, ranging in values
from $10 to $50. (Please note: The e-mail address you supply and the score you achieve will not
be correlated with any other data you provide through the course of the experiment.)
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this research, please contact:
Art Jones
118B Keller Building
University Park, PA 16802
e-mail: ajones@ist.psu.edu

Informed consent
Title of Project:
The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on Accuracy, Timeliness,
and Situation Awareness
This research project is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Ph.D. degree
through The Pennsylvania State University’s College of Information Sciences and Technology
This study is being conducted for research purposes.
Primary Investigator:
Arthur C. Jones, MS, EMT-P, Ph.D. Candidate
College of Information Sciences and Technology – The Pennsylvania State University
118-B Keller Building; University Park, PA. 16802
e-mail: ajones@ist.psu.edu
phone: 814-386-3808
Other Investigator(s):
Dr. Michael D. McNeese, Ph.D. (faculty advisor / committee chair)
College of Information Sciences and Technology - The Pennsylvania State University
325-A IST Building; University Park, PA. 16802
e-mail: mmcneese@ist.psu.edu
phone: 814-865-7885
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Purpose:
The study will quantitatively assess the ability of subjects to interpret audio messages
and record those interpretations into a database via a variety of interface designs, while
simultaneously formulating situational awareness of the dynamic environment reported by the
messages.
Potential Benefits:
These functions being studies are derived from the activities of emergency operations
center personnel, who may benefit by improved information management techniques resulting
from this study.
Procedures:
You will be lead through the collection of some basic demographic information, any
piece of which you may refuse to answer without penalty. You will then be taken to a web page
which you will use to record activity into a database. The activities you will be asked to record
will come as audio messages which will start out slow and then get faster and faster. The
messages will describe the simulated activity of emergency resources (police, fire, and medical)
in a fictional city. The speed and accuracy of your submissions will be recorded for analysis. At
random times, the simulation will freeze and you will be asked to supply some information
designed to test your understanding of the simulated situation. There are no risks or
discomforts foreseen in the procedures of this study.
Compensation:
At the conclusion of your session, you will have the option to submit an e-mail address
which will be entered into a set of random drawings for gift certificates to be held at the
conclusion of the study. There will be two distinct drawings, each with three winners of equal
value. The first drawing will be inclusive of all participants who complete the study, and elect to
submit an e-mail address for inclusion in the drawings. The second, “bonus drawing”, will be
inclusive of all participants who score at or above the 75th percentile of all participants, and
who elect to submit an e-mail address for inclusion in the drawings. Please be aware that total
payments within one calendar year that exceed $600 will require the University to report these
payments to the IRS. This may require you to claim the compensation that you receive for
participation in this study as taxable income.
Time Requirements:
Complete participation in a session will take approximately 20-30 minutes
Confidentiality:
Your confidentiality will be kept to the degree permitted by the technology being used.
No guarantees can be made regarding the interception of data sent via the Internet by any third
parties. No personally identifiable information will be collected. The data collected will be
confidential and stored in a secure database. In the event of any publication or presentation
resulting from this research, no personally identifiable information will be disclosed. E-mail
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addresses collected for inclusion in the drawings for prizes at the conclusion of this study will be
held distinctly from the other collected data, and will used only for the specified purpose.
Addresses will not be shared with any person or organization besides the P.I., and will be
deleted following the prize drawings.
Participation:
Participation is voluntary. Participants may refuse to answer any question and may
withdraw their participation at any time. (This may be done my simply ceasing to respond to
the experiment’s stimuli and/or closing the browser session.)
You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in this study.
Questions:
Participants have the right to ask questions and have those questions answered. Any
questions regarding this research may be directed to the primary investigator named above. If
you have questions about your rights as a research participant, contact Penn State’s Office for
Research Protections at 814-865-1775. If you feel you have been harmed in any way by your
participation in this study, please contact either the P.I. named above or Penn State’s Office for
Research Protections.
Acknowledgement:
By clicking on the “I Agree” button below, you acknowledge that you have read and
understand all of the points listed on this page. You are encouraged to print this page for your
own records.

Demographics Questions
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Questions determining inclusion in the analysis phase:
What is your age?
Do you have any uncorrected hearing problems?
Do you have any uncorrected vision problems?
Do you have any mobility problems affecting your ability to operate a standard
computer interface?
Do you have any prior work experience in 9-1-1 or other command-and-control
facilities?
Potential covariant measures:
What is your semester standing?
What is your major?
What is your GPA?
How much time do you spend working on a computer each day, on average?
How much time do you spend playing computer games each day, on average?
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APPENDIX F – APPARATUS SQL & PHP SOURCE CODE
SQL code for MySQL database definition
--- Create schema experiment
-CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS experiment;
USE experiment;
--- Definition of table `demographics`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `demographics`;
CREATE TABLE `demographics` (
`session_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`age_cat` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`gender` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`hearing_problems` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`vision_problems` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`movement_problems` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`prior_experience` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`computer_time` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`video_games` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`student_semester` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`student_gpa` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`student_major` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q1` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q2` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q3` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q4` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q5` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q6` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q7` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q8` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q9` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q10` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q11` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q12` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q13` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q14` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q15` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q16` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q17` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q18` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q19` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q20` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Q21` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`CogStyle_Score` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`session_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `drawing_participants`
--
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DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `drawing_participants`;
CREATE TABLE `drawing_participants` (
`id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`submit_time` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,
`name` varchar(50) DEFAULT NULL,
`email` varchar(50) DEFAULT NULL,
`score` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `incident_types`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `incident_types`;
CREATE TABLE `incident_types` (
`incident_type_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`incident_type_description` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`incident_type_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=8 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `incident_types`
-INSERT INTO `incident_types` VALUES
(2,'chemical spill'),
(3,'fight'),
(4,'robbery'),
(5,'fire'),
(6,'fallen tree'),
(7,'medical emergency');

(1,'accident'),

--- Definition of table `locations`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `locations`;
CREATE TABLE `locations` (
`location_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`location_description` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`location_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=6 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `locations`
-INSERT INTO `locations` VALUES
(2,'Salem'),
(3,'Washington'),
(4,'Springfield'),
(5,'Clinton');

(1,'Franklin'),

--- Definition of table `logs`
--
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DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `logs`;
CREATE TABLE `logs` (
`log_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`submit_time` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,
`log_text` text,
PRIMARY KEY (`log_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `reported_changes`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `reported_changes`;
CREATE TABLE `reported_changes` (
`report_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`session_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`report_time` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`incident_type` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`incident_location` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`resource` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`new_status` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`time_since_last_announcement` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`time_since_last_report` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`report_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `resource_types`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `resource_types`;
CREATE TABLE `resource_types` (
`resource_type_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`resource_type_description` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`resource_type_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=4 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `resource_types`
-INSERT INTO `resource_types` VALUES
(2,'fire'),
(3,'EMS');

(1,'police'),

--- Definition of table `resources`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `resources`;
CREATE TABLE `resources` (
`resource_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`resource_type` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`resource_base_location` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`resource_name` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`resource_id`),
KEY `FK_resources_1` (`resource_type`),
KEY `FK_resources_2` (`resource_base_location`),
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CONSTRAINT `FK_resources_1` FOREIGN KEY (`resource_type`) REFERENCES
`resource_types` (`resource_type_id`),
CONSTRAINT `FK_resources_2` FOREIGN KEY (`resource_base_location`)
REFERENCES `locations` (`location_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=41 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `resources`
-INSERT INTO `resources` VALUES
(2,1,1,'two'),
(3,1,1,'three'),
(4,1,1,'four'),
(5,1,2,'five'),
(6,1,2,'six'),
(7,1,2,'seven'),
(8,1,2,'eight'),
(9,1,3,'nine'),
(10,1,3,'ten'),
(11,1,3,'eleven'),
(12,1,3,'twelve'),
(13,1,4,'thirteen'),
(14,1,4,'fourteen'),
(15,1,4,'fifteen'),
(16,1,4,'sixteen'),
(17,1,5,'seventeen'),
(18,1,5,'eighteen'),
(19,1,5,'nineteen'),
(20,1,5,'twenty'),
(21,2,1,'one'),
(22,2,1,'two'),
(23,2,2,'three'),
(24,2,2,'four'),
(25,2,3,'five'),
(26,2,3,'six'),
(27,2,4,'seven'),
(28,2,4,'eight'),
(29,2,5,'nine'),
(30,2,5,'ten'),
(31,3,1,'one'),
(32,3,1,'two'),
(33,3,2,'three'),
(34,3,2,'four'),
(35,3,3,'five'),
(36,3,3,'six'),
(37,3,4,'seven'),
(38,3,4,'eight'),
(39,3,5,'nine'),
(40,3,5,'ten');

(1,1,1,'one'),

--- Definition of table `sagat_responses`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `sagat_responses`;
CREATE TABLE `sagat_responses` (
`sagat_response_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`session_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`script` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
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`message` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT1` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT2` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT3` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT4` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT5` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT6` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CT7` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`MFT` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`LFT` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CPI` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CFI` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CMI` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`BSC` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`BSO` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CL1` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CL2` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CL3` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CL4` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CL5` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`BLC` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`CIC` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`TIC` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`sagat_response_id`) USING BTREE
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=4 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `scripts`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `scripts`;
CREATE TABLE `scripts` (
`script_element_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`script_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`script_time` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`incident_number` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`incident_type` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`incident_location` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`resource_type` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`resource_id` char(10) DEFAULT NULL,
`new_status` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`message_text` varchar(200) NOT NULL,
`message_filename` varchar(25) DEFAULT NULL,
`tts_command` varchar(200) DEFAULT NULL,
`total_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_1_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_2_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_3_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_4_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_5_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_6_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`type_7_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_1_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_2_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_3_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_4_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_5_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_6_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_type_7_incidents` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
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`location_1_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`location_2_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`location_3_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`location_4_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`location_5_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`location_6_incident_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_1` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_2` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_3` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_4` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_5` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_incidents_in_location_6` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`police_assignments_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`fire_assignments_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`medical_assignments_total` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_police_assignments` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_fire_assignments` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`concurrent_medical_assignments` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`relative_sitcomp` double DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`script_element_id`),
UNIQUE KEY `SECONDARY` (`script_id`,`script_time`),
KEY `FK_scripts_1` (`incident_type`),
KEY `FK_scripts_2` (`incident_location`),
KEY `FK_scripts_4` (`new_status`),
KEY `FK_scripts_3` (`resource_id`) USING BTREE
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=3322 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `scripts`
-INSERT INTO `scripts` VALUES (2962,1,10,1,1,2,0,'',0,'There is a new
accident incident in the Salem neighborhood.','1_1.mp3','echo \"There is a
new accident incident in the Salem neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame 1_1.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0),
(2963,1,21,1,1,2,1,'five',1,'Police car number five has been dispatched to
the accident in Salem.','1_2.mp3','echo \"Police car number five has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_2.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,1,0,0,
0),
(2964,1,31,1,1,2,3,'three',1,'Medical transport number three has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.','1_3.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number three has been dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_3.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,1,1,0,1,
0.1),
(2965,1,40,1,1,2,2,'four',1,'Fire engine number four has been dispatched to
the accident in Salem.','1_4.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_4.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(2966,1,49,1,1,2,3,'three',2,'Ambulance number three is
enroute.','1_5.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number three is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_5.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(2967,1,58,1,1,2,1,'five',2,'Police car number five is
enroute.','1_6.mp3','echo \"Police car number five is enroute.\" | text2wave
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| lame - 1_6.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(2968,1,68,1,1,2,2,'four',2,'Fire engine number four is
enroute.','1_7.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_7.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.1),
(2969,1,77,2,2,5,0,'',0,'There is a new spill incident in the Clinton
neighborhood.','1_8.mp3','echo \"There is a new spill incident in the
Clinton neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_8.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.222222222222222),
(2970,1,87,2,2,5,2,'nine',1,'Fire engine number nine has been dispatched to
the spill in Clinton.','1_9.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number nine has been
dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_9.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,1,2,1,1,2,1,
0.2),
(2971,1,98,2,2,5,1,'seventeen',1,'Police unit number seventeen has been
dispatched to the spill in Clinton.','1_10.mp3','echo \"Police unit number
seventeen has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 1_10.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.181818181818182),
(2972,1,107,2,2,5,1,'seventeen',2,'Police unit number seventeen is
enroute.','1_11.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seventeen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_11.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.222222222222222),
(2973,1,116,1,1,2,1,'five',3,'Police unit number five is on
scene.','1_12.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_12.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.222222222222222),
(2974,1,126,2,2,5,2,'nine',2,'Fire unit number nine is
enroute.','1_13.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number nine is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_13.mp3
;',2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.2),
(2975,1,137,3,1,2,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the Salem
zone.','1_14.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident incident in the Salem
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_14.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.272727272727273),
(2976,1,147,1,1,2,3,'three',3,'Ambulance number three is on
scene.','1_15.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number three is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_15.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.3),
(2977,1,158,3,1,2,1,'six',1,'Police unit number six has been dispatched to
the accident in Salem.','1_16.mp3','echo \"Police unit number six has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_16.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,2,1,3,2,1,
0.272727272727273),
(2978,1,167,3,1,2,2,'three',1,'Fire unit number three has been dispatched to
the accident in Salem.','1_17.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number three has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_17.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,1,3,3,1,
0.333333333333333),
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(2979,1,177,3,1,2,3,'four',1,'Medical transport number four has been
dispatched to the accident in Salem.','1_18.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number four has been dispatched to the accident in Salem.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_18.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.3),
(2980,1,187,3,1,2,1,'six',2,'Police unit number six is
enroute.','1_19.mp3','echo \"Police unit number six is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_19.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.3),
(2981,1,196,3,1,2,3,'four',2,'Medical unit number four is
enroute.','1_20.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_20.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.333333333333333),
(2982,1,206,2,2,5,1,'seventeen',3,'Police car number seventeen is on
scene.','1_21.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_21.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.3),
(2983,1,216,3,1,2,2,'three',2,'Fire engine number three is
enroute.','1_22.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_22.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.3),
(2984,1,226,1,1,2,2,'four',3,'Fire engine number four is on
scene.','1_23.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_23.mp3
;',3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,0,2,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.3),
(2985,1,237,4,5,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Salem
neighborhood.','1_24.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Salem
neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_24.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.363636363636364),
(2986,1,247,4,5,2,2,'seven',1,'Fire truck number seven has been dispatched
to the fire in Salem.','1_25.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number seven has been
dispatched to the fire in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_25.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,2,3,4,2,
0.4),
(2987,1,257,4,5,2,3,'one',1,'Ambulance number one has been dispatched to the
fire in Salem.','1_26.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number one has been dispatched
to the fire in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_26.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.4),
(2988,1,268,3,1,2,1,'six',3,'Police unit number six is on
scene.','1_27.mp3','echo \"Police unit number six is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_27.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.363636363636364),
(2989,1,278,4,5,2,3,'one',2,'Medical unit number one is
enroute.','1_28.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number one is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_28.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.4),
(2990,1,287,4,5,2,2,'seven',2,'Fire truck number seven is
enroute.','1_29.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_29.mp3
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;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.444444444444444),
(2991,1,297,2,2,5,2,'nine',3,'Fire engine number nine is on
scene.','1_30.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number nine is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_30.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.4),
(2992,1,306,3,1,2,3,'four',3,'Medical unit number four is on
scene.','1_31.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number four is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_31.mp3
;',4,4,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,0,3,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.444444444444444),
(2993,1,316,5,3,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Salem
area.','1_32.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Salem area.\"
| text2wave | lame - 1_32.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.5),
(2994,1,325,5,3,2,1,'seven',1,'Police unit number seven has been dispatched
to the fight in Salem.','1_33.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seven has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_33.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,3,4,4,3,
0.555555555555556),
(2995,1,334,5,3,2,3,'six',1,'Medical transport number six has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.','1_34.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number six has been dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame 1_34.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
0.555555555555556),
(2996,1,342,5,3,2,1,'seven',2,'Police car number seven is
enroute.','1_35.mp3','echo \"Police car number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_35.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
0.625),
(2997,1,350,5,3,2,3,'six',2,'Ambulance number six is
enroute.','1_36.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number six is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_36.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
0.625),
(2998,1,358,3,1,2,2,'three',3,'Fire engine number three is on
scene.','1_37.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number three is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_37.mp3
;',5,5,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,0,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
0.625),
(2999,1,363,6,2,1,0,'',0,'There is a new spill incident in the Franklin
zone.','1_38.mp3','echo \"There is a new spill incident in the Franklin
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_38.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
1.2),
(3000,1,368,4,5,2,3,'one',3,'Ambulance number one is on
scene.','1_39.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number one is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_39.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
1.2),
(3001,1,373,6,2,1,2,'one',1,'Fire truck number one has been dispatched to
the spill in Franklin.','1_40.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one has been
dispatched to the spill in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_40.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,4,5,4,4,5,4,
1.2),
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(3002,1,378,6,2,1,1,'four',1,'Police car number four has been dispatched to
the spill in Franklin.','1_41.mp3','echo \"Police car number four has been
dispatched to the spill in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_41.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.2),
(3003,1,383,6,2,1,1,'four',2,'Police unit number four is
enroute.','1_42.mp3','echo \"Police unit number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_42.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.2),
(3004,1,387,5,3,2,1,'seven',3,'Police unit number seven is on
scene.','1_43.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_43.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.5),
(3005,1,392,6,2,1,2,'one',2,'Fire truck number one is
enroute.','1_44.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_44.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.2),
(3006,1,396,4,5,2,2,'seven',3,'Fire engine number seven is on
scene.','1_45.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_45.mp3
;',6,6,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,1,0,0,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,1,4,0,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.5),
(3007,1,400,7,3,3,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Washington
region.','1_46.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Washington
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_46.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,5,5,4,5,5,4,
1.75),
(3008,1,404,7,3,3,1,'ten',1,'Police unit number ten has been dispatched to
the fight in Washington.','1_47.mp3','echo \"Police unit number ten has been
dispatched to the fight in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_47.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,4,6,5,4,
1.75),
(3009,1,409,7,3,3,3,'five',1,'Medical unit number five has been dispatched
to the fight in Washington.','1_48.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number five has
been dispatched to the fight in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_48.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
1.4),
(3010,1,414,5,3,2,3,'six',3,'Medical transport number six is on
scene.','1_49.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number six is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_49.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
1.4),
(3011,1,419,7,3,3,1,'ten',2,'Police unit number ten is
enroute.','1_50.mp3','echo \"Police unit number ten is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_50.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
1.4),
(3012,1,424,7,3,3,3,'five',2,'Medical transport number five is
enroute.','1_51.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number five is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_51.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
1.4),
(3013,1,429,6,2,1,1,'four',3,'Police car number four is on
scene.','1_52.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_52.mp3
;',7,7,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,2,2,2,0,1,0,0,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,1,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
1.4),
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(3014,1,433,8,3,1,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Franklin
region.','1_53.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Franklin
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_53.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,6,5,5,
2),
(3015,1,438,1,1,2,1,'five',4,'Police unit number five is
available.','1_54.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_54.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,5,5,5,5,
1.6),
(3016,1,442,8,3,1,3,'two',1,'Medical transport number two has been
dispatched to the fight in Franklin.','1_55.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number two has been dispatched to the fight in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame
- 1_55.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,6,5,6,5,5,6,
2),
(3017,1,446,8,3,1,1,'two',1,'Police car number two has been dispatched to
the fight in Franklin.','1_56.mp3','echo \"Police car number two has been
dispatched to the fight in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_56.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3018,1,450,1,1,2,1,'five',0,'Police car number five is back at
base.','1_57.mp3','echo \"Police car number five is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_57.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3019,1,454,8,3,1,3,'two',2,'Medical unit number two is
enroute.','1_58.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number two is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_58.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3020,1,458,8,3,1,1,'two',2,'Police unit number two is
enroute.','1_59.mp3','echo \"Police unit number two is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 1_59.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3021,1,462,7,3,3,1,'ten',3,'Police car number ten is on
scene.','1_60.mp3','echo \"Police car number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_60.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3022,1,467,6,2,1,2,'one',3,'Fire truck number one is on
scene.','1_61.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_61.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
1.6),
(3023,1,471,7,3,3,3,'five',3,'Medical transport number five is on
scene.','1_62.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number five is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_62.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,6,5,6,
2),
(3024,1,475,2,2,5,1,'seventeen',4,'Police car number seventeen is
available.','1_63.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_63.mp3
;',8,8,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,2,3,0,1,0,0,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,2,4,1,0,1,NULL,7,5,6,5,5,6,
2),
(3025,1,479,9,7,4,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield zone.','1_64.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 1_64.mp3
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;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,6,5,5,6,
2.25),
(3026,1,484,9,7,4,3,'seven',1,'Ambulance number seven has been dispatched to
the medical in Springfield.','1_65.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number seven has
been dispatched to the medical in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame 1_65.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,5,5,7,
1.8),
(3027,1,488,2,2,5,1,'seventeen',0,'Police car number seventeen is back at
base.','1_66.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_66.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,5,5,7,
2.25),
(3028,1,493,8,3,1,1,'two',3,'Police car number two is on
scene.','1_67.mp3','echo \"Police car number two is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_67.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,5,5,7,
1.8),
(3029,1,498,9,7,4,3,'seven',2,'Medical unit number seven is
enroute.','1_68.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_68.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,5,5,7,
1.8),
(3030,1,502,3,1,2,1,'six',4,'Police car number six is
available.','1_69.mp3','echo \"Police car number six is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_69.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,4,5,7,
2.25),
(3031,1,506,3,1,2,1,'six',0,'Police car number six is back at
base.','1_70.mp3','echo \"Police car number six is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_70.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,4,5,7,
2.25),
(3032,1,510,8,3,1,3,'two',3,'Ambulance number two is on
scene.','1_71.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number two is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 1_71.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,4,5,7,
2.25),
(3033,1,515,1,1,2,3,'three',4,'Medical unit number three is
available.','1_72.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number three is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 1_72.mp3
;',9,9,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,2,3,0,1,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,2,4,1,1,1,NULL,7,5,7,4,5,6,
1.8),
(3034,2,11,1,1,1,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the Franklin
neighborhood.','2_1.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident incident in the
Franklin neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_1.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0),
(3035,2,20,1,1,1,1,'three',1,'Police unit number three has been dispatched
to the accident in Franklin.','2_2.mp3','echo \"Police unit number three has
been dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_2.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,1,0,0,
0),
(3036,2,31,1,1,1,3,'one',1,'Medical unit number one has been dispatched to
the accident in Franklin.','2_3.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number one has been
dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_3.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,1,1,0,1,
0.0909090909090909),
(3037,2,40,1,1,1,2,'one',1,'Fire engine number one has been dispatched to
the accident in Franklin.','2_4.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number one has been
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dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_4.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(3038,2,49,1,1,1,3,'one',2,'Medical transport number one is
enroute.','2_5.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number one is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_5.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(3039,2,60,1,1,1,1,'three',2,'Police car number three is
enroute.','2_6.mp3','echo \"Police car number three is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_6.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.0909090909090909),
(3040,2,69,1,1,1,2,'one',2,'Fire unit number one is
enroute.','2_7.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number one is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_7.mp3
;',1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(3041,2,80,2,4,1,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Franklin
zone.','2_8.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Franklin
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_8.mp3
;',2,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.181818181818182),
(3042,2,90,2,4,1,1,'four',1,'Police car number four has been dispatched to
the robbery in Franklin.','2_9.mp3','echo \"Police car number four has been
dispatched to the robbery in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_9.mp3
;',2,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.2),
(3043,2,100,1,1,1,1,'three',3,'Police car number three is on
scene.','2_10.mp3','echo \"Police car number three is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_10.mp3
;',2,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.2),
(3044,2,110,2,4,1,1,'four',2,'Police car number four is
enroute.','2_11.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_11.mp3
;',2,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.2),
(3045,2,120,1,1,1,3,'one',3,'Medical transport number one is on
scene.','2_12.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number one is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_12.mp3
;',2,2,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,0,0,0,0,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.2),
(3046,2,130,3,1,3,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the
Washington region.','2_13.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident incident in
the Washington region.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_13.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.3),
(3047,2,140,3,1,3,1,'eleven',1,'Police unit number eleven has been
dispatched to the accident in Washington.','2_14.mp3','echo \"Police unit
number eleven has been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_14.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,1,1,3,1,1,
0.3),
(3048,2,149,3,1,3,2,'six',1,'Fire engine number six has been dispatched to
the accident in Washington.','2_15.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number six has
been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame 2_15.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,1,3,2,1,
0.333333333333333),
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(3049,2,159,3,1,3,3,'five',1,'Medical transport number five has been
dispatched to the accident in Washington.','2_16.mp3','echo \"Medical
transport number five has been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_16.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.3),
(3050,2,168,2,4,1,1,'four',3,'Police car number four is on
scene.','2_17.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_17.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.333333333333333),
(3051,2,178,3,1,3,1,'eleven',2,'Police unit number eleven is
enroute.','2_18.mp3','echo \"Police unit number eleven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_18.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.3),
(3052,2,189,1,1,1,2,'one',3,'Fire truck number one is on
scene.','2_19.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_19.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.272727272727273),
(3053,2,198,3,1,3,3,'five',2,'Ambulance number five is
enroute.','2_20.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number five is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_20.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.333333333333333),
(3054,2,209,3,1,3,2,'six',2,'Fire unit number six is
enroute.','2_21.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number six is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_21.mp3
;',3,3,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,2,0,1,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.272727272727273),
(3055,2,218,4,4,3,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Washington
area.','2_22.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Washington
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_22.mp3
;',4,4,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3056,2,229,4,4,3,1,'nine',1,'Police car number nine has been dispatched to
the robbery in Washington.','2_23.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine has
been dispatched to the robbery in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_23.mp3
;',4,4,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,4,2,2,4,2,2,
0.363636363636364),
(3057,2,240,4,4,3,1,'nine',2,'Police car number nine is
enroute.','2_24.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_24.mp3
;',4,4,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,4,2,2,4,2,2,
0.363636363636364),
(3058,2,249,3,1,3,1,'eleven',3,'Police unit number eleven is on
scene.','2_25.mp3','echo \"Police unit number eleven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_25.mp3
;',4,4,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,4,2,2,4,2,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3059,2,258,3,1,3,3,'five',3,'Ambulance number five is on
scene.','2_26.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number five is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_26.mp3
;',4,4,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,2,0,2,0,0,NULL,4,2,2,4,2,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3060,2,268,5,1,3,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the
Washington neighborhood.','2_27.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident
incident in the Washington neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_27.mp3
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;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,4,2,2,4,2,2,
0.5),
(3061,2,278,5,1,3,1,'twelve',1,'Police car number twelve has been dispatched
to the accident in Washington.','2_28.mp3','echo \"Police car number twelve
has been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame 2_28.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,2,2,5,2,2,
0.5),
(3062,2,287,5,1,3,2,'five',1,'Fire truck number five has been dispatched to
the accident in Washington.','2_29.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number five has
been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame 2_29.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,2,5,3,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3063,2,297,5,1,3,3,'six',1,'Medical unit number six has been dispatched to
the accident in Washington.','2_30.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number six has
been dispatched to the accident in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame 2_30.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.5),
(3064,2,307,4,4,3,1,'nine',3,'Police unit number nine is on
scene.','2_31.mp3','echo \"Police unit number nine is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_31.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.5),
(3065,2,317,5,1,3,1,'twelve',2,'Police car number twelve is
enroute.','2_32.mp3','echo \"Police car number twelve is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_32.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.5),
(3066,2,327,5,1,3,3,'six',2,'Medical unit number six is
enroute.','2_33.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number six is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_33.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.5),
(3067,2,334,3,1,3,2,'six',3,'Fire unit number six is on
scene.','2_34.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number six is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_34.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.714285714285714),
(3068,2,341,5,1,3,2,'five',2,'Fire truck number five is
enroute.','2_35.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number five is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_35.mp3
;',5,5,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,3,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,2,0,3,0,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.714285714285714),
(3069,2,347,6,3,4,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Springfield
neighborhood.','2_36.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the
Springfield neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_36.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1),
(3070,2,353,6,3,4,1,'sixteen',1,'Police unit number sixteen has been
dispatched to the fight in Springfield.','2_37.mp3','echo \"Police unit
number sixteen has been dispatched to the fight in Springfield.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_37.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,3,6,3,3,
1),
(3071,2,359,6,3,4,3,'seven',1,'Medical transport number seven has been
dispatched to the fight in Springfield.','2_38.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number seven has been dispatched to the fight in Springfield.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_38.mp3
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;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,6,3,4,
1),
(3072,2,366,5,1,3,1,'twelve',3,'Police car number twelve is on
scene.','2_39.mp3','echo \"Police car number twelve is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_39.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,6,3,4,
0.857142857142857),
(3073,2,371,6,3,4,1,'sixteen',2,'Police car number sixteen is
enroute.','2_40.mp3','echo \"Police car number sixteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_40.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,6,3,4,
1.2),
(3074,2,375,6,3,4,3,'seven',2,'Medical transport number seven is
enroute.','2_41.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_41.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,6,3,4,
1.5),
(3075,2,379,5,1,3,3,'six',3,'Medical unit number six is on
scene.','2_42.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number six is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_42.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,6,3,4,
1.5),
(3076,2,383,1,1,1,1,'three',4,'Police car number three is
available.','2_43.mp3','echo \"Police car number three is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_43.mp3
;',6,6,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,2,0,0,0,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,2,0,3,1,0,NULL,6,3,4,5,3,4,
1.5),
(3077,2,387,7,5,4,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Springfield
neighborhood.','2_44.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the
Springfield neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_44.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,3,4,5,3,4,
1.75),
(3078,2,393,1,1,1,1,'three',0,'Police car number three is back at
base.','2_45.mp3','echo \"Police car number three is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_45.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,3,4,5,3,4,
1.16666666666667),
(3079,2,398,7,5,4,2,'seven',1,'Fire engine number seven has been dispatched
to the fire in Springfield.','2_46.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number seven has
been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_46.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,4,5,4,4,
1.4),
(3080,2,402,7,5,4,3,'eight',1,'Medical transport number eight has been
dispatched to the fire in Springfield.','2_47.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number eight has been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_47.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.75),
(3081,2,407,6,3,4,1,'sixteen',3,'Police car number sixteen is on
scene.','2_48.mp3','echo \"Police car number sixteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_48.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.4),
(3082,2,412,7,5,4,3,'eight',2,'Ambulance number eight is
enroute.','2_49.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number eight is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_49.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.4),
(3083,2,416,5,1,3,2,'five',3,'Fire truck number five is on
scene.','2_50.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number five is on scene.\" | text2wave
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| lame - 2_50.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.75),
(3084,2,420,7,5,4,2,'seven',2,'Fire truck number seven is
enroute.','2_51.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_51.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.75),
(3085,2,425,6,3,4,3,'seven',3,'Ambulance number seven is on
scene.','2_52.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number seven is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_52.mp3
;',7,7,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,3,0,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,2,0,3,2,0,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.4),
(3086,2,431,8,6,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Clinton neighborhood.','2_53.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree
incident in the Clinton neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_53.mp3
;',8,8,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,4,5,5,4,5,
1.33333333333333),
(3087,2,435,2,4,1,1,'four',4,'Police unit number four is
available.','2_54.mp3','echo \"Police unit number four is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_54.mp3
;',8,8,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,4,5,4,4,5,
2),
(3088,2,440,8,6,5,2,'ten',1,'Fire engine number ten has been dispatched to
the fallen tree in Clinton.','2_55.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number ten has
been dispatched to the fallen tree in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 2_55.mp3
;',8,8,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,5,
1.6),
(3089,2,446,2,4,1,1,'four',0,'Police car number four is back at
base.','2_56.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_56.mp3
;',8,7,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,1,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,1,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,5,
1.16666666666667),
(3090,2,450,8,6,5,2,'ten',2,'Fire engine number ten is
enroute.','2_57.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number ten is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_57.mp3
;',8,7,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,1,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,1,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,5,
1.75),
(3091,2,454,7,5,4,3,'eight',3,'Medical unit number eight is on
scene.','2_58.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number eight is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_58.mp3
;',8,7,3,0,1,2,1,1,0,3,0,1,1,1,1,0,2,0,3,2,1,NULL,1,0,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,5,
1.75),
(3092,2,458,9,6,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the Salem
zone.','2_59.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree incident in the Salem
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_59.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,5,
2),
(3093,2,463,1,1,1,3,'one',4,'Medical transport number one is
available.','2_60.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number one is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_60.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,5,5,4,5,4,
1.6),
(3094,2,469,9,6,2,2,'three',1,'Fire unit number three has been dispatched to
the fallen tree in Salem.','2_61.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number three has been
dispatched to the fallen tree in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_61.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,4,6,4,
1.33333333333333),
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(3095,2,473,3,1,3,1,'eleven',4,'Police car number eleven is
available.','2_62.mp3','echo \"Police car number eleven is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_62.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,3,6,4,
2),
(3096,2,477,3,1,3,1,'eleven',0,'Police unit number eleven is back at
base.','2_63.mp3','echo \"Police unit number eleven is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_63.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,3,6,4,
2),
(3097,2,481,7,5,4,2,'seven',3,'Fire engine number seven is on
scene.','2_64.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_64.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,3,6,4,
2),
(3098,2,487,9,6,2,2,'three',2,'Fire engine number three is
enroute.','2_65.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_65.mp3
;',9,8,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,3,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,3,6,4,
1.33333333333333),
(3099,2,492,10,4,3,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the
Washington zone.','2_66.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the
Washington zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 2_66.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,6,6,5,3,6,4
,1.8),
(3100,2,496,10,4,3,1,'eleven',1,'Police car number eleven has been
dispatched to the robbery in Washington.','2_67.mp3','echo \"Police car
number eleven has been dispatched to the robbery in Washington.\" | text2wave
| lame - 2_67.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,4,6,4
,2.25),
(3101,2,501,4,4,3,1,'nine',4,'Police car number nine is
available.','2_68.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_68.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,3,6,4
,1.8),
(3102,2,507,1,1,1,3,'one',0,'Medical transport number one is back at
base.','2_69.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number one is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_69.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,3,6,4
,1.5),
(3103,2,511,10,4,3,1,'eleven',2,'Police unit number eleven is
enroute.','2_70.mp3','echo \"Police unit number eleven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_70.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,3,6,4
,2.25),
(3104,2,515,8,6,5,2,'ten',3,'Fire unit number ten is on
scene.','2_71.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 2_71.mp3
;',10,9,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,2,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,4,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,3,6,4
,2.25),
(3105,2,519,4,4,3,1,'nine',0,'Police unit number nine is back at
base.','2_72.mp3','echo \"Police unit number nine is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 2_72.mp3
;',10,8,3,0,1,3,1,2,0,3,0,1,1,1,2,0,2,1,4,2,1,NULL,1,1,3,2,1,NULL,7,6,5,3,6,4
,2),
(3106,3,11,1,5,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Clinton
neighborhood.','3_1.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Clinton
neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_1.mp3
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;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0),
(3107,3,21,1,5,5,3,'nine',1,'Ambulance number nine has been dispatched to
the fire in Clinton.','3_2.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number nine has been
dispatched to the fire in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_2.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,1,0,0,1,
0),
(3108,3,31,1,5,5,2,'ten',1,'Fire unit number ten has been dispatched to the
fire in Clinton.','3_3.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten has been dispatched
to the fire in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_3.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.1),
(3109,3,42,1,5,5,3,'nine',2,'Medical unit number nine is
enroute.','3_4.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number nine is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_4.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.0909090909090909),
(3110,3,52,1,5,5,2,'ten',2,'Fire engine number ten is
enroute.','3_5.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number ten is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_5.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,0,0,0,1,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.1),
(3111,3,62,2,4,4,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Springfield
area.','3_6.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Springfield
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_6.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.2),
(3112,3,71,2,4,4,1,'thirteen',1,'Police unit number thirteen has been
dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.','3_7.mp3','echo \"Police unit
number thirteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_7.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.222222222222222),
(3113,3,81,2,4,4,1,'thirteen',2,'Police car number thirteen is
enroute.','3_8.mp3','echo \"Police car number thirteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_8.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.2),
(3114,3,90,1,5,5,3,'nine',3,'Medical transport number nine is on
scene.','3_9.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number nine is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_9.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.222222222222222),
(3115,3,99,3,4,2,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Salem
zone.','3_10.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Salem
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_10.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3116,3,108,3,4,2,1,'seven',1,'Police unit number seven has been dispatched
to the robbery in Salem.','3_11.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seven has
been dispatched to the robbery in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_11.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3117,3,118,2,4,4,1,'thirteen',3,'Police unit number thirteen is on
scene.','3_12.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_12.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.3),
(3118,3,128,3,4,2,1,'seven',2,'Police car number seven is
enroute.','3_13.mp3','echo \"Police car number seven is enroute.\" |
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text2wave | lame - 3_13.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.3),
(3119,3,137,1,5,5,2,'ten',3,'Fire truck number ten is on
scene.','3_14.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 3_14.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,0,1,1,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3120,3,148,4,3,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Clinton
neighborhood.','3_15.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the
Clinton neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_15.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,2,1,1,2,1,1,
0.363636363636364),
(3121,3,158,4,3,5,1,'seventeen',1,'Police unit number seventeen has been
dispatched to the fight in Clinton.','3_16.mp3','echo \"Police unit number
seventeen has been dispatched to the fight in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 3_16.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,3,1,1,3,1,1,
0.4),
(3122,3,169,4,3,5,3,'ten',1,'Medical transport number ten has been
dispatched to the fight in Clinton.','3_17.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number ten has been dispatched to the fight in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame
- 3_17.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,3,1,2,3,1,2,
0.363636363636364),
(3123,3,179,4,3,5,1,'seventeen',2,'Police car number seventeen is
enroute.','3_18.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_18.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,3,1,2,3,1,2,
0.4),
(3124,3,189,4,3,5,3,'ten',2,'Medical unit number ten is
enroute.','3_19.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number ten is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_19.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,3,1,2,3,1,2,
0.4),
(3125,3,199,3,4,2,1,'seven',3,'Police unit number seven is on
scene.','3_20.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_20.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,0,1,0,1,2,NULL,3,1,2,3,1,2,
0.4),
(3126,3,208,5,6,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Clinton region.','3_21.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree incident in
the Clinton region.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_21.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,3,1,2,3,1,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3127,3,218,5,6,5,2,'nine',1,'Fire truck number nine has been dispatched to
the fallen tree in Clinton.','3_22.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number nine has
been dispatched to the fallen tree in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 3_22.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.5),
(3128,3,227,4,3,5,1,'seventeen',3,'Police car number seventeen is on
scene.','3_23.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_23.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3129,3,236,5,6,5,2,'nine',2,'Fire engine number nine is
enroute.','3_24.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number nine is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_24.mp3
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;',5,5,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3130,3,245,4,3,5,3,'ten',3,'Ambulance number ten is on
scene.','3_25.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 3_25.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,0,1,2,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,0,1,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3131,3,256,6,3,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Salem
zone.','3_26.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Salem zone.\"
| text2wave | lame - 3_26.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.545454545454545),
(3132,3,266,6,3,2,3,'three',1,'Ambulance number three has been dispatched to
the fight in Salem.','3_27.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number three has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_27.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,3,2,3,3,2,3,
0.6),
(3133,3,277,6,3,2,1,'five',1,'Police unit number five has been dispatched to
the fight in Salem.','3_28.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_28.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,4,2,3,4,2,3,
0.545454545454545),
(3134,3,287,6,3,2,1,'five',2,'Police unit number five is
enroute.','3_29.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_29.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,4,2,3,4,2,3,
0.6),
(3135,3,297,6,3,2,3,'three',2,'Medical transport number three is
enroute.','3_30.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_30.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,0,2,0,1,3,NULL,4,2,3,4,2,3,
0.6),
(3136,3,308,7,2,2,0,'',0,'There is a new spill incident in the Salem
neighborhood.','3_31.mp3','echo \"There is a new spill incident in the Salem
neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_31.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,4,2,3,4,2,3,
0.636363636363636),
(3137,3,317,7,2,2,1,'eight',1,'Police unit number eight has been dispatched
to the spill in Salem.','3_32.mp3','echo \"Police unit number eight has been
dispatched to the spill in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_32.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,2,3,5,2,3,
0.777777777777778),
(3138,3,327,7,2,2,2,'four',1,'Fire unit number four has been dispatched to
the spill in Salem.','3_33.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number four has been
dispatched to the spill in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_33.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.7),
(3139,3,334,7,2,2,1,'eight',2,'Police car number eight is
enroute.','3_34.mp3','echo \"Police car number eight is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_34.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1),
(3140,3,342,6,3,2,1,'five',3,'Police unit number five is on
scene.','3_35.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_35.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
0.875),
(3141,3,349,7,2,2,2,'four',2,'Fire engine number four is
enroute.','3_36.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_36.mp3
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;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1),
(3142,3,356,5,6,5,2,'nine',3,'Fire engine number nine is on
scene.','3_37.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number nine is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_37.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1),
(3143,3,362,6,3,2,3,'three',3,'Ambulance number three is on
scene.','3_38.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number three is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_38.mp3
;',7,7,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,0,3,0,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1.16666666666667),
(3144,3,369,8,4,3,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Washington
region.','3_39.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the
Washington region.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_39.mp3
;',8,8,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,5,3,3,5,3,3,
1.14285714285714),
(3145,3,375,8,4,3,1,'nine',1,'Police car number nine has been dispatched to
the robbery in Washington.','3_40.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine has
been dispatched to the robbery in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_40.mp3
;',8,8,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,6,3,3,6,3,3,
1.33333333333333),
(3146,3,381,2,4,4,1,'thirteen',4,'Police unit number thirteen is
available.','3_41.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_41.mp3
;',8,8,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,6,3,3,5,3,3,
1.33333333333333),
(3147,3,385,8,4,3,1,'nine',2,'Police car number nine is
enroute.','3_42.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_42.mp3
;',8,8,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,6,3,3,5,3,3,
2),
(3148,3,389,7,2,2,1,'eight',3,'Police car number eight is on
scene.','3_43.mp3','echo \"Police car number eight is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_43.mp3
;',8,8,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,6,3,3,5,3,3,
2),
(3149,3,393,2,4,4,1,'thirteen',0,'Police car number thirteen is back at
base.','3_44.mp3','echo \"Police car number thirteen is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_44.mp3
;',8,7,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,0,3,1,1,3,NULL,0,3,1,0,3,NULL,6,3,3,5,3,3,
1.75),
(3150,3,397,9,4,1,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Franklin
neighborhood.','3_45.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the
Franklin neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_45.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,6,3,3,5,3,3,
2),
(3151,3,402,9,4,1,1,'three',1,'Police unit number three has been dispatched
to the robbery in Franklin.','3_46.mp3','echo \"Police unit number three has
been dispatched to the robbery in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_46.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,6,3,3,
1.6),
(3152,3,407,9,4,1,1,'three',2,'Police car number three is
enroute.','3_47.mp3','echo \"Police car number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_47.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,6,3,3,
1.6),
(3153,3,412,8,4,3,1,'nine',3,'Police car number nine is on
scene.','3_48.mp3','echo \"Police car number nine is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_48.mp3
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;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,6,3,3,
1.6),
(3154,3,418,1,5,5,3,'nine',4,'Medical unit number nine is
available.','3_49.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number nine is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_49.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,6,3,2,
1.33333333333333),
(3155,3,422,3,4,2,1,'seven',4,'Police unit number seven is
available.','3_50.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seven is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_50.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,5,3,2,
2),
(3156,3,428,7,2,2,2,'four',3,'Fire truck number four is on
scene.','3_51.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number four is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_51.mp3
;',9,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,3,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,3,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,5,3,2,
1.33333333333333),
(3157,3,432,3,4,2,1,'seven',0,'Police car number seven is back at
base.','3_52.mp3','echo \"Police car number seven is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_52.mp3
;',9,7,0,1,2,4,1,1,0,0,1,2,2,1,1,0,1,3,1,1,3,NULL,1,2,1,0,3,NULL,7,3,3,5,3,2,
1.75),
(3158,3,436,10,7,4,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield zone.','3_53.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_53.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,3,5,3,2
,2),
(3159,3,440,10,7,4,3,'eight',1,'Ambulance number eight has been dispatched
to the medical in Springfield.','3_54.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number eight has
been dispatched to the medical in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame 3_54.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,5,3,3
,2),
(3160,3,444,4,3,5,1,'seventeen',4,'Police unit number seventeen is
available.','3_55.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seventeen is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_55.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,2),
(3161,3,448,10,7,4,3,'eight',2,'Ambulance number eight is
enroute.','3_56.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number eight is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_56.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,2),
(3162,3,452,9,4,1,1,'three',3,'Police unit number three is on
scene.','3_57.mp3','echo \"Police unit number three is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_57.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,2),
(3163,3,457,1,5,5,3,'nine',0,'Ambulance number nine is back at
base.','3_58.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number nine is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_58.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,1.6),
(3164,3,461,4,3,5,1,'seventeen',0,'Police unit number seventeen is back at
base.','3_59.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seventeen is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_59.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,NULL,1,2,1,1,3,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,2),
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(3165,3,466,11,4,5,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton
area.','3_60.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_60.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,1,0,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,4,NULL,1,2,1,1,4,NULL,7,3,4,4,3,3
,1.8),
(3166,3,472,11,4,5,1,'nineteen',1,'Police unit number nineteen has been
dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.','3_61.mp3','echo \"Police unit number
nineteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame
- 3_61.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,1,0,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,4,NULL,1,2,1,1,4,NULL,8,3,4,5,3,3
,1.5),
(3167,3,478,11,4,5,1,'nineteen',2,'Police unit number nineteen is
enroute.','3_62.mp3','echo \"Police unit number nineteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_62.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,1,0,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,4,NULL,1,2,1,1,4,NULL,8,3,4,5,3,3
,1.5),
(3168,3,482,1,5,5,2,'ten',4,'Fire unit number ten is
available.','3_63.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_63.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,1,0,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,4,NULL,1,2,1,1,4,NULL,8,3,4,5,2,3
,2.25),
(3169,3,487,10,7,4,3,'eight',3,'Medical transport number eight is on
scene.','3_64.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number eight is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_64.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,1,0,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,3,1,2,4,NULL,1,2,1,1,4,NULL,8,3,4,5,2,3
,1.8),
(3170,3,491,12,7,4,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield region.','3_65.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in
the Springfield region.\" | text2wave | lame - 3_65.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,1,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,4,NULL,8,3,4,5,2,
3,2.5),
(3171,3,496,12,7,4,3,'seven',1,'Medical unit number seven has been
dispatched to the medical in Springfield.','3_66.mp3','echo \"Medical unit
number seven has been dispatched to the medical in Springfield.\" | text2wave
| lame - 3_66.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,1,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,4,NULL,8,3,5,5,2,
4,2),
(3172,3,500,11,4,5,1,'nineteen',3,'Police unit number nineteen is on
scene.','3_67.mp3','echo \"Police unit number nineteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_67.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,1,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,4,NULL,8,3,5,5,2,
4,2.5),
(3173,3,504,1,5,5,2,'ten',0,'Fire engine number ten is back at
base.','3_68.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number ten is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_68.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,3,NULL,8,3,5,5,2,4
,2.25),
(3174,3,508,4,3,5,3,'ten',4,'Ambulance number ten is
available.','3_69.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_69.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,3,NULL,8,3,5,5,2,3
,2.25),
(3175,3,512,6,3,2,1,'five',4,'Police unit number five is
available.','3_70.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_70.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,3,NULL,8,3,5,4,2,3
,2.25),
(3176,3,516,12,7,4,3,'seven',2,'Medical transport number seven is
enroute.','3_71.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_71.mp3
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;',12,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,3,NULL,8,3,5,4,2,3
,2.25),
(3177,3,520,6,3,2,1,'five',0,'Police unit number five is back at
base.','3_72.mp3','echo \"Police unit number five is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 3_72.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,5,1,1,2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,3,1,3,4,NULL,1,2,1,2,3,NULL,8,3,5,4,2,3
,2.25),
(3178,4,9,1,7,2,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the Salem
neighborhood.','4_1.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in the
Salem neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_1.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0),
(3179,4,19,1,7,2,3,'four',1,'Ambulance number four has been dispatched to
the medical in Salem.','4_2.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number four has been
dispatched to the medical in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_2.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,1,0,0,1,
0),
(3180,4,30,1,7,2,3,'four',2,'Medical transport number four is
enroute.','4_3.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_3.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,1,0,0,1,
0.0909090909090909),
(3181,4,40,2,5,1,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Franklin
region.','4_4.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Franklin
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_4.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,1,0,0,1,
0.2),
(3182,4,50,2,5,1,3,'one',1,'Medical transport number one has been dispatched
to the fire in Franklin.','4_5.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number one has
been dispatched to the fire in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_5.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,0,2,0,0,2,
0.2),
(3183,4,60,2,5,1,2,'one',1,'Fire truck number one has been dispatched to the
fire in Franklin.','4_6.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one has been
dispatched to the fire in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_6.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,2,0,1,2,
0.2),
(3184,4,71,2,5,1,3,'one',2,'Ambulance number one is
enroute.','4_7.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number one is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_7.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,2,0,1,2,
0.181818181818182),
(3185,4,81,2,5,1,2,'one',2,'Fire unit number one is
enroute.','4_8.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number one is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_8.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,2,0,1,2,
0.2),
(3186,4,90,1,7,2,3,'four',3,'Medical transport number four is on
scene.','4_9.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number four is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_9.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,1,1,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,2,0,1,2,
0.222222222222222),
(3187,4,101,3,6,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the Salem
neighborhood.','4_10.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Salem neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_10.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,0,1,2,0,1,2,
0.272727272727273),
(3188,4,111,3,6,2,2,'four',1,'Fire truck number four has been dispatched to
the fallen tree in Salem.','4_11.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number four has been
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dispatched to the fallen tree in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_11.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,0,2,2,0,2,2,
0.3),
(3189,4,121,3,6,2,2,'four',2,'Fire engine number four is
enroute.','4_12.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_12.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,0,2,2,0,2,2,
0.3),
(3190,4,131,2,5,1,3,'one',3,'Medical unit number one is on
scene.','4_13.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number one is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_13.mp3
;',3,3,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,1,2,0,0,0,NULL,0,2,2,0,2,2,
0.3),
(3191,4,140,4,4,4,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the
Springfield neighborhood.','4_14.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery
incident in the Springfield neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_14.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,0,2,2,0,2,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3192,4,151,4,4,4,1,'thirteen',1,'Police car number thirteen has been
dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.','4_15.mp3','echo \"Police car
number thirteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_15.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,2,1,2,2,
0.363636363636364),
(3193,4,161,4,4,4,1,'thirteen',2,'Police unit number thirteen is
enroute.','4_16.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_16.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,2,1,2,2,
0.4),
(3194,4,171,2,5,1,2,'one',3,'Fire truck number one is on
scene.','4_17.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number one is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_17.mp3
;',4,4,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,0,1,0,NULL,1,2,2,1,2,2,
0.4),
(3195,4,180,5,6,3,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Washington region.','4_18.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree incident
in the Washington region.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_18.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,2,1,2,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3196,4,191,5,6,3,2,'six',1,'Fire unit number six has been dispatched to the
fallen tree in Washington.','4_19.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number six has been
dispatched to the fallen tree in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_19.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,3,2,1,3,2,
0.454545454545454),
(3197,4,202,4,4,4,1,'thirteen',3,'Police unit number thirteen is on
scene.','4_20.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_20.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,3,2,1,3,2,
0.454545454545454),
(3198,4,211,5,6,3,2,'six',2,'Fire truck number six is
enroute.','4_21.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number six is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_21.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,3,2,1,3,2,
0.555555555555556),
(3199,4,221,3,6,2,2,'four',3,'Fire unit number four is on
scene.','4_22.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number four is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_22.mp3
;',5,5,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,3,2,1,3,2,
0.5),
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(3200,4,230,6,4,1,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Franklin
zone.','4_23.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Franklin
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_23.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,1,3,2,1,3,2,
0.666666666666667),
(3201,4,241,6,4,1,1,'four',1,'Police unit number four has been dispatched to
the robbery in Franklin.','4_24.mp3','echo \"Police unit number four has been
dispatched to the robbery in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_24.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,2,3,2,2,3,2,
0.545454545454545);
INSERT INTO `scripts` VALUES (3202,4,250,6,4,1,1,'four',2,'Police car number
four is enroute.','4_25.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_25.mp3
;',6,6,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,0,0,0,2,1,2,1,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,2,2,1,1,0,NULL,2,3,2,2,3,2,
0.666666666666667),
(3203,4,259,7,7,5,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the Clinton
area.','4_26.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in the Clinton
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_26.mp3
;',7,7,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,3,2,2,3,2,
0.777777777777778),
(3204,4,269,7,7,5,3,'ten',1,'Ambulance number ten has been dispatched to the
medical in Clinton.','4_27.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten has been
dispatched to the medical in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_27.mp3
;',7,7,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,3,3,2,3,3,
0.7),
(3205,4,278,7,7,5,3,'ten',2,'Medical unit number ten is
enroute.','4_28.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number ten is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_28.mp3
;',7,7,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,3,3,2,3,3,
0.777777777777778),
(3206,4,288,6,4,1,1,'four',3,'Police car number four is on
scene.','4_29.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_29.mp3
;',7,7,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,3,3,2,3,3,
0.7),
(3207,4,299,5,6,3,2,'six',3,'Fire truck number six is on
scene.','4_30.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number six is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_30.mp3
;',7,7,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,0,0,0,2,1,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,2,1,1,1,NULL,2,3,3,2,3,3,
0.636363636363636),
(3208,4,310,8,7,3,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the Washington
zone.','4_31.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in the Washington
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_31.mp3
;',8,8,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,3,3,2,3,3,
0.727272727272727),
(3209,4,320,8,7,3,3,'five',1,'Medical unit number five has been dispatched
to the medical in Washington.','4_32.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number five
has been dispatched to the medical in Washington.\" | text2wave | lame 4_32.mp3
;',8,8,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,3,4,2,3,4,
0.8),
(3210,4,328,8,7,3,3,'five',2,'Medical unit number five is
enroute.','4_33.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number five is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_33.mp3
;',8,8,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,3,4,2,3,4,
1),
(3211,4,336,7,7,5,3,'ten',3,'Ambulance number ten is on
scene.','4_34.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_34.mp3
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;',8,8,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,0,0,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,2,2,1,1,NULL,2,3,4,2,3,4,
1),
(3212,4,344,9,2,5,0,'',0,'There is a new spill incident in the Clinton
region.','4_35.mp3','echo \"There is a new spill incident in the Clinton
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_35.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,3,4,2,3,4,
1.125),
(3213,4,350,9,2,5,1,'seventeen',1,'Police car number seventeen has been
dispatched to the spill in Clinton.','4_36.mp3','echo \"Police car number
seventeen has been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 4_36.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,3,3,4,3,3,4,
1.5),
(3214,4,357,9,2,5,2,'ten',1,'Fire truck number ten has been dispatched to
the spill in Clinton.','4_37.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number ten has been
dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_37.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
1.28571428571429),
(3215,4,363,9,2,5,1,'seventeen',2,'Police car number seventeen is
enroute.','4_38.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_38.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
1.5),
(3216,4,368,1,7,2,3,'four',4,'Medical transport number four is
available.','4_39.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number four is available.\"
| text2wave | lame - 4_39.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,3,
1.8),
(3217,4,374,9,2,5,2,'ten',2,'Fire engine number ten is
enroute.','4_40.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number ten is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_40.mp3
;',9,9,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,0,1,0,2,1,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,2,2,2,1,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,3,
1.5),
(3218,4,378,10,6,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Clinton area.','4_41.mp3','echo \"There is a new fallen tree incident in the
Clinton area.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_41.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,
3,2.5),
(3219,4,383,8,7,3,3,'five',3,'Ambulance number five is on
scene.','4_42.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number five is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_42.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,
3,2),
(3220,4,387,10,6,5,2,'nine',1,'Fire unit number nine has been dispatched to
the fallen tree in Clinton.','4_43.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number nine has
been dispatched to the fallen tree in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 4_43.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,3,5,
3,2.5),
(3221,4,391,2,5,1,3,'one',4,'Medical unit number one is
available.','4_44.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number one is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_44.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,3,5,
2,2.5),
(3222,4,396,4,4,4,1,'thirteen',4,'Police car number thirteen is
available.','4_45.mp3','echo \"Police car number thirteen is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_45.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,
2,2),
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(3223,4,401,9,2,5,1,'seventeen',3,'Police unit number seventeen is on
scene.','4_46.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seventeen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_46.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,
2,2),
(3224,4,405,10,6,5,2,'nine',2,'Fire truck number nine is
enroute.','4_47.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number nine is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_47.mp3
;',10,10,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,
2,2.5),
(3225,4,409,1,7,2,3,'four',0,'Medical unit number four is back at
base.','4_48.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number four is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_48.mp3
;',10,9,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,2,1,3,2,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,2
,2.25),
(3226,4,413,4,4,4,1,'thirteen',0,'Police unit number thirteen is back at
base.','4_49.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_49.mp3
;',10,8,0,1,0,2,1,3,3,0,1,0,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,1,3,NULL,2,1,2,0,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,2
,2),
(3227,4,417,11,3,4,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Springfield
neighborhood.','4_50.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the
Springfield neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_50.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,3,5,4,2,5,2
,2.25),
(3228,4,421,11,3,4,1,'thirteen',1,'Police unit number thirteen has been
dispatched to the fight in Springfield.','4_51.mp3','echo \"Police unit
number thirteen has been dispatched to the fight in Springfield.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_51.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,4,3,5,2
,2.25),
(3229,4,426,11,3,4,3,'seven',1,'Medical unit number seven has been
dispatched to the fight in Springfield.','4_52.mp3','echo \"Medical unit
number seven has been dispatched to the fight in Springfield.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_52.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,3
,1.8),
(3230,4,430,11,3,4,1,'thirteen',2,'Police unit number thirteen is
enroute.','4_53.mp3','echo \"Police unit number thirteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_53.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,3
,2.25),
(3231,4,434,11,3,4,3,'seven',2,'Ambulance number seven is
enroute.','4_54.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number seven is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_54.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,3
,2.25),
(3232,4,438,2,5,1,3,'one',0,'Medical unit number one is back at
base.','4_55.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number one is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_55.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,3
,2.25),
(3233,4,442,9,2,5,2,'ten',3,'Fire unit number ten is on
scene.','4_56.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 4_56.mp3
;',11,9,0,1,1,2,1,3,3,0,1,1,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,NULL,2,1,2,1,3,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,3
,2.25),
(3234,4,446,12,3,5,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Clinton
zone.','4_57.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Clinton
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_57.mp3
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;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,4,5,5,3,5,
3,2.5),
(3235,4,451,12,3,5,1,'nineteen',1,'Police car number nineteen has been
dispatched to the fight in Clinton.','4_58.mp3','echo \"Police car number
nineteen has been dispatched to the fight in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame 4_58.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,5,4,5,
3,2),
(3236,4,456,12,3,5,3,'nine',1,'Medical transport number nine has been
dispatched to the fight in Clinton.','4_59.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number nine has been dispatched to the fight in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame
- 4_59.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,
4,2),
(3237,4,460,12,3,5,1,'nineteen',2,'Police car number nineteen is
enroute.','4_60.mp3','echo \"Police car number nineteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_60.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,
4,2.5),
(3238,4,464,12,3,5,3,'nine',2,'Medical unit number nine is
enroute.','4_61.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number nine is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_61.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,
4,2.5),
(3239,4,468,11,3,4,1,'thirteen',3,'Police car number thirteen is on
scene.','4_62.mp3','echo \"Police car number thirteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_62.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,
4,2.5),
(3240,4,474,6,4,1,1,'four',4,'Police car number four is
available.','4_63.mp3','echo \"Police car number four is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_63.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,5,
4,1.66666666666667),
(3241,4,478,2,5,1,2,'one',4,'Fire unit number one is
available.','4_64.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number one is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_64.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,4,
4,2.5),
(3242,4,483,10,6,5,2,'nine',3,'Fire engine number nine is on
scene.','4_65.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number nine is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_65.mp3
;',12,10,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,4,
4,2),
(3243,4,488,6,4,1,1,'four',0,'Police unit number four is back at
base.','4_66.mp3','echo \"Police unit number four is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_66.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,0,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,1,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,4,4
,1.8),
(3244,4,493,11,3,4,3,'seven',3,'Ambulance number seven is on
scene.','4_67.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number seven is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 4_67.mp3
;',12,9,0,1,2,2,1,3,3,0,1,2,0,1,3,2,2,2,2,2,4,NULL,1,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,4,4
,1.8),
(3245,4,497,13,3,1,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Franklin
area.','4_68.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Franklin
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_68.mp3
;',13,10,0,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,3,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,6,3,4,
4,2.5),
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(3246,4,503,13,3,1,3,'two',1,'Ambulance number two has been dispatched to
the fight in Franklin.','4_69.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number two has been
dispatched to the fight in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_69.mp3
;',13,10,0,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,3,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,5,5,7,3,4,
5,1.66666666666667),
(3247,4,507,13,3,1,1,'four',1,'Police car number four has been dispatched to
the fight in Franklin.','4_70.mp3','echo \"Police car number four has been
dispatched to the fight in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 4_70.mp3
;',13,10,0,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,3,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,6,5,7,4,4,
5,2.5),
(3248,4,511,12,3,5,1,'nineteen',3,'Police unit number nineteen is on
scene.','4_71.mp3','echo \"Police unit number nineteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_71.mp3
;',13,10,0,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,3,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,6,5,7,4,4,
5,2.5),
(3249,4,516,13,3,1,3,'two',2,'Medical transport number two is
enroute.','4_72.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number two is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 4_72.mp3
;',13,10,0,1,3,2,1,3,3,0,1,3,0,1,3,2,3,2,2,2,4,NULL,2,1,2,1,4,NULL,6,5,7,4,4,
5,2),
(3250,5,9,1,5,4,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Springfield
region.','5_1.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Springfield
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_1.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0),
(3251,5,18,1,5,4,2,'seven',1,'Fire engine number seven has been dispatched
to the fire in Springfield.','5_2.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number seven has
been dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_2.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,1,0,0,1,0,
0),
(3252,5,27,1,5,4,3,'seven',1,'Ambulance number seven has been dispatched to
the fire in Springfield.','5_3.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number seven has been
dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_3.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(3253,5,36,1,5,4,3,'seven',2,'Medical unit number seven is
enroute.','5_4.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number seven is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_4.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.111111111111111),
(3254,5,46,1,5,4,2,'seven',2,'Fire truck number seven is
enroute.','5_5.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number seven is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_5.mp3
;',1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,0,0,1,0,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.1),
(3255,5,55,2,4,5,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton
region.','5_6.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery incident in the Clinton
region.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_6.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,1,1,0,1,1,
0.222222222222222),
(3256,5,64,2,4,5,1,'seventeen',1,'Police unit number seventeen has been
dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.','5_7.mp3','echo \"Police unit number
seventeen has been dispatched to the robbery in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame
- 5_7.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.222222222222222),
(3257,5,74,2,4,5,1,'seventeen',2,'Police car number seventeen is
enroute.','5_8.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_8.mp3
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;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.2),
(3258,5,84,1,5,4,3,'seven',3,'Medical unit number seven is on
scene.','5_9.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_9.mp3
;',2,2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,0,0,0,1,1,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.2),
(3259,5,95,3,2,5,0,'',0,'There is a new spill incident in the Clinton
neighborhood.','5_10.mp3','echo \"There is a new spill incident in the
Clinton neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_10.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0.272727272727273),
(3260,5,104,3,2,5,2,'ten',1,'Fire unit number ten has been dispatched to the
spill in Clinton.','5_11.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten has been
dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_11.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,2,1,1,2,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3261,5,114,3,2,5,1,'twenty',1,'Police car number twenty has been dispatched
to the spill in Clinton.','5_12.mp3','echo \"Police car number twenty has
been dispatched to the spill in Clinton.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_12.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.3),
(3262,5,125,3,2,5,1,'twenty',2,'Police unit number twenty is
enroute.','5_13.mp3','echo \"Police unit number twenty is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_13.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.272727272727273),
(3263,5,134,2,4,5,1,'seventeen',3,'Police car number seventeen is on
scene.','5_14.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_14.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3264,5,143,1,5,4,2,'seven',3,'Fire engine number seven is on
scene.','5_15.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number seven is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_15.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.333333333333333),
(3265,5,153,3,2,5,2,'ten',2,'Fire unit number ten is
enroute.','5_16.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number ten is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_16.mp3
;',3,3,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,0,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.3),
(3266,5,164,4,1,1,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the Franklin
area.','5_17.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident incident in the Franklin
area.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_17.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,2,2,1,2,2,1,
0.363636363636364),
(3267,5,175,4,1,1,1,'two',1,'Police car number two has been dispatched to
the accident in Franklin.','5_18.mp3','echo \"Police car number two has been
dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_18.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,2,1,3,2,1,
0.363636363636364),
(3268,5,184,4,1,1,3,'two',1,'Medical unit number two has been dispatched to
the accident in Franklin.','5_19.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number two has
been dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_19.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,2,2,3,2,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3269,5,193,4,1,1,2,'two',1,'Fire unit number two has been dispatched to the
accident in Franklin.','5_20.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number two has been
dispatched to the accident in Franklin.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_20.mp3
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;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3270,5,203,4,1,1,3,'two',2,'Ambulance number two is
enroute.','5_21.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number two is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_21.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.4),
(3271,5,214,4,1,1,1,'two',2,'Police car number two is
enroute.','5_22.mp3','echo \"Police car number two is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_22.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.363636363636364),
(3272,5,223,3,2,5,1,'twenty',3,'Police car number twenty is on
scene.','5_23.mp3','echo \"Police car number twenty is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_23.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.444444444444444),
(3273,5,233,4,1,1,2,'two',2,'Fire unit number two is
enroute.','5_24.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number two is enroute.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_24.mp3
;',4,4,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,1,0,0,1,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.4),
(3274,5,243,5,5,4,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Springfield
zone.','5_25.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Springfield
zone.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_25.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,3,2,3,3,2,
0.5),
(3275,5,253,5,5,4,3,'eight',1,'Ambulance number eight has been dispatched to
the fire in Springfield.','5_26.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number eight has been
dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_26.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,3,3,3,3,3,
0.5),
(3276,5,264,5,5,4,2,'eight',1,'Fire unit number eight has been dispatched to
the fire in Springfield.','5_27.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number eight has been
dispatched to the fire in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_27.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.454545454545454),
(3277,5,273,4,1,1,1,'two',3,'Police car number two is on
scene.','5_28.mp3','echo \"Police car number two is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_28.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.555555555555556),
(3278,5,284,5,5,4,3,'eight',2,'Medical transport number eight is
enroute.','5_29.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number eight is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_29.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.454545454545454),
(3279,5,293,3,2,5,2,'ten',3,'Fire truck number ten is on
scene.','5_30.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_30.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.555555555555556),
(3280,5,303,5,5,4,2,'eight',2,'Fire engine number eight is
enroute.','5_31.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number eight is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_31.mp3
;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.5),
(3281,5,313,4,1,1,3,'two',3,'Medical unit number two is on
scene.','5_32.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number two is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_32.mp3
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;',5,5,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,1,0,0,2,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.5),
(3282,5,321,6,7,4,0,'',0,'There is a new medical incident in the
Springfield region.','5_33.mp3','echo \"There is a new medical incident in
the Springfield region.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_33.mp3
;',6,6,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,3,4,3,3,4,3,
0.75),
(3283,5,330,6,7,4,3,'five',1,'Ambulance number five has been dispatched to
the medical in Springfield.','5_34.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number five has
been dispatched to the medical in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame 5_34.mp3
;',6,6,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
0.666666666666667),
(3284,5,337,6,7,4,3,'five',2,'Medical unit number five is
enroute.','5_35.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number five is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_35.mp3
;',6,6,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
0.857142857142857),
(3285,5,344,4,1,1,2,'two',3,'Fire unit number two is on
scene.','5_36.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number two is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_36.mp3
;',6,6,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
0.857142857142857),
(3286,5,352,5,5,4,3,'eight',3,'Ambulance number eight is on
scene.','5_37.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number eight is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_37.mp3
;',6,6,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,1,0,0,3,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
0.75),
(3287,5,358,7,1,4,0,'',0,'There is a new accident incident in the
Springfield region.','5_38.mp3','echo \"There is a new accident incident in
the Springfield region.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_38.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,3,4,4,3,4,4,
1.16666666666667),
(3288,5,363,7,1,4,1,'fourteen',1,'Police car number fourteen has been
dispatched to the accident in Springfield.','5_39.mp3','echo \"Police car
number fourteen has been dispatched to the accident in Springfield.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_39.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,4,4,4,4,4,
1.4),
(3289,5,368,7,1,4,3,'ten',1,'Ambulance number ten has been dispatched to the
accident in Springfield.','5_40.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten has been
dispatched to the accident in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_40.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,4,5,4,4,5,
1.4),
(3290,5,374,7,1,4,2,'three',1,'Fire truck number three has been dispatched
to the accident in Springfield.','5_41.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number three
has been dispatched to the accident in Springfield.\" | text2wave | lame 5_41.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.16666666666667),
(3291,5,378,7,1,4,1,'fourteen',2,'Police unit number fourteen is
enroute.','5_42.mp3','echo \"Police unit number fourteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_42.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.75),
(3292,5,383,7,1,4,3,'ten',2,'Medical unit number ten is
enroute.','5_43.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number ten is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_43.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.4),
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(3293,5,387,7,1,4,2,'three',2,'Fire truck number three is
enroute.','5_44.mp3','echo \"Fire truck number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_44.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.75),
(3294,5,391,5,5,4,2,'eight',3,'Fire engine number eight is on
scene.','5_45.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number eight is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_45.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.75),
(3295,5,396,6,7,4,3,'five',3,'Medical unit number five is on
scene.','5_46.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number five is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_46.mp3
;',7,7,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,2,1,0,1,2,0,1,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,1,0,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.4),
(3296,5,401,8,3,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fight incident in the Salem
neighborhood.','5_47.mp3','echo \"There is a new fight incident in the Salem
neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_47.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,5,4,5,5,
1.6),
(3297,5,406,8,3,2,3,'three',1,'Medical transport number three has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.','5_48.mp3','echo \"Medical transport
number three has been dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame
- 5_48.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,4,5,6,4,5,6,
1.6),
(3298,5,410,8,3,2,1,'six',1,'Police car number six has been dispatched to
the fight in Salem.','5_49.mp3','echo \"Police car number six has been
dispatched to the fight in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_49.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,5,5,6,5,5,6,
2),
(3299,5,414,7,1,4,1,'fourteen',3,'Police car number fourteen is on
scene.','5_50.mp3','echo \"Police car number fourteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_50.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,5,5,6,5,5,6,
2),
(3300,5,420,8,3,2,3,'three',2,'Medical transport number three is
enroute.','5_51.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number three is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_51.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,5,5,6,5,5,6,
1.33333333333333),
(3301,5,424,2,4,5,1,'seventeen',4,'Police unit number seventeen is
available.','5_52.mp3','echo \"Police unit number seventeen is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_52.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,6,
2),
(3302,5,428,8,3,2,1,'six',2,'Police car number six is
enroute.','5_53.mp3','echo \"Police car number six is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_53.mp3
;',8,8,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,6,
2),
(3303,5,432,2,4,5,1,'seventeen',0,'Police car number seventeen is back at
base.','5_54.mp3','echo \"Police car number seventeen is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_54.mp3
;',8,7,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,1,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,6,
1.75),
(3304,5,436,7,1,4,3,'ten',3,'Ambulance number ten is on
scene.','5_55.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number ten is on scene.\" | text2wave |
lame - 5_55.mp3
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;',8,7,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,0,1,1,1,0,4,2,NULL,1,1,0,4,1,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,6,
1.75),
(3305,5,440,9,4,4,0,'',0,'There is a new robbery incident in the
Springfield neighborhood.','5_56.mp3','echo \"There is a new robbery
incident in the Springfield neighborhood.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_56.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,5,5,6,4,5,6,
2),
(3306,5,444,9,4,4,1,'sixteen',1,'Police unit number sixteen has been
dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.','5_57.mp3','echo \"Police unit
number sixteen has been dispatched to the robbery in Springfield.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_57.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,5,5,6,
2),
(3307,5,448,1,5,4,3,'seven',4,'Medical transport number seven is
available.','5_58.mp3','echo \"Medical transport number seven is available.\"
| text2wave | lame - 5_58.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,5,5,5,
2),
(3308,5,453,9,4,4,1,'sixteen',2,'Police unit number sixteen is
enroute.','5_59.mp3','echo \"Police unit number sixteen is enroute.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_59.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,5,5,5,
1.6),
(3309,5,458,8,3,2,1,'six',3,'Police unit number six is on
scene.','5_60.mp3','echo \"Police unit number six is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_60.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,5,5,5,
1.6),
(3310,5,464,3,2,5,1,'twenty',4,'Police unit number twenty is
available.','5_61.mp3','echo \"Police unit number twenty is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_61.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5,
1.33333333333333),
(3311,5,469,7,1,4,2,'three',3,'Fire unit number three is on
scene.','5_62.mp3','echo \"Fire unit number three is on scene.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_62.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5,
1.6),
(3312,5,474,3,2,5,1,'twenty',0,'Police car number twenty is back at
base.','5_63.mp3','echo \"Police car number twenty is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_63.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5,
1.6),
(3313,5,478,8,3,2,3,'three',3,'Medical unit number three is on
scene.','5_64.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number three is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_64.mp3
;',9,8,2,1,1,2,2,0,1,2,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1,0,5,2,NULL,1,1,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5,
2),
(3314,5,483,10,5,2,0,'',0,'There is a new fire incident in the Salem
zone.','5_65.mp3','echo \"There is a new fire incident in the Salem zone.\"
| text2wave | lame - 5_65.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5
,1.8),
(3315,5,488,1,5,4,3,'seven',0,'Medical unit number seven is back at
base.','5_66.mp3','echo \"Medical unit number seven is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_66.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,6,4,5,5
,1.8),
(3316,5,494,10,5,2,3,'four',1,'Ambulance number four has been dispatched to
the fire in Salem.','5_67.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number four has been
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dispatched to the fire in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_67.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,5,7,4,5,6
,1.5),
(3317,5,500,10,5,2,2,'four',1,'Fire engine number four has been dispatched
to the fire in Salem.','5_68.mp3','echo \"Fire engine number four has been
dispatched to the fire in Salem.\" | text2wave | lame - 5_68.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,6,7,4,6,6
,1.5),
(3318,5,504,9,4,4,1,'sixteen',3,'Police car number sixteen is on
scene.','5_69.mp3','echo \"Police car number sixteen is on scene.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_69.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,6,7,4,6,6
,2.25),
(3319,5,508,4,1,1,1,'two',4,'Police car number two is
available.','5_70.mp3','echo \"Police car number two is available.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_70.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,6,7,3,6,6
,2.25),
(3320,5,513,10,5,2,3,'four',2,'Ambulance number four is
enroute.','5_71.mp3','echo \"Ambulance number four is enroute.\" | text2wave
| lame - 5_71.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,6,7,3,6,6
,1.8),
(3321,5,517,4,1,1,1,'two',0,'Police unit number two is back at
base.','5_72.mp3','echo \"Police unit number two is back at base.\" |
text2wave | lame - 5_72.mp3
;',10,9,2,1,1,2,3,0,1,2,1,1,1,3,0,1,1,2,0,5,2,NULL,1,2,0,5,1,NULL,6,6,7,3,6,6
,2.25);
--- Definition of table `sessions`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `sessions`;
CREATE TABLE `sessions` (
`session_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`php_session_id` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`session_start_time` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,
`participant_IP_address` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
`script_assignment` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
`interface_assignment` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`http_user_agent` varchar(200) NOT NULL,
`sagat_timing` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`session_id`) USING BTREE
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=264 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Definition of table `status_types`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `status_types`;
CREATE TABLE `status_types` (
`status_type_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`status_type_description` varchar(45) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`status_type_id`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=5 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
--- Dumping data for table `status_types`
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-INSERT INTO `status_types` VALUES
(1,'dispatched to an incident'),
(2,'enroute to an incident'),
(3,'working on an incident'),
(4,'available ');

(0,'at base'),

PHP code web-based modules
PHP source code for file: include_for_database_access.php
<?PHP
function connect_to_mysql() {
$db_host
$db_user
$db_pass
$db_name

="";
="";
="";
="experiment";

$conn = mysql_connect($db_host, $db_user, $db_pass) or die ("Could not
connect to mysql because ".mysql_error());
mysql_select_db($db_name) or die ("Could not select database because
".mysql_error());
return $conn;
} //function connect_to_mysql()
function scrub_input($input_string) {
$output_string = stripslashes($input_string);
$output_string = trim($output_string);
// escape quotes
$output_string = str_replace("\"", "\\\"", $output_string);
$output_string = str_replace("\'", "\\\'", $output_string);
// look for suspicious substrings
if (
(stristr($output_string, "--") >= 0)
or (stristr($output_string, ";") >= 0) ) {
$output_string="";
} // if
return ($output_string);
} // function scrub_input
?>

PHP source code for file: index.php
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
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<!-var step = 8;
var current_color = 127;
function updateTimer() {
if (current_color <= 16) step = 8;
if (current_color >= 193) step = -8;
current_color += step;
document.getElementById("button_wrapper").style.backgroundColor =
"rgb("+current_color+","+current_color+",255)";
setTimeout("updateTimer()", 100);
} // function updateTimer()
function startup() {
// maximize the browser window
window.moveTo(0,0);
window.resizeTo(screen.width, screen.height);
updateTimer();
} //function startup()
//-->
</script>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text="#000000" vlink="#000088" onLoad="startup();">
<table width="90%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center"><tr><td>
<div align="center"><font size="+2">The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal
User Interface Design on Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation
Awareness</font></div><br>
&nbsp;<br>
Welcome and thank you for visiting my "user interface experiment" web page.
This study is being conducted for research purposes, and research
participants are being sought. Anyone able to use a typical personal
computer and web browser may participate.<br>
&nbsp;<br>
I am working toward a Ph.D. in Information Sciences and Technology at the
Pennsylvania State University. This web application is the data-gathering
component of an experiment I am conducting as a part of that effort. I very
much appreciate your time, and I have arranged for a set of drawings to be
held, awarding gift certificates, to randomly-selected participants who
complete the experiment. Here is what is involved:<br>
&nbsp;<br>
The next page will apprise you of your rights as a participant in this study,
and allow you to gracefully decline to participate. If you continue (please
do), the following page will provide some more details and gather preliminary
information from you. You will then be taken to a web page which you will use
to record activity into a database. The activities I will ask you to record
will come as audio messages which will start out slow and then get faster and
faster. The messages will describe the simulated activity of emergency
resources (police, fire, and medical) in a fictional city. I am interested in
the speed and accuracy of your understanding the audio messages. The entire
process should take about twenty minutes.<br>
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&nbsp;<br>
Once you have completed the experiment, you will be shown a score and
ranking, so you can get an idea of how well you did compared to others who
have participated. At this point, you will have the option to submit an email address which will be entered into a couple of random drawings for
prizes to be held at the conclusion of the study. If you submit an e-mail
address, it will be included in a drawing from all submissions. In addition,
if your score is in the top 25% of all of the scores, the submitted e-mail
address will be included in a separate drawing for another prize. Prizes will
be gift certificates for a variety of businesses, ranging in values from $10
to $50. (Please note: The e-mail address you supply and the score you achieve
will not be correlated with any other data you provide through the course of
the experiment.)<br>
</td></tr></table>
&nbsp;<br>
<table width="80%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center"><tr>
<td width="70%" bgcolor="#DDDDDD">
If you have any questions or concerns regarding<BR>
this research, please contact:<BR>
Art Jones<br>
118B Keller Building<br>
University Park, PA 16802<br>
e-mail: ajones@ist.psu.edu<br>
</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td width="30%">
<form action="informed_consent.php">
<table id="button_wrapper" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center" bgcolor="#000088">
<tr><td><input type="submit" value="CLICK HERE TO PROCEED"></td></tr>
</table>
</form>
</td>
</tr></table>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: informed_consent.php
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-var step = 8;
var current_color = 127;
function updateTimer() {
if (current_color <= 16) step = 8;
if (current_color >= 193) step = -8;
current_color += step;
document.getElementById("button_wrapper").style.backgroundColor =
"rgb("+current_color+","+current_color+",255)";
setTimeout("updateTimer()", 100);
} // function updateTimer()
function startup() {
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// maximize the browser window
window.moveTo(0, 0);
window.resizeTo(screen.width, screen.height)
alert("Attached to this page is an audio file which should start playing
automatically. This experiment requires your browser to be able to play sound
files. If you do not hear any sound after you press OK, please check your
volume settings, and look for error messages.\n\nIn Internet Explorer, there
may be a message at the top of the page, just under the address asking for
permission to install an Active-X control.\n\nWith FireFox, a message may
appear asking if you want to install the Quicktime Plug-In.\n\nIf you can not
hear any sound, and are not comfortable enabling these sound features, I
thank you very much.");
updateTimer();
} //function startup()
//-->
</script>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness - Informed Consent Form</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Informed Consent</h1>
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr
valign="middle">
<td width="70%">
<h2>Title of Project: </h2>
The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness<br>
<font size="-1" color="#808080">
&nbsp;<br>
This research project is in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for a Ph.D. degree through The Pennsylvania State University's College of
Information Sciences and Technology<br>
This study is being conducted for research purposes.<br>
</font>
</td><td align="center">
<table width="90%" border="1" cellspacing="0"
cellpadding="2"><tr><td>
<font size="-3" color="#222222">
ORP OFFICE USE ONLY – DO NOT REMOVE OR MODIFY:<br>
This informed consent form (Doc.#1 ) was reviewed and approved by the
Social Science Institutional Review Board (IRB#30319) at The Pennsylvania
State University on 02-02-15-09. It will expire on 02-14-10.<br>
(LSY)
</font>
</td></tr></table>
</td>
</tr></table>
<hr>
<table><tr>
<td width="50%">
<h2>Primary Investigator:</h2>
Arthur C. Jones, MS, EMT-P, Ph.D. Candidate<br>
College of Information Sciences and Technology<br>
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The Pennsylvania State University<br>
118-B Keller Building; University Park, PA. 16802<br>
e-mail: ajones@ist.psu.edu<br>
phone: 814-386-3808<br>
</td><td width="50%">
<h2>Other Investigator(s):</h2>
Dr. Michael D. McNeese, Ph.D. (faculty advisor / committee chair)<br>
College of Information Sciences and Technology<br>
The Pennsylvania State University<br>
325-A IST Building; University Park, PA. 16802<br>
e-mail: mmcneese@ist.psu.edu<br>
phone: 814-865-7885<br>
</td>
</tr></table>
<h2>Purpose:</h2>
The study will quantitatively assess the ability of subjects to interpret
audio messages and record those interpretations into a database via a variety
of interface designs, while simultaneously formulating situational awareness
of the dynamic environment reported by the messages.
Potential Benefits:
These functions being studies are derived from the activities of emergency
operations center personnel, who may benefit by improved information
management techniques resulting from this study.
<h2>Procedures:</h2>
You will be lead through the collection of some basic demographic
information, any piece of which you may refuse to answer without penalty. You
will then be taken to a web page which you will use to record activity into a
database. The activities you will be asked to record will come as audio
messages which will start out slow and then get faster and faster. The
messages will describe the simulated activity of emergency resources (police,
fire, and medical) in a fictional city. The speed and accuracy of your
submissions will be recorded for analysis. At random times, the simulation
will freeze and you will be asked to supply some information designed to test
your understanding of the simulated situation. There are no risks or
discomforts foreseen in the procedures of this study.
<h2>Compensation:</h2>
At the conclusion of your session, you will have the option to submit an email address which will be entered into a set of random drawings for gift
certificates to be held at the conclusion of the study. There will be two
distinct drawings, each with three winners of equal value. The first drawing
will be inclusive of all participants who complete the study, and elect to
submit an e-mail address for inclusion in the drawings. The second, "bonus
drawing", will be inclusive of all participants who score at or above the
75th percentile of all participants, and who elect to submit an e-mail
address for inclusion in the drawings. Please be aware that total payments
within one calendar year that exceed $600 will require the University to
report these payments to the IRS. This may require you to claim the
compensation that you receive for participation in this study as taxable
income.
<h2>Time Requirements:</h2>
Complete participation in a session will take approximately 20-30 minutes
<h2>Confidentiality:</h2>
Your confidentiality will be kept to the degree permitted by the technology
being used. No guarantees can be made regarding the interception of data sent
via the Internet by any third parties. No personally identifiable information
will be collected. The data collected will be confidential and stored in a
secure database. In the event of any publication or presentation resulting
from this research, no personally identifiable information will be disclosed.
E-mail addresses collected for inclusion in the drawings for prizes at the
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conclusion of this study will be held distinctly from the other collected
data, and will used only for the specified purpose. Addresses will not be
shared with any person or organization besides the P.I., and will be deleted
following the prize drawings.
<h2>Participation:</h2>
Participation is voluntary. Participants may refuse to answer any question
and may withdraw their participation at any time. (This may be done my simply
ceasing to respond to the experiment's stimuli and/or closing the browser
session.)
You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in this study.
<h2>Questions:</h2>
Participants have the right to ask questions and have those questions
answered. Any questions regarding this research may be directed to the
primary investigator named above. If you have questions about your rights as
a research participant, contact Penn State's Office for Research Protections
at 814-865-1775. If you feel you have been harmed in any way by your
participation in this study, please contact either the P.I. named above or
Penn State's Office for Research Protections.
<h2>Acknowledgement:</h2>
By clicking on the "I Agree" button below, you acknowledge that you have read
and understand all of the points listed on this page. You are encouraged to
print this page for your own records.
&nbsp;<br>
&nbsp;<br>
<form action="demographics.php">
<table id="button_wrapper" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center" bgcolor="#000088"><tr><td>
<input type="submit" value=" I AGREE ">
</td></tr></table>
</form>
<embed src="sound/greeting.mp3" autostart=true width=1 height=1>
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-startup();
//-->
</script>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: demographics.php
<?PHP
// check for illegal referrers
$referring_url = strtoupper($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']);
$current_url
= "http://" . $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];
$allowed_url
= strtoupper(substr($current_url,0,(1+strripos($current_url,
"/"))) . "informed_consent.php");
if ($referring_url != $allowed_url) header("location:error.php?desc=illegal
referrer to demographics.php");
session_start();
include 'include_for_database_access.php';
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
// select a random script for this session
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT MAX(script_id) AS max_script FROM scripts;";
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$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data
because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
if ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
$max_script = $tuple['max_script'];
} else {
echo "problem with data retreival" . "<BR>\n";
} // if-else successful data retreival
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
$script_selection = rand(1,$max_script);
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT COUNT(*) AS script_length FROM scripts WHERE script_id="
. $script_selection . ";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data
because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
if ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
$script_length = $tuple['script_length'];
} else {
echo "problem with data retreival" . "<BR>\n";
} // if-else successful data retreival
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
$sagat_timing = rand(($script_length / 2),($script_length-1));
// interface selection will be determined by random selection at first
// once the sessions table has been primed, the DB-based assignment can be
enabled
// this will assure an even split between interface types
$interface_selection = rand(1,3);
if ($db_connection != 0) {
// this SQL will return the interface assignment which has been utilized
the least
$sql = "SELECT interface_assignment,count(*) AS icount FROM (sessions
JOIN sagat_responses ON sessions.session_id = sagat_responses.session_id)
GROUP BY interface_assignment ORDER BY icount ASC LIMIT 1;";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data
because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
if ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
$interface_selection = $tuple['interface_assignment'];
} // if
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
// declare a new user session
$sql = "INSERT INTO sessions ";
$sql .= "(php_session_id, participant_IP_address, script_assignment,
interface_assignment, http_user_agent, sagat_timing)";
$sql .= " VALUES ";
$sql .= "('" .
$_COOKIE['PHPSESSID'] . "','" .
$_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'] . "','" .
$script_selection . "','" .
$interface_selection . "','" .
$_SERVER['HTTP_USER_AGENT'] . "','" .
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$sagat_timing . "');";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not write
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
// this SQL will retrieve the new record (allowing access to the autoassigned session_id)
$sql = "SELECT session_id FROM sessions WHERE php_session_id='" .
$_COOKIE['PHPSESSID'] . "' ORDER BY session_start_time DESC LIMIT 1;";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data
because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
if ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
$user_session = $tuple['session_id'];
} else {
echo "problem with data retreival" . "<BR>\n";
} // if-else successful data retreival
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
?>
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
function eval_response(radioObj) {
// this function will return the numeric value of the selected radio
button within a given set
var return_val = 0; // default return is 0
for (i=0; i<radioObj.length; i++){
if(radioObj[i].checked) return_val = eval(radioObj[i].value);
} // for
return(return_val);
} // eval_response
function checkSubmit(formObj) {
// this function is for verifying input and performing pre-submit
caluculations just before form data is sent to the target processing script
// calculate the modified Alert Cognitive Style score
var alert_score = 0;
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q01);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q02);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q03);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q04);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q05);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q06);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q07);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q08);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q09);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q10);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q11);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q12);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q13);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q14);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q15);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q16);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q17);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q18);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q19);
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alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q20);
alert_score += eval_response(formObj.q21);
// store the resulting score
formObj.alert_score.value = alert_score;
return(true);
} // checkSubmit
function Filter_IntegersOnly(FieldValue) {
// This function should be called from an onKeyUp event with a reference
to the
// current input field (ex.:
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)")
// Any dis-allowed character entry will be voided, and a message
displayed.
var AllowedCharacters = "0123456789";
if(AllowedCharacters.indexOf(FieldValue.value.charAt((FieldValue.value.
length) - 1)) < 0) {
FieldValue.value = FieldValue.value.substring(0,
(FieldValue.value.length) - 1);
alert("Input Field: \"" + FieldValue.name + "\"\nOnly numeric
characters are allowed here!");
FieldValue.focus();
} /* end if */
} /* funuction */
function Verify_IntegersOnly(FieldValue) {
// This function should be called from an onBlur event with a reference
to the
// current input field (ex.:
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)")
// Any dis-allowed characters will be voided. This function should be
used in
// addition to the Filter_IntegersOnly() function to eliminate characters
which
// could slip through by dual key presses.
var AllowedCharacters = "0123456789";
for (var i=(FieldValue.value.length-1); i>=0; i--) {
if (AllowedCharacters.indexOf(FieldValue.value.charAt(i)) < 0) {
FieldValue.value = FieldValue.value.substring(0, (i)) +
FieldValue.value.substring((i+1), FieldValue.value.length);
} /* end if */
} /* end for */
} /* end funuction */
</script>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness - demographic data collection
form</title>
</head>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#8888FF" TEXT="#000000" LINK="#DDDDFF" VLINK="#DDDDFF"
ALINK="#FF0000">
<!-- DEBUGING MESSAGES
<CENTER><TABLE WIDTH="90%" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="1" CELLPADDING="5"
ALIGN="CENTER"><TR BGCOLOR="#FF0000"><TD ALIGN="left" VALIGN="top">
<?PHP
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echo "session id # " . $user_session . "<BR>\n";
echo "
script # " . $script_selection . "<BR>\n";
echo "script len : " . $script_length . "<BR>\n";
echo " interface # " . $interface_selection . "<BR>\n";
echo "sagat time : " . $sagat_timing . "<BR>\n";
?>
</TD></TR></TABLE></CENTER>
<!-- END OF DEBUGGING MESSAGES -->
<form action="experiment.php" method="post" name="form_main" id="form_main"
onSubmit="javascript:return(checkSubmit(this))">
<table width="90%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center">
<tr bgcolor="#110088">
<td>&nbsp;</td><td colspan=2><font size="+1" color="#FFFFFF">
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my experiment.
I would like to start by collecting some basic information about
you.
Completeness would be appreciated.
None of your responses can be tied back to you as an individual.
Still, it is your option to refuse to answer any question(s).
</font></td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">What is your
gender?</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="gender"
value="0">Male</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="gender" value="1">Female</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">How old are you?</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="age_cat" value="1">1824</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="age_cat" value="2">2534</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="age_cat" value="3">3544</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="age_cat" value="4">45+</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">Do you have any
uncorrected problems with your hearing?</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="hearing_problems"
value="0">No</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="hearing_problems"
value="1">Yes</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">Do you have any
uncorrected problems with your vision?</td>
<td>
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<label><input type="radio" name="vision_problems"
value="0">No</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="vision_problems"
value="1">Yes</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">Do you have any
problems with the controlled movement of your hands and arms which may affect
your ability to use a computer mouse?</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="movement_problems"
value="0">No</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="movement_problems"
value="1">Yes</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">Do you have any prior
work experience in 9-1-1 or other command-and-control facilities?</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="prior_experience"
value="0">No</label>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<label><input type="radio" name="prior_experience"
value="1">Yes</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">How many hours (rounded
to a whole number) do you spend working on a computer each day, on
average?</td>
<td><input type="text" name="computer_work_hours" size="2" value="0"
maxlength="2" onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">How many hours (rounded
to a whole number) do you spend playing computer games each day, on
average?</td>
<td><input type="text" name="computer_game_hours" size="2" value="0"
maxlength="2" onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
</tr>
</table>
&nbsp;<br>
<table width="90%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center">
<!-- These questions are from the Alert Scale of Cognitive Style, by Dr.
Loren D. Crane, Western Michigan University, 1989. -->
<!-- The scoring scheme has been modified to accomodate the PSU-ORP
requirements that answers should not be required -->
<!-- In place of the traditional 0/1 scoring, I have used a -1/1 system ->
<!-- This will adjust the scale so that positive values indicate rightbrain and negative values indicate left-brain dominance. -->
<tr bgcolor="#110088">
<td>&nbsp;</td><td colspan=2><font size="+1" color="#FFFFFF">
These are some questions about the way you think.
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For this section, you should select the statement from each pair
which is most true about yourself.
It is important that each pair has one option selected.
</font></td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q01" value="1">It's fun to take
risks.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q01" value="-1">I have fun
without taking risks.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q02" value="1">I look for new
ways to do old jobs.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q02" value="-1">When one way
works well, I don't change it.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q03" value="1">I begin many jobs
that I never finish.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q03" value="-1">I finish a job
before starting a new one.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q04" value="-1">I'm not very
imaginative in my work.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q04" value="1">I use my
imagination in everything I do.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q05" value="-1">I can analyze
what is going to happen next.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q05" value="1">I can sense what
is going to happen next.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q06" value="-1">I try to find
the one best way to solve a problem.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q06" value="1">I try to find
different answers to problems.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q07" value="1">My thinking is
like pictures going through my head.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q07" value="-1">My thinking is
like words going through my head.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q08" value="1">I agree with new
ideas before other people do.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q08" value="-1">I question new
ideas more than other people do.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
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<label><input type="radio" name="q09" value="1">Other people
don't understand how I organize things.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q09" value="-1">Other people
think I organize well.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q10" value="-1">I have good
self-discipline.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q10" value="1">I usually act on
my feelings.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q11" value="-1">I plan time for
doing my work.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q11" value="1">I don't think
about the time when I work.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q12" value="-1">With a hard
decision, I choose what I know is right.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q12" value="1">With a hard
decision, I choose what I feel is right.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q13" value="1">I do easy things
first and important things later.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q13" value="-1">I do the
important things first and the easy things later.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q14" value="1">Sometimes in a
new situation, I have too many ideas.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q14" value="-1">Sometimes in a
new situation, I don't have any ideas.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q15" value="1">I have to have a
lot of change and variety in my life.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q15" value="-1">I have to have
an orderly and well-planned life.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q16" value="-1">I know I'm
right, because I have good reasons.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q16" value="1">I know I'm right,
even without good reasons.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q17" value="-1">I spread my work
evenly over the time I have.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q17" value="1">I prefer to do my
work at the last minute.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q18" value="-1">I keep
everything in a particular place.</label><br>
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<label><input type="radio" name="q18" value="1">Where I keep
things depends on what I'm doing.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q19" value="1">I have to make my
own plans.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q19" value="-1">I can follow
anyone's plans.</label>
</td><td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q20" value="1">I am a very
flexible and unpredictable person.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q20" value="-1">I am a
consistent and stable person.</label>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<label><input type="radio" name="q21" value="1">With a new task,
I want to find my own way of doing it.</label><br>
<label><input type="radio" name="q21" value="-1">With a new task,
I want to be told the best way to it.</label>
</td><td>
&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
</table>
&nbsp;<br>
<table width="90%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center">
<!-- These questions are relevent to current students -->
<tr bgcolor="#110088">
<td>&nbsp;</td><td colspan=2><font size="+1" color="#FFFFFF">
This section is for current students.
Remember that your answers can not be tied back to you as an
individual.
</font></td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">What is your semester
standing?</td>
<td>
<select name="semester" size="1">
<option value="0">not a student / don't want to
answer</option>
<option value="5">Grad</option>
<option value="4">Senior</option>
<option value="3">Junior</option>
<option value="2">Sophomore</option>
<option value="1">Freshman</option>
</select>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">What is your
major?</td>
<td>
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<select name="major" size="1">
<option value="0">not a student / don't want to
answer</option>
<option value="1">Information Sciences and
Technology</option>
<option value="2">Engineering</option>
<option value="3">Psychology</option>
<option value="4">Communications</option>
<option value="5">Business</option>
<option value="9">- Other -</option>
</select>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td width="5" bgcolor="#110088">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%" align="right" valign="middle">What is your GPA?</td>
<td>
<select name="gpa" size="1">
<option value="0">not a student / don't want to
answer</option>
<option value="40">4.00</option>
<option value="35">3.50 - 3.99</option>
<option value="30">3.00 - 3.49</option>
<option value="25">2.50 - 2.99</option>
<option value="20">2.00 - 2.49</option>
<option value="10">less than 2.00</option>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
&nbsp;<br>
<table width="90%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center">
<tr><hr></tr>
<tr>
<td width="50%">
Thanks for answering the questions. Once you click the button to
the right, you
will be taken to the page where you will participate in the main
part of this
experiment.
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellpadding="4" bgcolor="#0000FF"><tr><td>
<input type="submit" value="Submit my info and let the game
begin.">
</td></tr></table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="alert_score" value="">
<input type="hidden" name="user_session" value="<?php echo $user_session;
?>">
<input type="hidden" name="script_selection" value="<?php echo
$script_selection; ?>">
<input type="hidden" name="interface_selection" value="<?php echo
$interface_selection; ?>">
<input type="hidden" name="sagat_timing" value="<?php echo $sagat_timing;
?>">
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</form>
&nbsp;<br>
&nbsp;<br>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: experiment.php
<?PHP
// check for illegal referrers
$referring_url = strtoupper($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']);
$current_url
= "http://" . $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];
$allowed_url
= strtoupper(substr($current_url,0,(1+strripos($current_url,
"/"))) . "demographics.php");
//if ($referring_url != $allowed_url)
header("location:error.php?desc=illegal referrer to ". $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
include 'include_for_database_access.php';
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
$user_session
$script_selection
$interface_selection
$sagat_timing

=
=
=
=

stripslashes($_REQUEST['user_session']);
stripslashes($_REQUEST['script_selection']);
stripslashes($_REQUEST['interface_selection']);
stripslashes($_REQUEST['sagat_timing']);

// we need to record the collected demographic data
$sql = "INSERT INTO demographics (" .
"session_id, " .
"age_cat, " .
"gender, " .
"hearing_problems, " .
"vision_problems, " .
"movement_problems, " .
"prior_experience, " .
"computer_time, " .
"video_games, " .
"student_semester, " .
"student_gpa, " .
"student_major, " .
"CogStyle_Q1, " .
"CogStyle_Q2, " .
"CogStyle_Q3, " .
"CogStyle_Q4, " .
"CogStyle_Q5, " .
"CogStyle_Q6, " .
"CogStyle_Q7, " .
"CogStyle_Q8, " .
"CogStyle_Q9, " .
"CogStyle_Q10, " .
"CogStyle_Q11, " .
"CogStyle_Q12, " .
"CogStyle_Q13, " .
"CogStyle_Q14, " .
"CogStyle_Q15, " .
"CogStyle_Q16, " .
"CogStyle_Q17, " .
"CogStyle_Q18, " .
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"CogStyle_Q19, " .
"CogStyle_Q20, " .
"CogStyle_Q21, " .
"CogStyle_Score" .
") VALUES (" .
$user_session . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['age_cat']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['age_cat'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['gender']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['gender'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['hearing_problems']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['hearing_problems'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['vision_problems']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['vision_problems'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['movement_problems']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['movement_problems'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['prior_experience']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['prior_experience'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['computer_work_hours']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['computer_work_hours'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['computer_game_hours']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['computer_game_hours'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['semester']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['semester'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['gpa']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['gpa']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['major']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['major'])) . ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q01']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q01']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q02']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q02']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q03']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q03']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q04']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q04']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q05']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q05']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q06']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q06']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q07']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q07']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q08']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q08']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q09']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q09']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q10']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q10']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q11']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q11']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q12']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q12']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q13']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q13']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q14']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q14']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q15']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q15']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q16']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q16']))
. ", " .
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(!isset($_REQUEST['q17']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q17']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q18']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q18']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q19']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q19']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q20']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q20']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['q21']) ? "NULL" : stripslashes($_REQUEST['q21']))
. ", " .
(!isset($_REQUEST['alert_score']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['alert_score'])) .
");";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not write
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
?>
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
// variables used for managing events
var log_text = "";
var start_time = new Date();
var timer = 0;
var time_since_last_message = 0;
var total_time_from_message_to_report = 0;
var time_since_last_report = 0;
var current_report = 0;
var current_message = 0;
var Main_Display = "";
var SAGAT_Form = "";
var EXIT_Form = "";
// variable arrays for notification message timing / text
var message_time = new Array();
var message_text = new Array();
// variable arrays for the "scoreboard"
var current_incident_count = new Array();
var total_incident_count = new Array();
var current_type_1_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_2_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_3_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_4_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_5_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_6_incidents = new Array();
var current_type_7_incidents = new Array();
var total_type_1_incidents = new Array();
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var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

total_type_2_incidents = new Array();
total_type_3_incidents = new Array();
total_type_4_incidents = new Array();
total_type_5_incidents = new Array();
total_type_6_incidents = new Array();
total_type_7_incidents = new Array();
current_location_1_incidents = new Array();
current_location_2_incidents = new Array();
current_location_3_incidents = new Array();
current_location_4_incidents = new Array();
current_location_5_incidents = new Array();
total_location_1_incidents = new Array();
total_location_2_incidents = new Array();
total_location_3_incidents = new Array();
total_location_4_incidents = new Array();
total_location_5_incidents = new Array();
current_police_assignments = new Array();
current_fire_assignments = new Array();
current_medical_assignments = new Array();
total_police_assignments = new Array();
total_fire_assignments = new Array();
total_medical_assignments = new Array();

// message array definitions built by PHP from DB script data...
<?PHP
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM scripts WHERE script_id=" .
$script_selection . " ORDER BY script_time ASC LIMIT 100;", $db_connection)
or die ("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
$message_num = 0;
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
$message_num++;
echo "message_time[" . $message_num . "]='" . $tuple["script_time"] .
"';\n";
// message text is only needed for interface variant #3
if ($interface_selection == 3) echo "message_text[" . $message_num ."]='"
. $tuple["message_text"] . "';\n";
echo "current_incident_count[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["concurrent_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "total_incident_count[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["total_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_1_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_1_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_2_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_2_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_3_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_3_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_4_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_4_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_5_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_5_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "current_type_6_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_type_6_incidents"] . ";\n";
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. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .

echo "current_type_7_incidents[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["concurrent_type_7_incidents"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_1_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_1_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_2_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_2_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_3_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_3_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_4_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_4_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_5_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_5_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_6_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_6_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_type_7_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["type_7_incident_total"] . ";\n";

. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .

echo "current_location_1_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_incidents_in_location_1"] . ";\n";
echo "current_location_2_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_incidents_in_location_2"] . ";\n";
echo "current_location_3_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_incidents_in_location_3"] . ";\n";
echo "current_location_4_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_incidents_in_location_4"] . ";\n";
echo "current_location_5_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["concurrent_incidents_in_location_5"] . ";\n";
echo "total_location_1_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["location_1_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_location_2_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["location_2_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_location_3_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["location_3_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_location_4_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["location_4_incident_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_location_5_incidents[" . $message_num
$tuple["location_5_incident_total"] . ";\n";

. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .

. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .
. "]=" .

echo "current_police_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["concurrent_police_assignments"] . ";\n";
echo "current_fire_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["concurrent_fire_assignments"] . ";\n";
echo "current_medical_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["concurrent_medical_assignments"] . ";\n";
echo "total_police_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["police_assignments_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_fire_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["fire_assignments_total"] . ";\n";
echo "total_medical_assignments[" . $message_num . "]=" .
$tuple["medical_assignments_total"] . ";\n";
} // while still more data
?>
var event_for_sagat = <?PHP echo ($sagat_timing); ?>; // The timing of the
SAGAT assessment will be calculated from this event number
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function logItem(message){
// build a timestamp string
var clock = new Date(); // get the current time
// format the date elements
var stampYear = String(clock.getYear());
var stampMonth = String(clock.getMonth() + 1); // JS months start at 0
if (clock.getMonth() < 9) stampMonth = "0" + stampMonth;
var stampDate = String(clock.getDate());
if (clock.getDate() < 10) stampDate = "0" + stampDate;
// format the time elements
var stampHours = String(clock.getHours());
if (clock.getHours() < 10) stampHours = "0" + stampHours;
var stampMinutes = String(clock.getMinutes());
if (clock.getMinutes() < 10) stampMinutes = "0" + stampMinutes;
var stampSeconds = String(clock.getSeconds());
if (clock.getSeconds() < 10) stampSeconds = "0" + stampSeconds;
// concatenate the elements
var stampString = stampYear + stampMonth + stampDate + stampHours +
stampMinutes + stampSeconds;
// log the message with a leading timestamp
log_text += (stampString + ":\t" + message + "\n");
} // function logItem(message)
function eval_response(radioObj) {
// this function will return the numeric value of the selected radio button
within a given set
var return_val = 0; // default return is 0
for (i=0; i<radioObj.length; i++) {
if(radioObj[i].checked) return_val = eval(radioObj[i].value);
} // for
return(return_val);
} // function eval_response(radioObj)
function startup() {
logItem("ACTIVITY LOG BEGIN for user <?PHP echo $user_session; ?>");
// maximize the browser window
// window.moveTo(0, 0);
// window.resizeTo(screen.width, screen.height)
current_message++; // set up for the first message
// notify the monitoring routine
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reportAction('action=begin&user=<?PHP echo $user_session;
?>&time='+timer);
// and start the clock
updateTimer();
} //function startup()
function playSound(soundobj) {
var thissound= eval("document." + soundobj); // get a reference object
for the given sound
logItem("playing " + soundobj + " at time " + timer);
thissound.Play();
} // function playSound(soundObj)
function stopSound(soundobj) {
var thissound= eval("document." + soundobj); // get a reference object
for the given sound
thissound.Stop();
} // function playSound(soundObj)
function updateScoreboard(message_num) {
if (message_num < 1) return;
function formatDisplay(input_value) {
// this function is defined from within PHP and will vary depending upon
the interface assignment
if (input_value > 0) {
<?PHP if ($interface_selection == 1) { ?>
return("&nbsp;<font size='-1' color='#0000))'>" + input_value +
"</font>");
<?PHP } else { ?>
return("<table width='" + (20 * input_value) + "' border='0'
cellspacing='0' cellpadding='1' align='left' bgcolor='#0000FF'><tr><td
align='right'><font size='-1' color='#FFFFFF'>" + input_value +
"</font></td></tr></table>");
//
var return_string = "";
//
for (var x=1; x<=input_value; x++) return_string += "<img
src='icons/police.gif' alt='' width='24' height='24' border='0'>";
//
return(return_string);
<?PHP } // if-else ($interface_selection == 1)?>
} else {
return("<font size='-1' color='#FFFFFF'>-</font>");
} // if-else
} // function formatDisplay()
document.getElementById("current_type_1_incidents").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(current_type_1_incidents[message_num]);
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document.getElementById("current_type_2_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_2_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_type_3_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_3_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_type_4_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_4_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_type_5_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_5_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_type_6_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_6_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_type_7_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_type_7_incidents[message_num]);

=
=
=
=
=
=

document.getElementById("current_location_1_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_location_1_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_location_2_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_location_2_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_location_3_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_location_3_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_location_4_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_location_4_incidents[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_location_5_incidents").innerHTML
formatDisplay(current_location_5_incidents[message_num]);

=
=
=
=
=

document.getElementById("current_police_assignments").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(current_police_assignments[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_fire_assignments").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(current_fire_assignments[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_medical_assignments").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(current_medical_assignments[message_num]);
document.getElementById("current_incident_count").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(current_incident_count[message_num]);
document.getElementById("total_incident_count").innerHTML =
formatDisplay(total_incident_count[message_num]);
} // function updateScoreboard()
function updateTimer() {
// see if there are any messages to deliver.
if (++timer == message_time[current_message]) {
// play the audio message
playSound("message" + current_message);
time_since_last_message = 0;
<?PHP if ($interface_selection == 3) { ?>
document.getElementById("message_text").innerHTML =
message_text[current_message];
<?PHP } //if ($interface_selection == 3)?>
// move on
current_message++;
} // if
time_since_last_message++;
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time_since_last_report++;
//var clock_div = document.getElementById('timer_area');
//clock_div.innerHTML = timer;
if (current_message < (message_time.length)) {
// check if it is time for a SAGAT assessment
if (timer == message_time[event_for_sagat]) {
// if it is, allow time for recording updates, then jump to the
assessment routine
setTimeout("sagat_assessment()", 10*1000);
} else {
// pause and cycle
setTimeout("updateTimer()", 1000);
} // if-else
} else {
// with the last message delivered, insert a delay and go to the
clean-up routine
setTimeout("cleanup()", 10*1000);
} // if-else
} // function updateTimer()

function sagat_assessment() {
// save and then hide the main display
Main_Display = document.getElementById("Main_Display").innerHTML;
document.getElementById("Main_Display").innerHTML = "";
// show the SAGAT assessment input form
document.getElementById("SAGAT_Form").innerHTML = SAGAT_Form;
playSound("sagat_message");
} // function sagat_assessment()
function sagat_assessment_submit(formObj) {
stopSound("sagat_message");
// record the SAGAT responses
logItem("recording SAGAT responses - user <?PHP echo $user_session; ?> at
message # " + current_message);
var ActionString = 'action=sagat&user=<?PHP echo $user_session;
?>&time='+timer;
ActionString += '&script='+<?PHP echo $script_selection; ?>;
ActionString += '&message='+current_message;
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ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString
ActionString

+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=

'&CT1='
'&CT2='
'&CT3='
'&CT4='
'&CT5='
'&CT6='
'&CT7='
'&MFT='
'&LFT='
'&CPI='
'&CFI='
'&CMI='
'&BSC='
'&BSO='
'&CL1='
'&CL2='
'&CL3='
'&CL4='
'&CL5='
'&BLC='
'&CIC='
'&TIC='

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

formObj.type_1_estimate.value;
formObj.type_2_estimate.value;
formObj.type_3_estimate.value;
formObj.type_4_estimate.value;
formObj.type_5_estimate.value;
formObj.type_6_estimate.value;
formObj.type_7_estimate.value;
eval_response(formObj.most_frequest_type);
eval_response(formObj.least_frequest_type);
formObj.current_police_incidents.value;
formObj.current_fire_incidents.value;
formObj.current_medical_incidents.value;
eval_response(formObj.current_busiest_service);
eval_response(formObj.overall_busiest_service);
formObj.location_1_estimate.value;
formObj.location_2_estimate.value;
formObj.location_3_estimate.value;
formObj.location_4_estimate.value;
formObj.location_5_estimate.value;
eval_response(formObj.busiest_location);
formObj.current_incident_count.value;
formObj.total_incident_count.value;

reportAction(ActionString);
// hide the SAGAT form and bring back the main display
document.getElementById("SAGAT_Form").innerHTML = "";
document.getElementById("Main_Display").innerHTML = Main_Display;
// restart the clock and return to normal
updateTimer();
} // function sagat_assessment()

function cleanup() {
//
submitLog(log_text);
document.getElementById("Main_Display").innerHTML = "";
document.getElementById("EXIT_Form").innerHTML = EXIT_Form;
document.getElementById("frm_Exit").log_text.value = log_text;
} // cleanup()
function reportAction(parameters) {
var httpRequest;
if (window.XMLHttpRequest) { // Mozilla, Safari, ...
httpRequest = new XMLHttpRequest();
if (httpRequest.overrideMimeType) {
httpRequest.overrideMimeType('text/xml');
// See note below about this line
} // if
} else if (window.ActiveXObject) { // IE
try {
httpRequest = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP");
} catch (e) {
try {
httpRequest = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
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} catch (e) {
} // try-catch
} // try-catch
} // if-else
if (!httpRequest) {
alert('Browser error: unable to create an XMLHTTP instance');
return false;
} // if
httpRequest.onreadystatechange = function() {
handleResponse(httpRequest); };
httpRequest.open('GET', ('notify.php?' + parameters), true);
httpRequest.send(null);
current_report++;
total_time_from_message_to_report += time_since_last_message;
time_since_last_report = 0;
} // reportAction
function handleResponse(httpRequest) {
if (httpRequest.readyState == 4) {
if (httpRequest.status == 200) {
logItem("handler response: " + httpRequest.responseText);
} else {
alert('There was a problem communicating with the
server.\nRequest status is ' + httpRequest.status);
} // if-else
} // if
} // handleResponse
function recordStatusChange(resourceObj,statusObj) {
var resource_id = eval_response(resourceObj);
var new_status = eval_response(statusObj);
logItem("recording status change - user <?PHP echo $user_session; ?>
resource " + resource_id + " to status " + new_status + " at time " + timer);
reportAction('action=statuschange&user=<?PHP echo $user_session;
?>&resource='+resource_id+'&status='+new_status+'&time='+timer+'&TTLM='+time_
since_last_message+'&TTLR='+time_since_last_report);
document.form_StatusChange.reset();
updateScoreboard(current_message - 1);
} // recordStatusChange
function recordNewIncident(typeObj,locationObj) {
var incident_type = eval_response(typeObj);
var incident_location = eval_response(locationObj);
logItem("recording new incident - user <?PHP echo $user_session; ?> type
" + incident_type + " location " + incident_location + " at time " + timer);
reportAction('action=newincident&user=<?PHP echo $user_session;
?>&type='+incident_type+'&location='+incident_location+'&time='+timer+'&TTLM=
'+time_since_last_message+'&TTLR='+time_since_last_report);
document.form_NewIncident.reset();
updateScoreboard(current_message - 1);
} // recordNewIncident
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function Filter_IntegersOnly(FieldValue) {
// This function should be called from an onKeyUp event with a reference to
the
// current input field (ex.: onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)")
// Any dis-allowed character entry will be voided, and a message displayed.
var AllowedCharacters = "0123456789";
if(AllowedCharacters.indexOf(FieldValue.value.charAt((FieldValue.value.
length) - 1)) < 0) {
FieldValue.value = FieldValue.value.substring(0,
(FieldValue.value.length) - 1);
alert("Input Field: \"" + FieldValue.name + "\"\nOnly numeric
characters are allowed here!");
FieldValue.focus();
} /* end if */
} /* funuction */
function Verify_IntegersOnly(FieldValue) {
// This function should be called from an onBlur event with a reference to
the
// current input field (ex.: onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)")
// Any dis-allowed characters will be voided. This function should be used in
// addition to the Filter_IntegersOnly() function to eliminate characters
which
// could slip through by dual key presses.
var AllowedCharacters = "0123456789";
for (var i=(FieldValue.value.length-1); i>=0; i--) {
if (AllowedCharacters.indexOf(FieldValue.value.charAt(i)) < 0) {
FieldValue.value = FieldValue.value.substring(0, (i)) +
FieldValue.value.substring((i+1), FieldValue.value.length);
} /* end if */
} /* end for */
} /* end funuction */
</script>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness</title>
</head>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" TEXT="#000000" LINK="#000088" VLINK="#000088"
ALINK="#FF0000" onLoad="startup()">

<!-- DEBUGING MESSAGES
<CENTER><TABLE WIDTH="90%" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="1" CELLPADDING="5"
ALIGN="CENTER"><TR BGCOLOR="#FF0000"><TD ALIGN="left" VALIGN="top">
<?PHP
echo "session id # " . $user_session . "<BR>\n";
echo "
script # " . $script_selection . " - which contains " .
$message_num . " messages<BR>\n";
echo " interface # " . $interface_selection . "<BR>\n";
echo "sagat time : " . $sagat_timing . "<BR>\n";
?>
</TD></TR></TABLE></CENTER>
<!-- END OF DEBUGGING MESSAGES -->
<DIV ID="Main_Display">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
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<tr><td>
<hr>
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr>
<?PHP if ($interface_selection == 3) { ?>
<td width="90%" align="center" valign="middle">
<table width="95%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="4">
<tr><td align="left"><font size="+1"><strong><DIV
ID="message_text">THIS AREA WILL SHOW THE TEXT OF MESSAGES AS THEY
ARRIVE</DIV></strong></font></td></tr>
</table>
</td>
<?PHP } //if ($interface_selection == 3)?>
<td align="right" valign="top"><table width="200" border="0"
cellspacing="1" cellpadding="2"><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td width="25%" bgcolor="#887777" onClick="playSound('message' +
(current_message-4));"><font size="-2" color="#000000">older</font></td>
<td width="25%" bgcolor="#AA9999" onClick="playSound('message' +
(current_message-3));"><font size="-2" color="#000000">older</font></td>
<td width="25%" bgcolor="#CCBBBB" onClick="playSound('message' +
(current_message-2));"><font size="-2" color="#000000">previous</font></td>
<td width="25%" bgcolor="#EEDDDD" onClick="playSound('message' +
(current_message-1));"><font size="-2"
color="#000000">newest<br>message</font></td>
</tr></table></td>
</tr></table>
<hr>
</td></tr><tr><td bgcolor="#EEEEEE">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr
align="left" valign="top"><td width="40%">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="5" align="left">
<form name="form_NewIncident">
<tr valign="top">
<td width="12" align="center" bgcolor="#888888">
<font face="sans-serif" color="#000066">
N<br>E<br>W<br>&nbsp;<br>I<br>N<br>C<br>I<br>D<br>E<br>N<br>T
</font>
</td>
<td align="left" bgcolor="#EEEEEE">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
<tr>
<td align="right">CURRENT Incident Count:</td>
<td><DIV ID="current_incident_count"><font
color='#FFFFFF'>-</font></DIV></td>
</tr><tr>
<td align="right">TOTAL Incident Count:</td>
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<td><DIV ID="total_incident_count"><font
color='#FFFFFF'>-</font></DIV></td>
</tr>
</table>
<hr>
</td></tr><tr><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
<tr>
<td align="right"><strong><u>Incident
Type</u></strong></td>
<td><font size="-1" color="#888888">current number of
each incident type</font></td>
</tr>
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM incident_types ORDER BY
incident_type_id ASC;", $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data because
".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td align='right'><label>" .
$tuple["incident_type_description"] . "<input type='radio'
name='incident_type' value='" . $tuple["incident_type_id"] .
"'></label></td>\n";
echo "<td><DIV ID='current_type_" .
$tuple["incident_type_id"] . "_incidents'><font color='#FFFFFF'></font></DIV></td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td></tr><tr><td>&nbsp;<br>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
<tr>
<td align="right"><strong><u>Location</u></strong></td>
<td><font size="-1" color="#888888">current number of
incidents in each location</font></td>
</tr>
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM locations ORDER BY
location_id ASC;", $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data because
".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td align='right'><label>" .
$tuple["location_description"] . "<input type='radio' name='location'
value='" . $tuple["location_id"] . "'></label></td>\n";
echo "<td><DIV ID='current_location_" .
$tuple["location_id"] . "_incidents'><font color='#FFFFFF'></font></DIV></td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td></tr><tr align="center"><td>&nbsp;<br>
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<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5"
align="center" bgcolor="#0000FF"><tr><td>
<!-- line-breaks on a button face work, but makes for ugly
code -->
<input type="button" style="font-family: sans-serif; fontsize: normal; font-weight: bold; " value="<?PHP echo "Click Here\nto record
this\nNEW INCIDENT"; ?>"
onClick="recordNewIncident(incident_type,location);">
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr></table>
</td>
</tr>
</form>
</table>
</td>
<!--<td width="1" bgcolor="#FFFFFF">&nbsp;</td>-->
<td>
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="5" align="left">
<form action="" name="form_StatusChange">
<tr align="left" valign="top">
<td width="12" align="center" bgcolor="#888888">
<font face="sans-serif" color="#000066">
S<br>T<br>A<br>T<br>U<br>S<br>&nbsp;<br>C<br>H<br>A<br>N<br>G<br>E
</font>
</td>
<td bgcolor="#EEEEEE">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0">
<tr><td colspan="2">
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="1">
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td><td><font size="-1"
color="#888888">current number of police assignments</font></td></tr>
<tr>
<td width="10%"><strong><u>Police</u></strong></td>
<td><DIV ID="current_police_assignments"><font
color='#FFFFFF'>-</font></DIV></td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan="2" align="left" <?PHP if
($interface_selection > 1) echo " bgcolor=\"#BBBBF\"'";?>>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2"><tr
align="right" valign="top">
<?PHP
if ($interface_selection > 1)
echo"<td><img src='icons/icon_law.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
else
echo"<td><img src='icons/spacer.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
?>
<td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
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<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=1 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=1 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5,5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=1 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 10,5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=1 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 15,5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0">
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td><td><font size="-1"
color="#888888">current number of fire assignments</font></td></tr>
<tr>
<td width="10%"
align="right"><strong><u>Fire</u></strong></td>
<td><DIV ID="current_fire_assignments"><font
color='#FFFFFF'>-</font></DIV></td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan="2" align="left" <?PHP if
($interface_selection > 1) echo " bgcolor=\"#FF8888\"";?>>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="1"><tr
align="right" valign="top">
<?PHP
if ($interface_selection > 1)
echo"<td><img src='icons/icon_fire.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
else
echo"<td><img src='icons/spacer.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
?>
<td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=2 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=2 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5,5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr>
</table>
<td rowspan="2" align="center" valign="middle">
<table width="80%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2"
align="center">
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<tr><td align="center"><strong><u>New Status
Setting</u></strong><br>&nbsp;<br></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><label>has been dispatched<input
type="radio" name="new_status" value="1"></label></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><label>is enroute<input type="radio"
name="new_status" value="2"></label></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><label>is on scene<input type="radio"
name="new_status" value="3"></label></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><label>is available<input type="radio"
name="new_status" value="4"></label></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><label>is back at base<input
type="radio" name="new_status" value="0"></label></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center">
&nbsp;<br>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5"
align="center" bgcolor="#0000FF"><tr><td align="center" valign="middle">
<!-- line-breaks on a button face work, but makes for
ugly code -->
<input type="button" style="font-family: sans-serif;
font-size: normal; font-weight: bold; " value="<?PHP echo "Click Here\nto
record this\nSTATUS CHANGE"; ?>"
onClick="recordStatusChange(resource,new_status);">
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr>
</table>
&nbsp;<br>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0">
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td><td><font size="-1"
color="#888888">current number of medical assignments</font></td></tr>
<tr>
<td width="10%"
align="right"><strong><u>Medical</u></strong></td>
<td><DIV ID="current_medical_assignments"><font
color='#FFFFFF'>-</font></DIV></td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan="2" align="left" <?PHP if
($interface_selection > 1) echo " bgcolor=\"#BB88FF\"";?>>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="1"><tr
align="right" valign="top">
<?PHP
if ($interface_selection > 1)
echo"<td><img src='icons/icon_ems.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
else
echo"<td><img src='icons/spacer.gif' alt=''
width='100' height='100' border='0'></td>\n";
?>
<td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=3 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
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echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM resources WHERE
resource_type=3 ORDER BY resource_id ASC LIMIT 5,5;", $db_connection) or die
("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr><td name='resource_" .
$tuple["resource_id"] . "'><label><input type='radio' name='resource'
value='" . $tuple["resource_id"] . "'>" . $tuple["resource_name"] .
"</label></td></tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</tr>
</form>
</table>
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr>
</table>
</DIV>
<DIV ID="SAGAT_Form">
<form>
<table width="95%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10"
align="center"">
<tr align="center" valign="middle"><td colspan="2" bgcolor="#000088"><font
size="+1" color="#FFFFFF">
Now, I'd like you to answer a few questions regarding your perception of the
situation you have been following.
Please fill in the values below as best as you can. If you are unsure of any
value, please enter your best guess.
</font></td></tr>
<tr><td colspan="2"><hr></td></tr>
<tr align="center" valign="top">
<td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="1" cellpadding="2">
<tr align="center" valign="bottom">
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>How many of each incident type is CURRENTLY
underway:</td>
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<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>What type of incident has occurred the
MOST?</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>What type of incident has occurred the
LEAST?</td>
</tr>
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM incident_types ORDER BY
incident_type_id ASC;", $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data because
".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr align='center' valign='middle'><td align='right'
bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>" . $tuple["incident_type_description"] . "</td>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#6666AA'><input type='text' name='type_" .
$tuple["incident_type_id"] . "_estimate' size='2' maxlength='2'
onBlur='javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)'
onKeyUp='javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)'></td>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#6666AA'><input type='radio'
name='most_frequest_type' value='" . $tuple["incident_type_id"] .
"'></td>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#6666AA'><input type='radio'
name='least_frequest_type' value='" . $tuple["incident_type_id"] .
"'></td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="1">
<tr align="center" valign="bottom">
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>CURRENT number of assignments for each
service type:</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>Which service type is the BUSIEST RIGHT
NOW?</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>Which service type has been the BUSIEST
OVERALL?</td>
</tr><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td align="right" bgcolor="#EEEEEE">Police:</td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="text"
name="current_police_incidents" size="2" maxlength="2"
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="current_busiest_service" value="1"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="overall_busiest_service" value="1"></td>
</tr><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td align="right" bgcolor="#EEEEEE">Fire:</td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="text"
name="current_fire_incidents" size="2" maxlength="2"
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="current_busiest_service" value="2"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="overall_busiest_service" value="2"></td>
</tr><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td align="right" bgcolor="#EEEEEE">Medical:</td>
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<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="text"
name="current_medical_incidents" size="2" maxlength="2"
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="current_busiest_service" value="3"></td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="radio"
name="overall_busiest_service" value="3"></td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr><tr>
<td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="1">
<tr align="center" valign="bottom">
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>How many incidents are CURRENTLY going on in
each area:</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>What region is the BUSIEST so far?</td>
</tr>
<?php
$results = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM locations ORDER BY location_id
ASC;", $db_connection) or die ("Could not read data because ".mysql_error());
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr align='center' valign='middle'><td align='right'
bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>" . $tuple["location_description"] . "</td>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#6666AA'><input type='text' name='location_" .
$tuple["location_id"] . "_estimate' size='2' maxlength='2'
onBlur='javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)'
onKeyUp='javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)'></td>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#6666AA'><input type='radio'
name='busiest_location' value='" . $tuple["location_id"] . "'></td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
?>
</table>
</td><td>
<table border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="1">
<tr align="center" valign="bottom">
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>Overall number of incidents</td>
</tr><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td align="right" bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>CURRENT:</td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="text"
name="current_incident_count" size="2" maxlength="2"
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
</tr><tr align="center" valign="middle">
<td align="right" bgcolor='#EEEEEE'>TOTAL:</td>
<td bgcolor="#6666AA"><input type="text"
name="total_incident_count" size="2" maxlength="2"
onKeyUp="javascript:Filter_IntegersOnly(this)"
onBlur="javascript:Verify_IntegersOnly(this)"></td>
</tr>
</table>
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</td>
</tr><tr>
<td align="center" colspan="2">
<table cellpadding="5" bgcolor="#0000FF"><tr><td>
<input type="button" value="Submit my answers and continue"
onClick="sagat_assessment_submit(this.form)">
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr></table>
</form>
</DIV>
<DIV ID="EXIT_Form">
All done! Now, we'll go to a new page where you can submit your e-mail to be
included in the drawings.
<form action="exit.php" method="post" id="frm_Exit">
<input type="hidden" name="log_text" value="">
<input type="hidden" name="user_id" value="<?PHP echo $user_session ?>">
<input type="submit" value="CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE">
</form>
</DIV>
<?PHP
// This sound file pre-load routine assumes a standardized file naming
scheme.
// Alternatively, the sound file names could be retreived from the database.
for ($x=1; $x<=$message_num; $x++) {
// Some references have indicated that an <object> structure (containing the
<embed>) is required to allow the Safari web browser to load the sound files
correctly.
//
echo "<object name=\"name\" value=\"message" . $x . "\">\n";
//
echo "\t<param name=\"src\" value=\"sound/" . $script_selection . "_" .
$x . ".mp3\">\n";
//
echo "\t<param name=\"autostart\" value=\"false\">\n";
//
echo "\t<param name=\"autoplay\" value=\"false\">\n";
//
echo "\t<param name=\"controller\" value=\"false\">\n";
//
echo "\t<param name=\"enablejavascript\" value=\"true\">\n";
echo "<embed src=\"sound/" . $script_selection . "_" . $x . ".mp3\"
autostart=\"false\" width=1 height=1 name=\"message" . $x . "\"
type=\"audio/mp3\" enablejavascript=\"true\">\n";
//
echo "</object>\n";
} // for
?>
<embed src="sound/sagat_message.mp3" autostart="false" width=1 height=1
name="sagat_message" enablejavascript="true">
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-Main_Display = document.getElementById("Main_Display").innerHTML;
SAGAT_Form = document.getElementById("SAGAT_Form").innerHTML;
document.getElementById("SAGAT_Form").innerHTML = "";
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EXIT_Form = document.getElementById("EXIT_Form").innerHTML;
document.getElementById("EXIT_Form").innerHTML = "";
alert("It may take a minute or two to load all the pieces of this
page.\nPlease be patient. You'll see another message like this when
everything is ready.");
//-->
</script>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: notify.php
<?PHP
// check for illegal referrers
$referring_url = strtoupper($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']);
$current_url
= "http://" . $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];
$allowed_url
= strtoupper(substr($current_url,0,(1+strripos($current_url,
"/"))) . "experiment.php");
//if ($referring_url == $allowed_url) {
include "include_for_database_access.php";
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
$action = stripslashes($_REQUEST['action']);
$user = stripslashes($_REQUEST['user']);
$time = stripslashes($_REQUEST['time']);
$time_since_last_message = stripslashes($_REQUEST['TTLM']);
$time_since_last_report = stripslashes($_REQUEST['TTLR']);
echo("message received");
echo(" from user " . $user);
echo(" at time " . $time);
echo(" for " . $action);
if ($action == "begin") {

} else if ($action == "newincident") {
$type = (!isset($_REQUEST['type']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['type']));
$location = (!isset($_REQUEST['location']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['location']));
$sql = "INSERT INTO reported_changes (" .
"session_id, " .
"report_time, " .
"incident_type, " .
"incident_location, " .
"time_since_last_announcement, " .
"time_since_last_report" .
") VALUES (" .
$user . ", " .
$time . ", " .
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$type . ", " .
$location . ", " .
$time_since_last_message . ", " .
$time_since_last_report .
");";
//write to the DB
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not
write data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
echo(" type " . $type);
echo(" location " . $location);
} else if ($action == "statuschange") {
$resource = (!isset($_REQUEST['resource']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['resource']));
$status = (!isset($_REQUEST['status']) ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['status']));
$sql = "INSERT INTO reported_changes (" .
"session_id, " .
"report_time, " .
"resource, " .
"new_status, " .
"time_since_last_announcement, " .
"time_since_last_report" .
") VALUES (" .
$user . ", " .
$time . ", " .
$resource . ", " .
$status . ", " .
$time_since_last_message . ", " .
$time_since_last_report .
");";
//write to the DB
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not
write data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
echo(" resource " . $resource);
echo(" status " . $status);
} else if ($action == "sagat") {
$script = ($_REQUEST['script'] == "") ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['script']);
$message = ($_REQUEST['message'] == "") ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['message']);
$CT1
= ($_REQUEST['CT1'] == "") ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT1']);
$CT2
= ($_REQUEST['CT2'] == "") ? "NULL" :
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT2']);
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$CT3
= ($_REQUEST['CT3']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT3']);
$CT4
= ($_REQUEST['CT4']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT4']);
$CT5
= ($_REQUEST['CT5']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT5']);
$CT6
= ($_REQUEST['CT6']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT6']);
$CT7
= ($_REQUEST['CT7']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CT7']);
$MFT
= ($_REQUEST['MFT']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['MFT']);
$LFT
= ($_REQUEST['LFT']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['LFT']);
$CPI
= ($_REQUEST['CPI']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CPI']);
$CFI
= ($_REQUEST['CFI']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CFI']);
$CMI
= ($_REQUEST['CMI']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CMI']);
$BSC
= ($_REQUEST['BSC']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['BSC']);
$BSO
= ($_REQUEST['BSO']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['BSO']);
$CL1
= ($_REQUEST['CL1']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CL1']);
$CL2
= ($_REQUEST['CL2']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CL2']);
$CL3
= ($_REQUEST['CL3']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CL3']);
$CL4
= ($_REQUEST['CL4']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CL4']);
$CL5
= ($_REQUEST['CL5']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CL5']);
$BLC
= ($_REQUEST['BLC']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['BLC']);
$CIC
= ($_REQUEST['CIC']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['CIC']);
$TIC
= ($_REQUEST['TIC']
stripslashes($_REQUEST['TIC']);
$sql

== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :
== "") ? "NULL" :

= "INSERT INTO sagat_responses (" .
"session_id, " .
"script, " .
"message, " .
"CT1, " .
"CT2, " .
"CT3, " .
"CT4, " .
"CT5, " .
"CT6, " .
"CT7, " .
"MFT, " .
"LFT, " .
"CPI, " .
"CFI, " .
"CMI, " .
"BSC, " .
"BSO, " .
"CL1, " .
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"CL2, " .
"CL3, " .
"CL4, " .
"CL5, " .
"BLC, " .
"CIC, " .
"TIC " .
") VALUES (" .
$user . ", " .
$script . ", " .
$message . ", " .
$CT1 . ", " .
$CT2 . ", " .
$CT3 . ", " .
$CT4 . ", " .
$CT5 . ", " .
$CT6 . ", " .
$CT7 . ", " .
$MFT . ", " .
$LFT . ", " .
$CPI . ", " .
$CFI . ", " .
$CMI . ", " .
$BSC . ", " .
$BSO . ", " .
$CL1 . ", " .
$CL2 . ", " .
$CL3 . ", " .
$CL4 . ", " .
$CL5 . ", " .
$BLC . ", " .
$CIC . ", " .
$TIC .
");";
//write to the DB
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not
write data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("

script " . $script);
message " . $message);
CT1=" . $CT1);
CT2=" . $CT2);
CT3=" . $CT3);
CT4=" . $CT4);
CT5=" . $CT5);
CT6=" . $CT6);
CT7=" . $CT7);
MFT=" . $MFT);
LFT=" . $LFT);
CPI=" . $CPI);
CFI=" . $CFI);
CMI=" . $CMI);
BSC=" . $BSC);
BSO=" . $BSO);
CL1=" . $CL1);
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echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("
echo("

CL2="
CL3="
CL4="
CL5="
BLC="
CIC="
TIC="

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$CL2);
$CL3);
$CL4);
$CL5);
$BLC);
$CIC);
$TIC);

} // if-else
//} // if ($referring_url == $allowed_url)
?>

PHP source code for file: exit.php
<?PHP
// check for illegal referrers
$referring_url = strtoupper($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']);
$current_url
= "http://" . $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];
$allowed_url
= strtoupper(substr($current_url,0,(1+strripos($current_url,
"/"))) . "experiment.php");
if ($referring_url != $allowed_url) header("location:error.php?desc=illegal
referrer to ". $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
include 'include_for_database_access.php';
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
$sql = "INSERT INTO logs (log_text) VALUES ('" .
stripslashes($_REQUEST['log_text']) . "');";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not write
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
// as a final safety, the log will be sent via e-mail as well
mail( "turtlnx@gmail.com", "log from experiment run",
stripslashes($_REQUEST['log_text']));
?>
<html>
<head>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness</title>
</head>
<body>
<hr>
Thank you for participating in my experiment. If you would like to be
included
in the drawings for "thank-you" gifts, please submit your e-mail address in
the
space below. Your name is optional; its only purpose is to keep me from
having
to call you "to whom it may concern."
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<hr>
<form action="thank_you.php" method="post">
<table border="0" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="2">
<tr><td>name:<br><input type="text" name="name" size="50"
maxlength="50"></td></tr>
<tr><td>e-mail:<br><input type="text" name="email" size="50"
maxlength="50"></td></tr>
<tr><td>phone:<br><input type="text" name="phone"></td></tr>
<tr><td>
<input type="hidden" name="score" value="">
<input type="submit" value="ADD ME TO THE DRAWINGS">
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: thank_you.php
<?PHP
// check for illegal referrers
$referring_url = strtoupper($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']);
$current_url
= "http://" . $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];
$allowed_url
= strtoupper(substr($current_url,0,(1+strripos($current_url,
"/"))) . "exit.php");
if ($referring_url != $allowed_url) header("location:error.php?desc=illegal
referrer to ". $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
include 'include_for_database_access.php';
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
$sql = "INSERT INTO drawing_participants (name, email, score) VALUES (" .
"'" . stripslashes($_REQUEST['name']) . "', " .
"'" . stripslashes($_REQUEST['email']) . "', " .
"'" . stripslashes($_REQUEST['score']) . "');";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not write
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
} else {
echo "problem with DB connection<BR>\n";
}// if-else DB connection
?>
<html>
<head>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness</title>
</head>
<body>
<div align="center"><font size="+4" color="#000080">THANK YOU!</font></div>
<hr>
Your address has been added to the pool for the drawings.
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I will contact you by e-mail if you are selected as a winner to arrange
delivery.
The drawings will take place once I have collected an adequate amount of
data.
The current estimate for the conclusion of data collection is sometime over
the summer.
Thanks again for your participation.
<hr>&nbsp;<br>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5" align="center"><form
action="">
<tr align="center"><td bgcolor="#DDDDFF"><font size="+2">Where would you
like to go now?</font></td></tr>
<tr><td><hr></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center"><input type="button" value="Google"
onCLick="window.location='http://www.google.com';"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center"><input type="button" value="PennState"
onCLick="window.location='http://www.psu.edu';"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center"><input type="button" value="My favorite web comic"
onCLick="window.location='http://xkcd.com';"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center"><input type="button" value="A completely random
website"
onCLick="window.location='http://random.yahoo.com/bin/ryl';"></td></tr>
</form></table>
</body>
</html>

PHP source code for file: report.php
<?PHP
include 'include_for_database_access.php';
$db_connection = connect_to_mysql();
function cell($intext) {
$temptext = "\t\t<td";
if ($intext=="") $temptext .= " bgcolor=\"#222222\"";
$temptext .= ">";
$temptext .= $intext;
$temptext .= "&nbsp;</td>\n";
return $temptext;
} // function cell
?>
<html>
<head>
<title>The Effects of Variation in Inter-Modal User Interface Design on
Accuracy, Timeliness, and Situation Awareness - data report</title>
</head>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" TEXT="#000000" LINK="#0000FF" VLINK="#0000FF"
ALINK="#FF0000">
<?PHP
switch (strtoupper(stripslashes($_REQUEST['view']))) {
case "STATUS_REPORT_ERRORS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>STATUS CHANGE REPORT
ERRORS</u></strong></div><br>";
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echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
"\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>interface_assignment</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>time_since_last_announcement</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>reported_resource</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>reported_status</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_resource</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_status</strong></td>";
"\t</tr>";

if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"reported_changes.session_id, " .
"sessions.interface_assignment, " .
"reported_changes.report_id, " .
"reported_changes.report_time, " .
"reported_changes.time_since_last_announcement, " .
"scripts.script_time, " .
"reported_changes.resource, " .
"reported_changes.new_status, " .
"resources.resource_id, " .
"scripts.new_status " .
"FROM " .
"((reported_changes INNER JOIN sessions ON
reported_changes.session_id = sessions.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN scripts ON sessions.script_assignment =
scripts.script_id) " .
"INNER JOIN resources ON (scripts.resource_type =
resources.resource_type) " .
"AND (scripts.resource_id = resources.resource_name) " .
"WHERE " .
"(((scripts.script_time)<report_time " .
"AND (scripts.script_time)>(report_time-30)) " .
"AND ((reported_changes.resource)<>resources.resource_id) " .
"AND ((reported_changes.new_status)<>scripts.new_status)) " .
"ORDER BY reported_changes.session_id DESC ,
reported_changes.report_id DESC , scripts.script_time DESC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t<tr align='right'>\n\t\t<td>";
$tuple["session_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["interface_assignment"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["time_since_last_announcement"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_time"];
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echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["resource"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["reported_changes.new_status"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["resource_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["scripts.new_status"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n\t</tr>\n";

} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
break;
case "INCIDENT_REPORT_ERRORS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>INCIDENT REPORT
ERRORS</u></strong></div><br>";
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
"\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>interface</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>time_since_last_announcement</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>reported_incident_type</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>reported_incident_location</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>scripts_incident_type</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>scripts_incident_location</strong></td>";
"\t</tr>";

if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"reported_changes.session_id, " .
"sessions.interface_assignment, " .
"reported_changes.report_id, " .
"reported_changes.report_time, " .
"reported_changes.time_since_last_announcement, " .
"reported_changes.incident_type, " .
"reported_changes.incident_location, " .
"scripts.script_time, " .
"scripts.incident_type, " .
"scripts.incident_location " .
"FROM " .
"(reported_changes " .
"INNER JOIN sessions ON reported_changes.session_id =
sessions.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN scripts ON sessions.script_assignment =
scripts.script_id " .
"WHERE " .
"(((reported_changes.incident_type) Is Not Null " .
"AND (reported_changes.incident_type)<>scripts.incident_type)
" .
"AND ((reported_changes.incident_location) Is Not Null " .
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"AND
(reported_changes.incident_location)<>scripts.incident_location) " .
"AND ((scripts.script_time)<report_time " .
"AND (scripts.script_time)>(report_time-30)) " .
"AND ((scripts.resource_type)=0)) " .
"ORDER BY " .
"reported_changes.session_id DESC, " .
"reported_changes.report_id DESC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t<tr align='right'>\n\t\t<td>";
$tuple["session_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["interface_assignment"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["time_since_last_announcement"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["incident_type"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["incident_location"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["incident_type"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["incident_location"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n\t</tr>\n";

} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
break;
case "VALID_STATUS_REPORTS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>VALIDATED STATUS CHANGE
REPORTS</u></strong></div><br>";
echo "<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
echo "\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>interface_assignment</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_element_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>time_since_last_announcement</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>announce_to_report_time</strong></td>";
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echo "\t</tr>";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"reported_changes.session_id, " .
"sessions.interface_assignment, " .
"reported_changes.report_id, " .
"reported_changes.report_time, " .
"scripts.script_element_id, " .
"scripts.script_time, " .
"reported_changes.time_since_last_announcement, " .
"(report_time-script_time) AS announce_to_report_time " .
"FROM " .
"((reported_changes " .
"INNER JOIN sessions ON reported_changes.session_id =
sessions.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN scripts ON (reported_changes.new_status =
scripts.new_status) " .
"AND (sessions.script_assignment = scripts.script_id)) " .
"INNER JOIN resources ON (reported_changes.resource =
resources.resource_id) " .
"AND (scripts.resource_id = resources.resource_name) " .
"AND (scripts.resource_type = resources.resource_type) " .
"WHERE " .
"((scripts.script_time<report_time) " .
"AND ((report_time-script_time)<30) " .
"AND (scripts.resource_type>0)) " .
"ORDER BY " .
"reported_changes.session_id DESC, " .
"reported_changes.report_id DESC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t<tr align='right'>\n\t\t<td>";
$tuple["session_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["interface_assignment"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_element_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["time_since_last_announcement"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["announce_to_report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n\t</tr>\n";

} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
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break;
case "VALID_INCIDENT_REPORTS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>VALIDATED NEW INCIDENT
REPORTS</u></strong></div><br>";
echo "<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
echo "\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>interface_assignment</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_element_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>time_since_last_announcement</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>announce_to_report_time</strong></td>";

echo "\t</tr>";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"reported_changes.session_id, " .
"sessions.interface_assignment, " .
"reported_changes.report_id, " .
"reported_changes.report_time, " .
"scripts.script_element_id, " .
"scripts.script_time, " .
"reported_changes.time_since_last_announcement, " .
"(report_time-script_time) AS announce_to_report_time " .
"FROM " .
"(reported_changes " .
"INNER JOIN sessions ON reported_changes.session_id =
sessions.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN scripts ON (reported_changes.incident_location =
scripts.incident_location) " .
"AND " .
"(reported_changes.incident_type = scripts.incident_type) " .
"AND " .
"(sessions.script_assignment = scripts.script_id) " .
"WHERE " .
"((scripts.script_time<report_time) " .
"AND " .
"((report_time-script_time)<30) " .
"AND " .
"(scripts.resource_type=0)) " .
"ORDER BY " .
"session_id DESC, " .
"report_id DESC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "\t<tr align='right'>\n\t\t<td>";
echo $tuple["session_id"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
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echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

$tuple["interface_assignment"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_element_id"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["script_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["time_since_last_announcement"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
$tuple["announce_to_report_time"];
"&nbsp;</td>\n\t</tr>\n";

} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
break;
case "REPORTS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>RAW REPORTBACKS</u></strong></div><br>";
echo "<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
echo "\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>incident_type</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>incident_location</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>resource</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>new_status</strong></td>";

echo "\t</tr>";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"report_id, " .
"reported_changes.session_id, " .
"script_assignment, " .
"report_time, " .
"incident_type, " .
"incident_location, " .
"resource, " .
"new_status " .
"FROM " .
"reported_changes " .
"JOIN sessions ON
reported_changes.session_id=sessions.session_id " .
"ORDER BY reported_changes.session_id DESC, report_id ASC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
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while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "\t<tr align='right'>\n\t\t<td>";
echo $tuple["session_id"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["script_assignment"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["report_time"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["incident_type"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["incident_location"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["resource"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n<td>";
echo $tuple["new_status"];
echo "&nbsp;</td>\n\t</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
break;
case "SESSIONS":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>SESSION
DATA</u></strong></div><br>";
echo "<table border='1' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='2' align='center'>";
echo "\t<tr align='right' bgcolor='#DDDDDD'>";
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t\t<td><strong>session_id</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>report_count</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>session_start_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>ip_address</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>script_assignment</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>interface_assignment</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>sagat_timing</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>age_cat</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>gender</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>hearing_problems</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>vision_problems</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>movement_problems</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>prior_experience</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>computer_time</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>video_games</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>student_semester</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>student_gpa</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>student_major</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CogStyle_Score</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT1</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT2</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT3</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT4</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT5</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT6</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CT7</strong></td>";
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echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"\t\t<td><strong>MFT</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>LFT</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CPI</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CFI</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CMI</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>BSC</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>BSO</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CL1</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CL2</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CL3</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CL4</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CL5</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>BLC</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>CIC</strong></td>";
"\t\t<td><strong>TIC</strong></td>";

echo "\t</tr>";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"sessions.session_id, " .
"Count(reported_changes.report_id) AS ReportCount, " .
"sessions.session_start_time, " .
"sessions.participant_IP_address, " .
"sessions.script_assignment, " .
"sessions.interface_assignment, " .
"sessions.sagat_timing, " .
"demographics.age_cat, " .
"demographics.gender, " .
"demographics.hearing_problems, " .
"demographics.vision_problems, " .
"demographics.movement_problems, " .
"demographics.prior_experience, " .
"demographics.computer_time, " .
"demographics.video_games, " .
"demographics.student_semester, " .
"demographics.student_gpa, " .
"demographics.student_major, " .
"demographics.CogStyle_Score, " .
"sagat_responses.CT1, " .
"sagat_responses.CT2, " .
"sagat_responses.CT3, " .
"sagat_responses.CT4, " .
"sagat_responses.CT5, " .
"sagat_responses.CT6, " .
"sagat_responses.CT7, " .
"sagat_responses.MFT, " .
"sagat_responses.LFT, " .
"sagat_responses.CPI, " .
"sagat_responses.CFI, " .
"sagat_responses.CMI, " .
"sagat_responses.BSC, " .
"sagat_responses.BSO, " .
"sagat_responses.CL1, " .
"sagat_responses.CL2, " .
"sagat_responses.CL3, " .
"sagat_responses.CL4, " .
"sagat_responses.CL5, " .
"sagat_responses.BLC, " .
"sagat_responses.CIC, " .
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"sagat_responses.TIC " .
"FROM ((sessions " .
"LEFT JOIN sagat_responses ON sessions.session_id =
sagat_responses.session_id) " .
"LEFT JOIN demographics ON sessions.session_id =
demographics.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN reported_changes ON sessions.session_id =
reported_changes.session_id " .
"GROUP BY sessions.session_id, sessions.session_start_time,
sessions.participant_IP_address, sessions.script_assignment,
sessions.interface_assignment, sessions.sagat_timing, demographics.age_cat,
demographics.gender, demographics.hearing_problems,
demographics.vision_problems, demographics.movement_problems,
demographics.prior_experience, demographics.computer_time,
demographics.video_games, demographics.student_semester,
demographics.student_gpa, demographics.student_major,
demographics.CogStyle_Score, sagat_responses.CT1, sagat_responses.CT2,
sagat_responses.CT3, sagat_responses.CT4, sagat_responses.CT5,
sagat_responses.CT6, sagat_responses.CT7, sagat_responses.MFT,
sagat_responses.LFT, sagat_responses.CPI, sagat_responses.CFI,
sagat_responses.CMI, sagat_responses.BSC, sagat_responses.BSO,
sagat_responses.CL1, sagat_responses.CL2, sagat_responses.CL3,
sagat_responses.CL4, sagat_responses.CL5, sagat_responses.BLC,
sagat_responses.CIC, sagat_responses.TIC " .
"HAVING (((Count(reported_changes.report_id))>10)) " .
"ORDER BY sessions.session_id DESC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "\t<tr align='right'>\n";
echo cell($tuple["session_id"]);
echo cell($tuple["ReportCount"]);
echo cell($tuple["session_start_time"]);
echo cell($tuple["participant_IP_address"]);
echo cell($tuple["script_assignment"]);
echo cell($tuple["interface_assignment"]);
echo cell($tuple["sagat_timing"]);
echo cell($tuple["age_cat"]);
echo cell($tuple["gender"]);
echo cell($tuple["hearing_problems"]);
echo cell($tuple["vision_problems"]);
echo cell($tuple["movement_problems"]);
echo cell($tuple["prior_experience"]);
echo cell($tuple["computer_time"]);
echo cell($tuple["video_games"]);
echo cell($tuple["student_semester"]);
echo cell($tuple["student_gpa"]);
echo cell($tuple["student_major"]);
echo cell($tuple["CogStyle_Score"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT1"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT2"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT3"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT4"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT5"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT6"]);
echo cell($tuple["CT7"]);
echo cell($tuple["MFT"]);
echo cell($tuple["LFT"]);
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echo cell($tuple["CPI"]);
echo cell($tuple["CFI"]);
echo cell($tuple["CMI"]);
echo cell($tuple["BSC"]);
echo cell($tuple["BSO"]);
echo cell($tuple["CL1"]);
echo cell($tuple["CL2"]);
echo cell($tuple["CL3"]);
echo cell($tuple["CL4"]);
echo cell($tuple["CL5"]);
echo cell($tuple["BLC"]);
echo cell($tuple["CIC"]);
echo cell($tuple["TIC"]);
echo "\t</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "</table>";
break;
case "":
echo "<div align='center'><strong><u>SUMMARY</u></strong></div><br>";
if ($db_connection != 0) {
$sql = "SELECT " .
"COUNT(session_id) AS session_count, " .
"interface_assignment, session_start_time, " .
"SUM((DATE_SUB(CURDATE(),INTERVAL 12 HOUR) <=
session_start_time) IS TRUE) AS new_session_count " .
"FROM " .
"( " .
"SELECT sessions.session_id, interface_assignment,
sessions.session_start_time ".
"FROM ((sessions " .
"JOIN sagat_responses ON sessions.session_id =
sagat_responses.session_id) " .
"JOIN demographics ON sessions.session_id =
demographics.session_id) " .
"INNER JOIN reported_changes ON sessions.session_id =
reported_changes.session_id " .
"GROUP BY sessions.session_id, sessions.session_start_time,
sessions.participant_IP_address, sessions.script_assignment,
sessions.interface_assignment, sessions.sagat_timing, demographics.age_cat,
demographics.gender, demographics.hearing_problems,
demographics.vision_problems, demographics.movement_problems,
demographics.prior_experience, demographics.computer_time,
demographics.video_games, demographics.student_semester,
demographics.student_gpa, demographics.student_major,
demographics.CogStyle_Score, sagat_responses.CT1, sagat_responses.CT2,
sagat_responses.CT3, sagat_responses.CT4, sagat_responses.CT5,
sagat_responses.CT6, sagat_responses.CT7, sagat_responses.MFT,
sagat_responses.LFT, sagat_responses.CPI, sagat_responses.CFI,
sagat_responses.CMI, sagat_responses.BSC, sagat_responses.BSO,
sagat_responses.CL1, sagat_responses.CL2, sagat_responses.CL3,
sagat_responses.CL4, sagat_responses.CL5, sagat_responses.BLC,
sagat_responses.CIC, sagat_responses.TIC " .
"HAVING (((Count(reported_changes.report_id))>10)) " .
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") AS session_table " .
"GROUP BY interface_assignment " .
"ORDER BY interface_assignment ASC " .
";";
$results = mysql_query($sql, $db_connection) or die ("Could not read
data because: " . mysql_error() . "
SQL: " . $sql);
echo "<table border='0' cellspacing='0' cellpadding='1'
align='center'>\n";
echo "<tr><td>&nbsp;</td><td bgcolor='#DDDDDD'><strong>session count by
interface type</strong></td></tr>\n";
while ($tuple = mysql_fetch_array($results)) {
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td bgcolor='#DDDDDD' align='right'><strong>" .
$tuple["interface_assignment"] . "</strong></td>\n";
echo "<td align='left'><table border='0' cellspacing='0'
cellpadding='0' align='left'><tr align='middle' valign='middle'>\n";
echo "<td width='" . 3*($tuple["session_count"]$tuple["new_session_count"]) . "' bgcolor='#000088'>&nbsp;<br>&nbsp;</td>\n";
if ($tuple["new_session_count"]>0) echo "<td width='" .
3*$tuple["new_session_count"] . "' bgcolor='#008800'><font color='#FFFFFF'>"
. $tuple["new_session_count"] . "</font></td>\n";
echo "<td>&nbsp;&nbsp;<strong>" . $tuple["session_count"] .
"</strong></td></tr></table></td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} // while still more data
}// if DB connection
echo "<tr><td colspan=2><hr></td></tr>\n";
echo "</table>\n";
} // switch $_REQUEST['VIEW']
echo "<div align='center'>as of " . date('D @ H:i:s') . "</div><hr>\n";
?>
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" align="center">
<form action="">
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="sessions"
onClick="this.form.view.value='sessions';"></td></tr>
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="raw report-backs"
onClick="this.form.view.value='reports';"></td></tr>
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="validated incident
reports" onClick="this.form.view.value='VALID_INCIDENT_REPORTS';"></td></tr>
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="validated status reports"
onClick="this.form.view.value='VALID_STATUS_REPORTS';"></td></tr>
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="incident report errors"
onClick="this.form.view.value='INCIDENT_REPORT_ERRORS';"></td></tr>
<tr align="center"><td><input type="submit" value="status report errors"
onClick="this.form.view.value='STATUS_REPORT_ERRORS';"></td></tr>
<input type="hidden" name="view" value=""/>
</form>
</table>
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</body>
</html>
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APPENDIX G – SAS ANALYSIS PROCEDURE SOURCE CODE
NOTE: Data had been previously imported to static SAS datasets for these procedures.
ods html file ='~/experiment_analysis.html';
/***** start with a straightforward breakdown of the various demographics
*****/
proc freq data=sasuser.session_data;
title;
tables
gender;
tables
interface;
tables
age_cat;
tables
computer_time;
tables
video_games;
tables
cogstyle;
run;
/***** and some basic descriptives *****/
proc univariate data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'hours of computer use per day';
var computer_time;
histogram computer_time;
qqplot computer_time;
run;
proc univariate data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'cognitive style';
var cogstyle;
histogram cogstyle;
qqplot cogstyle;
run;

/***** can we prove that men and women have different cognitive styles?
*****/
proc ttest data=sasuser.session_data;
class gender;
var cogstyle;
title 'cogstyle by gender';
run;

/***** check that there are valid differences between the slow and fast
period
measurements *****/
proc ttest data=sasuser.session_data;
class slow_period_mean_time_to_report;
model fast_period_mean_time_to_report =
slow_period_mean_time_to_report;
title 'comparing slow and fast periods meand times to report';
run;
/***** take a look at some summary data broken down by interface *****/
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proc tabulate data=sasuser.session_data;
title;
class interface;
var slow_period_mean_time_to_report;
table interface,slow_period_mean_time_to_report*(mean std n);
run;
proc tabulate data=sasuser.session_data;
title;
class interface;
var fast_period_mean_time_to_report;
table interface,fast_period_mean_time_to_report*(mean std n);
run;
/***** okay... time to look at some ANOVAs *****/
/***** first: timing comparisons *****/
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare slow period report timing across predictors';
class interface;
model slow_period_mean_time_to_report =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare fast period report timing across predictors';
class interface;
model fast_period_mean_time_to_report =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
/***** next: accuracy measures *****/
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare valid report ratio across predictors';
class interface;
model valid_reports_ratio =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare invalid report ratio across predictors';
class interface;
model invalid_reports_ratio =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare valid-invalid ratio across predictors';
class interface;
model valid_invalid_ratio =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
/***** and finally: situation awareness *****/
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare SA Level 1 accuracy across interfaces';
class interface;
model SA_one_accuracy =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
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proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare SA Level 1 mean errors across interfaces';
class interface;
model SA_one_mean_error =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;
proc glm data=sasuser.session_data;
title 'compare SA Level 2 accuracy across interfaces';
class interface;
model SA_two_accuracy =
interface|cogstyle|computer_time|video_games|gender;
run;

/* run some ANOVA against the raw timing data */
proc glm data=sasuser.timing_data;
title 'compare report timing across interfaces';
class interface;
model report_delay = cogstyle sitcomp computer_time video_games gender
age_cat;
run ;
proc glm data=sasuser.timing_data;
title 'compare report timing across experiment groups';
class xg;
model report_delay =
cogstyle|sitcomp|computer_time|video_games|gender|age_cat;
run ;
proc glm data=sasuser.timing_data;
title 'compare report timing across experiment groups';
class xg;
model report_delay = cogstyle sitcomp computer_time video_games gender
age_cat;
run ;
ods html close;
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APPENDIX H – ANALYSIS PROGRAM OUTPUT (HTML
GENERATED BY SAS & EDITED FOR APPEARANCE)
The FREQ Procedure
gender Frequency Percent
0
1

82
30

73.21
26.79

Cumulative
Frequency
82
112

interface Frequency Percent Cumulative
Frequency
1
30
26.79
30
2
40
35.71
70
3
42
37.50
112
age_cat

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4

90
10
8
4

80.36
8.93
7.14
3.57

Cumulative
Percent
73.21
100.00
Cumulative
Percent
26.79
62.50
100.00

Cumulative
Frequency
90
100
108
112

computer_time Frequency Percent Cumulative
Frequency
1
3
2.68
3
2
9
8.04
12
3
7
6.25
19
4
19
16.96
38
5
23
20.54
61
6
7
6.25
68
7
6
5.36
74
8
15
13.39
89
10
14
12.50
103
12
2
1.79
105
14
3
2.68
108
15
4
3.57
112
video_games Frequency Percent Cumulative
Frequency
0
40
35.71
40
1
35
31.25
75
2
16
14.29
91
3
4
3.57
95
4
8
7.14
103
5
4
3.57
107
6
1
0.89
108
7
1
0.89
109
10
1
0.89
110
12
1
0.89
111

Cumulative
Percent
80.36
89.29
96.43
100.00
Cumulative
Percent
2.68
10.71
16.96
33.93
54.46
60.71
66.07
79.46
91.96
93.75
96.43
100.00

Cumulative
Percent
35.71
66.96
81.25
84.82
91.96
95.54
96.43
97.32
98.21
99.11
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14

1

0.89

112

100.00

cogstyle Frequency Percent Cumulative
Frequency
-17
1
0.89
1
-13
2
1.79
3
-11
4
3.57
7
-10
1
0.89
8
-9
5
4.46
13
-8
1
0.89
14
-7
8
7.14
22
-5
11
9.82
33
-3
8
7.14
41
-2
1
0.89
42
-1
13
11.61
55
0
1
0.89
56
1
10
8.93
66
3
11
9.82
77
5
7
6.25
84
7
9
8.04
93
9
7
6.25
100
10
1
0.89
101
11
5
4.46
106
13
3
2.68
109
15
1
0.89
110
17
2
1.79
112

Cumulative
Percent
0.89
2.68
6.25
7.14
11.61
12.50
19.64
29.46
36.61
37.50
49.11
50.00
58.93
68.75
75.00
83.04
89.29
90.18
94.64
97.32
98.21
100.00

hours of computer use per day
The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: computer_time
Moments
N
112
Mean
6.27678571
Std Deviation 3.35634352
Skewness
0.8613346
Uncorrected SS 5663
Coeff Variation 53.4723292

Sum Weights
Sum Observations
Variance
Kurtosis
Corrected SS
Std Error Mean

Basic Statistical Measures
Location
Variability
Mean
6.276786 Std Deviation
Median 5.000000 Variance
Mode 5.000000 Range
Interquartile Range

112
703
11.2650418
0.32831707
1250.41964
0.31714465

3.35634
11.26504
14.00000
4.00000

Tests for Location: Mu0=0
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Test
Student's t
Sign
Signed Rank

Statistic
t 19.79155
M 56
S 3164

p Value
Pr > |t|
<.0001
Pr >= |M| <.0001
Pr >= |S| <.0001

Quantiles (Definition 5)
Quantile
Estimate
100% Max
15
99%
15
95%
14
90%
10
75% Q3
8
50% Median 5
25% Q1
4
10%
2
5%
2
1%
1
0% Min
1
Extreme Observations
Lowest
Highest
Value Obs Value Obs
1
86 14
53
1
81 15
31
1
19 15
49
2
111 15
63
2
110 15
104

The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: computer_time
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The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: computer_time
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cognitive style
The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: cogstyle
Moments
N
112
Mean
0.50892857
Std Deviation 7.17477505
Skewness
0.09775844
Uncorrected SS 5743
Coeff Variation 1409.78036

Sum Weights
Sum Observations
Variance
Kurtosis
Corrected SS
Std Error Mean

Basic Statistical Measures
Location
Variability
Mean
0.50893 Std Deviation
Median 0.50000 Variance
Mode -1.00000 Range

112
57
51.477397
-0.515792
5713.99107
0.67795252

7.17478
51.47740
34.00000
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Interquartile Range 11.00000
Tests for Location: Mu0=0
Test
Statistic
Student's t t 0.750685
Sign
M 0.5
Signed Rank S 207.5

p Value
Pr > |t|
0.4544
Pr >= |M| 1.0000
Pr >= |S| 0.5427

Quantiles (Definition 5)
Quantile
Estimate
100% Max
17.0
99%
17.0
95%
13.0
90%
10.0
75% Q3
6.0
50% Median 0.5
25% Q1
-5.0
10%
-9.0
5%
-11.0
1%
-13.0
0% Min
-17.0
Extreme Observations
Lowest
Highest
Value Obs Value Obs
-17
33 13
17
-13
100 13
31
-13
4
15
5
-11
93 17
3
-11
87 17
26

The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: cogstyle
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The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable: cogstyle
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cogstyle by gender
The TTEST Procedure
Statistics
Variable gender N

cogstyle 0
cogstyle 1
cogstyle Diff (12)

Lower
CL
Mean
82 -0.119
30 -4.693
0.354

Mean

Upper
CL
Mean
1.4024 2.9243
-1.933 0.8262
3.3358 6.3175

Lower
CL
Std Dev
6.0043
5.8857
6.2301

Std Dev Upper
CL
Std Dev
6.9262 8.1852
7.3903 9.9349
7.0515 8.1243

T-Tests
Variable Method
Variances DF t Value Pr > |t|
cogstyle Pooled
Equal
110 2.22
0.0287
cogstyle Satterthwaite Unequal 48.8 2.15
0.0365
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Std Err Minimum Maximum

0.7649 -13
1.3493 -17
1.5046

17
17

Equality of Variances
Variable Method Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F
cogstyle Folded F 29
81
1.14
0.6353

slow_period_mean_time_to_report
Mean
Std
N
interface 6.64
1.47
28
1
2
6.40
1.94
36
3
6.20
1.63
42

fast_period_mean_time_to_report
Mean
Std
N
interface 5.25
1.32
25
1
2
5.18
1.19
30
3
4.95
1.05
38

compare slow period report timing across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 106

compare slow period report timing across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: slow_period_mean_time_to_report
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
42 154.4883569
3.6782942
1.58
0.0494
Error
63 146.7586635
2.3295026
Corrected Total 105 301.2470205
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE slow_period_mean_time_to_report Mean
0.512829 23.90375 1.526271 6.385068
Source
interface
cogstyle

DF Type I SS
2 3.31056962
1 5.77371599

Mean Square F Value Pr > F
1.65528481 0.71
0.4953
5.77371599 2.48
0.1204
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cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15.26411140
1.42574532
15.87645005
0.69853790
12.67943977
0.13702920
2.38351203
5.55098005
11.35404557
0.13054994
1.51645869
13.01750306
7.98933538
7.68153199
0.06750513
5.89338165
2.99461922
1.74966525
12.71018857
0.20446895
0.02648509
1.43473954
11.35021458
2.42060800
1.39769944
1.04627474
2.05561646
4.25445192
2.09292244

7.63205570
1.42574532
7.93822503
0.69853790
6.33971988
0.13702920
1.19175601
5.55098005
5.67702278
0.13054994
0.75822935
13.01750306
3.99466769
7.68153199
0.03375256
5.89338165
1.49730961
1.74966525
6.35509428
0.20446895
0.02648509
1.43473954
11.35021458
2.42060800
1.39769944
1.04627474
2.05561646
4.25445192
2.09292244

3.28
0.61
3.41
0.30
2.72
0.06
0.51
2.38
2.44
0.06
0.33
5.59
1.71
3.30
0.01
2.53
0.64
0.75
2.73
0.09
0.01
0.62
4.87
1.04
0.60
0.45
0.88
1.83
0.90

0.0443
0.4370
0.0393
0.5859
0.0735
0.8092
0.6020
0.1277
0.0956
0.8136
0.7234
0.0212
0.1883
0.0741
0.9856
0.1167
0.5293
0.3894
0.0731
0.7680
0.9154
0.4355
0.0309
0.3119
0.4415
0.5052
0.3511
0.1814
0.3468

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

Type III SS
10.78995535
3.06784180
14.52804504
7.01696438
8.18322339
5.65117633
10.05066404
2.24989944
1.62538270
9.83205605
6.78066493
3.06842185
3.66817706
13.95275554
10.67667993
2.84593734
4.55826870
1.59439857

Mean Square
5.39497767
3.06784180
7.26402252
7.01696438
4.09161170
5.65117633
5.02533202
2.24989944
0.81269135
9.83205605
3.39033246
3.06842185
1.83408853
13.95275554
5.33833997
2.84593734
4.55826870
1.59439857

F Value
2.32
1.32
3.12
3.01
1.76
2.43
2.16
0.97
0.35
4.22
1.46
1.32
0.79
5.99
2.29
1.22
1.96
0.68

Pr > F
0.1070
0.2555
0.0511
0.0875
0.1810
0.1244
0.1241
0.3295
0.7068
0.0441
0.2410
0.2554
0.4595
0.0172
0.1095
0.2732
0.1668
0.4112
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cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.64060622
2.34690869
5.70572116
2.74010070
0.96315223
3.35922022
2.31276917
5.50424847
1.52201918
3.03430812
3.68866055
4.25379007
2.09292244

0.64060622
2.34690869
5.70572116
2.74010070
0.96315223
3.35922022
2.31276917
5.50424847
1.52201918
3.03430812
3.68866055
4.25379007
2.09292244

0.27
1.01
2.45
1.18
0.41
1.44
0.99
2.36
0.65
1.30
1.58
1.83
0.90

0.6018
0.3193
0.1226
0.2823
0.5226
0.2343
0.3229
0.1293
0.4220
0.2581
0.2129
0.1814
0.3468

compare fast period report timing across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 93

compare fast period report timing across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: fast_period_mean_time_to_report
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
41 53.4301022
1.3031732
0.92
0.6076
Error
51 72.3437157
1.4185042
Corrected Total 92 125.7738179
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE fast_period_mean_time_to_report Mean
0.424811 23.33264 1.191010 5.104479
Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Type I SS
1.65039644
1.44365257
1.39888055
1.44539568
1.76901219
0.41537419
3.83594285
2.33802939

Mean Square
0.82519822
1.44365257
0.69944028
1.44539568
0.88450609
0.41537419
1.91797143
2.33802939

F Value
0.58
1.02
0.49
1.02
0.62
0.29
1.35
1.65
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Pr > F
0.5626
0.3178
0.6136
0.3175
0.5401
0.5908
0.2678
0.2050

video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

0.36172845
0.22826347
3.20987282
0.01196405
2.37776950
1.88877336
6.59684346
0.44868954
0.48660761
0.42623163
2.15743466
0.01199445
6.38752614
0.00707394
1.26940126
3.11145611
4.37737259
0.05148650
0.00590445
4.30869992
0.00000000
1.40832447
0.00000000

0.18086422
0.22826347
1.60493641
0.01196405
1.18888475
1.88877336
3.29842173
0.44868954
0.24330381
0.42623163
1.07871733
0.01199445
3.19376307
0.00707394
0.63470063
3.11145611
4.37737259
0.05148650
0.00590445
4.30869992
.
1.40832447
.

0.13
0.16
1.13
0.01
0.84
1.33
2.33
0.32
0.17
0.30
0.76
0.01
2.25
0.00
0.45
2.19
3.09
0.04
0.00
3.04
.
0.99
.

0.8806
0.6900
0.3305
0.9272
0.4384
0.2539
0.1080
0.5763
0.8429
0.5860
0.4727
0.9271
0.1156
0.9440
0.6417
0.1447
0.0850
0.8497
0.9488
0.0874
.
0.3238
.

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Type III SS
9.87746780
0.23410798
1.81248512
5.93523490
7.00742981
0.14579098
0.80591063
3.61643575
6.27057728
1.08044475
2.84783545
4.77431074
6.95459563
2.15402150
3.46023867
0.22517646
0.00000000
4.03091777
0.00000000
0.47510246
0.00000000
1.46601378
0.00000000
0.13774714

Mean Square
4.93873390
0.23410798
0.90624256
5.93523490
3.50371490
0.14579098
0.40295531
3.61643575
3.13528864
1.08044475
1.42391773
4.77431074
3.47729781
2.15402150
1.73011934
0.22517646
.
4.03091777
.
0.47510246
.
1.46601378
.
0.13774714

F Value
3.48
0.17
0.64
4.18
2.47
0.10
0.28
2.55
2.21
0.76
1.00
3.37
2.45
1.52
1.22
0.16
.
2.84
.
0.33
.
1.03
.
0.10

Pr > F
0.0383
0.6863
0.5321
0.0460
0.0946
0.7498
0.7539
0.1165
0.1201
0.3869
0.3736
0.0724
0.0963
0.2235
0.3038
0.6920
.
0.0980
.
0.5653
.
0.3141
.
0.7566
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video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0.00000000
4.04114702
0.00000000
0.35592550
0.00000000
1.40832447
0.00000000

.
4.04114702
.
0.35592550
.
1.40832447
.

.
2.85
.
0.25
.
0.99
.

.
0.0975
.
0.6186
.
0.3238
.

compare valid report ratio across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 112

compare valid report ratio across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: VALID_REPORTS_RATIO
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
44 23076.47112
524.46525
1.37
0.1224
Error
67 25705.68188
383.66689
Corrected Total 111 48782.15300
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE VALID_REPORTS_RATIO Mean
0.473052 35.41537 19.58742 55.30768
Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Type I SS
772.079945
500.728831
1750.993687
8.482274
107.748288
3391.084776
1227.882493
536.987491
86.506519
159.092055
120.225520
145.031158
0.981874
117.771935
2238.395006

Mean Square
386.039973
500.728831
875.496843
8.482274
53.874144
3391.084776
613.941247
536.987491
43.253260
159.092055
60.112760
145.031158
0.490937
117.771935
1119.197503

F Value
1.01
1.31
2.28
0.02
0.14
8.84
1.60
1.40
0.11
0.41
0.16
0.38
0.00
0.31
2.92
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Pr > F
0.3711
0.2573
0.1100
0.8822
0.8692
0.0041
0.2095
0.2410
0.8936
0.5218
0.8553
0.5408
0.9987
0.5814
0.0610

gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

2683.210944
483.224220
149.819444
337.457419
203.215176
503.438332
383.421344
911.974021
423.317127
3857.948984
236.477168
646.867794
515.898848
423.289052
2.112414
150.806983

2683.210944
241.612110
149.819444
168.728710
203.215176
251.719166
383.421344
455.987010
423.317127
1928.974492
236.477168
646.867794
515.898848
423.289052
2.112414
150.806983

6.99
0.63
0.39
0.44
0.53
0.66
1.00
1.19
1.10
5.03
0.62
1.69
1.34
1.10
0.01
0.39

0.0102
0.5359
0.5342
0.6460
0.4693
0.5222
0.3211
0.3110
0.2973
0.0092
0.4352
0.1986
0.2503
0.2973
0.9411
0.5328

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
917.301515
51.515987
324.747290
2032.909535
755.600522
1232.315104
543.977148
762.157598
1136.687956
427.220581
1656.800332
1284.985052
879.731081
975.161494
1931.372081
0.722036
2.345012
22.051933
13.380547
13.172135
8.223347
2.149945
31.241820
11.035807
9.941279
3.693788
97.003998
0.010327
3.658546
2.718768
150.806983

Mean Square
458.650757
51.515987
162.373645
2032.909535
377.800261
1232.315104
271.988574
762.157598
568.343978
427.220581
828.400166
1284.985052
439.865540
975.161494
965.686040
0.722036
2.345012
22.051933
13.380547
13.172135
8.223347
2.149945
31.241820
11.035807
9.941279
3.693788
97.003998
0.010327
3.658546
2.718768
150.806983

F Value
1.20
0.13
0.42
5.30
0.98
3.21
0.71
1.99
1.48
1.11
2.16
3.35
1.15
2.54
2.52
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.25
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.39

Pr > F
0.3089
0.7152
0.6567
0.0245
0.3789
0.0776
0.4958
0.1633
0.2347
0.2951
0.1234
0.0717
0.3239
0.1156
0.0883
0.9655
0.9379
0.8113
0.8524
0.8536
0.8840
0.9406
0.7762
0.8658
0.8726
0.9221
0.6167
0.9959
0.9225
0.9332
0.5328
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compare invalid report ratio across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 112

compare invalid report ratio across predictors
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: INVALID_REPORTS_RATIO
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
44 3181.144675
72.298743
1.05
0.4222
Error
67 4613.267896
68.854745
Corrected Total 111 7794.412571
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE INVALID_REPORTS_RATIO Mean
0.408131 30.36020 8.297876 27.33143
Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Type I SS
30.5663205
5.3888131
105.8612142
28.2403668
156.3630712
4.5786482
106.4594696
253.6956024
33.8180803
130.0883147
6.7353106
18.8144630
96.4245257
3.3522988
15.5702941
37.2045888
38.1357043
34.6757089
660.1148931
140.0670130
388.9375091
35.7381767

Mean Square
15.2831602
5.3888131
52.9306071
28.2403668
78.1815356
4.5786482
53.2297348
253.6956024
16.9090402
130.0883147
3.3676553
18.8144630
48.2122629
3.3522988
7.7851471
37.2045888
19.0678522
34.6757089
330.0574465
140.0670130
194.4687546
35.7381767

F Value
0.22
0.08
0.77
0.41
1.14
0.07
0.77
3.68
0.25
1.89
0.05
0.27
0.70
0.05
0.11
0.54
0.28
0.50
4.79
2.03
2.82
0.52
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Pr > F
0.8015
0.7805
0.4676
0.5241
0.3274
0.7973
0.4657
0.0592
0.7830
0.1739
0.9523
0.6029
0.5001
0.8260
0.8933
0.4649
0.7590
0.4804
0.0113
0.1584
0.0664
0.4738

cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

639.0139796
35.7223533
19.1561920
9.4778222
0.0813897
11.2031313
5.4375286
129.2183123
1.0035786

319.5069898
35.7223533
9.5780960
9.4778222
0.0813897
11.2031313
5.4375286
129.2183123
1.0035786

4.64
0.52
0.14
0.14
0.00
0.16
0.08
1.88
0.01

0.0130
0.4739
0.8704
0.7118
0.9727
0.6880
0.7796
0.1753
0.9043

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
71.3338260
187.6062550
323.2251088
81.7873448
68.1050708
67.0434932
63.5495494
4.3082535
49.7027097
42.4368091
2.0615577
0.1348285
32.6601386
10.4014290
14.6862809
35.6088653
217.3799537
53.4591404
27.9233273
61.1011754
170.0643799
108.0415233
12.0265428
35.8981790
106.4621848
107.8994633
0.5997371
52.3786118
92.6753819
129.5485627
1.0035786

Mean Square
35.6669130
187.6062550
161.6125544
81.7873448
34.0525354
67.0434932
31.7747747
4.3082535
24.8513549
42.4368091
1.0307789
0.1348285
16.3300693
10.4014290
7.3431405
35.6088653
217.3799537
53.4591404
27.9233273
61.1011754
170.0643799
108.0415233
12.0265428
35.8981790
106.4621848
107.8994633
0.5997371
52.3786118
92.6753819
129.5485627
1.0035786

F Value
0.52
2.72
2.35
1.19
0.49
0.97
0.46
0.06
0.36
0.62
0.01
0.00
0.24
0.15
0.11
0.52
3.16
0.78
0.41
0.89
2.47
1.57
0.17
0.52
1.55
1.57
0.01
0.76
1.35
1.88
0.01

Pr > F
0.5981
0.1035
0.1035
0.2797
0.6121
0.3273
0.6323
0.8032
0.6984
0.4352
0.9851
0.9648
0.7895
0.6988
0.8990
0.4746
0.0801
0.3814
0.5264
0.3496
0.1208
0.2147
0.6773
0.4728
0.2180
0.2150
0.9259
0.3862
0.2501
0.1747
0.9043

compare accuracy across speed differences
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
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Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 111

compare accuracy across speed differences
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: slow_period_report_error_rate
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
5
0.57712015
0.11542403 1.97
0.0891
Error
105 6.15275826
0.05859770
Corrected Total 110 6.72987841
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE slow_period_report_error_rate Mean
0.085755 147.6998 0.242070 0.163893
Source
cogstyle
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Type I SS
0.06791842
0.00204252
0.25852738
0.15827466
0.09035716

Mean Square
0.06791842
0.00204252
0.25852738
0.15827466
0.09035716

F Value
1.16
0.03
4.41
2.70
1.54

Pr > F
0.2841
0.8523
0.0381
0.1033
0.2171

Source
cogstyle
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
0.16678735
0.00176912
0.23960858
0.15469538
0.09035716

Mean Square
0.16678735
0.00176912
0.23960858
0.15469538
0.09035716

F Value
2.85
0.03
4.09
2.64
1.54

Pr > F
0.0946
0.8624
0.0457
0.1072
0.2171

compare accuracy across speed differences
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 99

compare accuracy across speed differences
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The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: fast_period_report_error_rate
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
5 0.84116757
0.16823351 3.62
0.0049
Error
93 4.32164174
0.04646927
Corrected Total 98 5.16280931
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE fast_period_report_error_rate Mean
0.162928 94.17998 0.215567 0.228889
Source
cogstyle
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Type I SS
0.00351947
0.01496054
0.12256239
0.68640953
0.01371564

Mean Square
0.00351947
0.01496054
0.12256239
0.68640953
0.01371564

F Value
0.08
0.32
2.64
14.77
0.30

Pr > F
0.7838
0.5718
0.1078
0.0002
0.5882

Source
cogstyle
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
0.03693882
0.13377897
0.03302641
0.69116379
0.01371564

Mean Square
0.03693882
0.13377897
0.03302641
0.69116379
0.01371564

F Value
0.79
2.88
0.71
14.87
0.30

Pr > F
0.3749
0.0931
0.4014
0.0002
0.5882

compare accuracy across speed differences
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 99

compare accuracy across speed differences
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: fast_period_report_error_rate
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
29 2.71887417
0.09375428 2.65
0.0005
Error
69 2.44393514
0.03541935
Corrected Total 98 5.16280931
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R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE fast_period_report_error_rate Mean
0.526627 82.22350 0.188200 0.228889
Source
cogstyle
computer_time
cogstyle*computer_ti
video_games
cogstyle*video_games
computer_*video_game
cogsty*comput*video_
gender
cogstyle*gender
computer_time*gender
cogsty*comput*gender
video_games*gender
cogsty*video_*gender
comput*video_*gender
cogs*comp*vide*gende
age_cat
cogstyle*age_cat
computer_tim*age_cat
cogsty*comput*age_ca
video_games*age_cat
cogsty*video_*age_ca
comput*video_*age_ca
cogs*comp*vide*age_c
gender*age_cat
cogsty*gender*age_ca
comput*gender*age_ca
cogs*comp*gend*age_c
video_*gender*age_ca
cogs*vide*gend*age_c
comp*vide*gend*age_c
cog*com*vid*gen*age_

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

Type I SS
0.00351947
0.01496054
0.11014820
0.06453334
0.00305232
0.02113867
0.02921727
0.66073008
0.04091268
0.00189354
0.05814556
0.07468021
1.24220653
0.14983261
0.00025772
0.01328470
0.00191566
0.02197793
0.02001714
0.00028902
0.04677772
0.00047317
0.00067887
0.00018002
0.06343165
0.00667063
0.00013065
0.02769008
0.04012820
0.00000000
0.00000000

Mean Square
0.00351947
0.01496054
0.11014820
0.06453334
0.00305232
0.02113867
0.02921727
0.66073008
0.04091268
0.00189354
0.05814556
0.07468021
1.24220653
0.14983261
0.00025772
0.01328470
0.00191566
0.02197793
0.02001714
0.00028902
0.04677772
0.00047317
0.00067887
0.00018002
0.06343165
0.00667063
0.00013065
0.02769008
0.04012820
.
.

F Value
0.10
0.42
3.11
1.82
0.09
0.60
0.82
18.65
1.16
0.05
1.64
2.11
35.07
4.23
0.01
0.38
0.05
0.62
0.57
0.01
1.32
0.01
0.02
0.01
1.79
0.19
0.00
0.78
1.13
.
.

Pr > F
0.7535
0.5179
0.0822
0.1815
0.7700
0.4424
0.3669
<.0001
0.2862
0.8178
0.2044
0.1510
<.0001
0.0435
0.9323
0.5423
0.8168
0.4336
0.4548
0.9283
0.2544
0.9083
0.8903
0.9434
0.1852
0.6657
0.9517
0.3797
0.2909
.
.

Source
cogstyle
computer_time
cogstyle*computer_ti
video_games
cogstyle*video_games
computer_*video_game
cogsty*comput*video_
gender
cogstyle*gender
computer_time*gender
cogsty*comput*gender
video_games*gender

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Type III SS
0.00443362
0.03328854
0.00220878
0.00030420
0.02038543
0.00030382
0.01501801
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000

Mean Square
0.00443362
0.03328854
0.00220878
0.00030420
0.02038543
0.00030382
0.01501801
.
.
.
.
.

F Value
0.13
0.94
0.06
0.01
0.58
0.01
0.42
.
.
.
.
.

Pr > F
0.7246
0.3357
0.8035
0.9264
0.4506
0.9265
0.5171
.
.
.
.
.
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cogsty*video_*gender
comput*video_*gender
cogs*comp*vide*gende
age_cat
cogstyle*age_cat
computer_tim*age_cat
cogsty*comput*age_ca
video_games*age_cat
cogsty*video_*age_ca
comput*video_*age_ca
cogs*comp*vide*age_c
gender*age_cat
cogsty*gender*age_ca
comput*gender*age_ca
cogs*comp*gend*age_c
video_*gender*age_ca
cogs*vide*gend*age_c
comp*vide*gend*age_c
cog*com*vid*gen*age_

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00254033
0.00003223
0.00679082
0.00076120
0.00000943
0.02145792
0.00009273
0.01489853
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000

.
.
.
0.00254033
0.00003223
0.00679082
0.00076120
0.00000943
0.02145792
0.00009273
0.01489853
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
0.07
0.00
0.19
0.02
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.42
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
0.7896
0.9760
0.6629
0.8839
0.9870
0.4390
0.9593
0.5188
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

compare SA Level 1 accuracy across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 108

compare SA Level 1 accuracy across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SA_ONE_ACCURACY
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
43 17519.80045
407.43722
1.54
0.0580
Error
64 16950.05738
264.84465
Corrected Total 107 34469.85783
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SA_ONE_ACCURACY Mean
0.508264 38.35580 16.27405 42.42917
Source
interface
cogstyle

DF Type I SS
Mean Square F Value Pr > F
2 1013.605335 506.802668 1.91
0.1559
1 45.942777
45.942777
0.17
0.6784
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cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1072.654785
430.286671
179.275506
2.827145
2059.309167
52.111147
551.397885
1.236286
3019.520137
27.154730
1162.472578
52.469342
323.486066
792.846918
93.087178
405.262285
50.384691
299.249609
252.052481
0.060777
548.024197
0.001974
143.480295
1027.821293
564.205851
1447.280729
1605.630031
126.398522
170.264059

536.327392
430.286671
89.637753
2.827145
1029.654583
52.111147
275.698942
1.236286
1509.760069
27.154730
581.236289
52.469342
161.743033
792.846918
46.543589
405.262285
25.192345
299.249609
126.026240
0.060777
274.012098
0.001974
143.480295
1027.821293
564.205851
1447.280729
1605.630031
126.398522
170.264059

2.03
1.62
0.34
0.01
3.89
0.20
1.04
0.00
5.70
0.10
2.19
0.20
0.61
2.99
0.18
1.53
0.10
1.13
0.48
0.00
1.03
0.00
0.54
3.88
2.13
5.46
6.06
0.48
0.64

0.1404
0.2070
0.7141
0.9180
0.0255
0.6588
0.3590
0.9457
0.0053
0.7499
0.1197
0.6577
0.5461
0.0884
0.8392
0.2206
0.9094
0.2918
0.6235
0.9880
0.3612
0.9978
0.4644
0.0532
0.1493
0.0225
0.0165
0.4922
0.4256

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

Type III SS
472.880104
2.666102
1112.488979
0.044123
691.105319
0.257642
799.628336
30.700544
80.685026
2.971086
73.012364
163.504595
403.440560
64.316209
153.439125
293.020833
937.255766
88.352901

Mean Square
236.440052
2.666102
556.244490
0.044123
345.552660
0.257642
399.814168
30.700544
40.342513
2.971086
36.506182
163.504595
201.720280
64.316209
76.719562
293.020833
937.255766
88.352901

F Value
0.89
0.01
2.10
0.00
1.30
0.00
1.51
0.12
0.15
0.01
0.14
0.62
0.76
0.24
0.29
1.11
3.54
0.33

Pr > F
0.4146
0.9204
0.1308
0.9897
0.2784
0.9752
0.2288
0.7346
0.8590
0.9160
0.8715
0.4349
0.4711
0.6238
0.7495
0.2968
0.0645
0.5656
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cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

442.310256
313.004425
896.311566
188.621926
336.408269
153.889544
1064.382114
0.112422
346.432078
265.409835
837.379453
131.076690
170.264059

442.310256
313.004425
896.311566
188.621926
336.408269
153.889544
1064.382114
0.112422
346.432078
265.409835
837.379453
131.076690
170.264059

1.67
1.18
3.38
0.71
1.27
0.58
4.02
0.00
1.31
1.00
3.16
0.49
0.64

0.2009
0.2811
0.0705
0.4019
0.2639
0.4487
0.0492
0.9836
0.2570
0.3206
0.0801
0.4843
0.4256

compare SA Level 1 mean errors across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 108

compare SA Level 1 mean errors across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SA_ONE_MEAN_ERROR
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
43 115.2049781
2.6791855
3.73
<.0001
Error
64 46.0105644
0.7189151
Corrected Total 107 161.2155425
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SA_ONE_MEAN_ERROR Mean
0.714602 197.3802 0.847889 0.429571
Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Type I SS
2.82561183
4.31912062
5.77226068
0.01711406
1.19574108
0.98816357
1.76096025
0.56192415

Mean Square
1.41280592
4.31912062
2.88613034
0.01711406
0.59787054
0.98816357
0.88048013
0.56192415

F Value
1.97
6.01
4.01
0.02
0.83
1.37
1.22
0.78
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Pr > F
0.1485
0.0170
0.0228
0.8779
0.4400
0.2454
0.3006
0.3800

video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.69349483
1.24047594
0.39191014
0.00067413
1.50418278
0.73870478
4.14900330
1.38906224
0.65635941
0.24082388
3.25377597
0.26379230
1.41639532
0.50216136
0.91155892
3.00693976
0.07167484
5.20593254
4.03955972
0.15769835
12.13322096
23.66626384
32.13041651

0.34674742
1.24047594
0.19595507
0.00067413
0.75209139
0.73870478
2.07450165
1.38906224
0.32817971
0.24082388
1.62688799
0.26379230
0.70819766
0.50216136
0.45577946
3.00693976
0.07167484
5.20593254
4.03955972
0.15769835
12.13322096
23.66626384
32.13041651

0.48
1.73
0.27
0.00
1.05
1.03
2.89
1.93
0.46
0.33
2.26
0.37
0.99
0.70
0.63
4.18
0.10
7.24
5.62
0.22
16.88
32.92
44.69

0.6196
0.1937
0.7623
0.9757
0.3572
0.3146
0.0631
0.1693
0.6355
0.5648
0.1123
0.5468
0.3790
0.4064
0.5338
0.0450
0.7532
0.0091
0.0208
0.6411
0.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
0.52000537
0.00002064
1.67686279
1.33052321
0.04718036
0.05442145
1.87934457
0.93788563
1.58254651
0.10322491
0.32864879
1.56343490
1.59348385
0.25230334
0.61387580
60.49455240
66.03358588
20.76332824
28.38429174
61.23822652
69.02997456
27.85809728
34.38048458
60.01975588

Mean Square
0.26000268
0.00002064
0.83843140
1.33052321
0.02359018
0.05442145
0.93967228
0.93788563
0.79127325
0.10322491
0.16432440
1.56343490
0.79674192
0.25230334
0.30693790
60.49455240
66.03358588
20.76332824
28.38429174
61.23822652
69.02997456
27.85809728
34.38048458
60.01975588

F Value
0.36
0.00
1.17
1.85
0.03
0.08
1.31
1.30
1.10
0.14
0.23
2.17
1.11
0.35
0.43
84.15
91.85
28.88
39.48
85.18
96.02
38.75
47.82
83.49

Pr > F
0.6979
0.9957
0.3181
0.1785
0.9677
0.7841
0.2777
0.2576
0.3389
0.7060
0.7963
0.1452
0.3364
0.5557
0.6543
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
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video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

65.51561479
18.10545144
24.90857960
60.03144107
65.51222751
24.54567851
32.13041651

65.51561479
18.10545144
24.90857960
60.03144107
65.51222751
24.54567851
32.13041651

91.13
25.18
34.65
83.50
91.13
34.14
44.69

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

compare SA Level 2 accuracy across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 112
Number of Observations Used 109

compare SA Level 2 accuracy across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SA_TWO_ACCURACY
Source
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
43 26728.76697
621.59923
1.06
0.4047
Error
65 37975.82019
584.24339
Corrected Total 108 64704.58716
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SA_TWO_ACCURACY Mean
0.413089 45.11392 24.17113 53.57798
Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Type I SS
192.358308
1285.488294
37.992924
9.680973
859.263983
119.036556
2357.160613
144.060727
1744.307202
40.648840
2262.216435
489.497013
1080.579395
40.897457

Mean Square
96.179154
1285.488294
18.996462
9.680973
429.631992
119.036556
1178.580306
144.060727
872.153601
40.648840
1131.108217
489.497013
540.289698
40.897457

F Value
0.16
2.20
0.03
0.02
0.74
0.20
2.02
0.25
1.49
0.07
1.94
0.84
0.92
0.07
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Pr > F
0.8486
0.1428
0.9680
0.8980
0.4833
0.6532
0.1413
0.6212
0.2323
0.7928
0.1525
0.3634
0.4018
0.7922

cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende
cog*com*vid*gen*inte

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

79.835026
2597.075130
6712.611564
279.780223
44.547147
1.351352
591.696053
941.948419
999.586494
2942.580199
625.267987
65.415595
31.967076
64.955121
37.504446
24.848339
24.608075

39.917513
2597.075130
3356.305782
279.780223
22.273574
1.351352
295.848026
941.948419
499.793247
2942.580199
625.267987
65.415595
31.967076
64.955121
37.504446
24.848339
24.608075

0.07
4.45
5.74
0.48
0.04
0.00
0.51
1.61
0.86
5.04
1.07
0.11
0.05
0.11
0.06
0.04
0.04

0.9340
0.0389
0.0050
0.4914
0.9626
0.9618
0.6050
0.2087
0.4298
0.0282
0.3047
0.7390
0.8158
0.7399
0.8008
0.8373
0.8380

Source
interface
cogstyle
cogstyle*interface
computer_time
computer_t*interface
cogstyle*computer_ti
cogsty*comput*interf
video_games
video_game*interface
cogstyle*video_games
cogsty*video_*interf
computer_*video_game
comput*video_*interf
cogsty*comput*video_
cogs*comp*vide*inter
gender
gender*interface
cogstyle*gender
cogsty*gender*interf
computer_time*gender
comput*gender*interf
cogsty*comput*gender
cogs*comp*gend*inter
video_games*gender
video_*gender*interf
cogsty*video_*gender
cogs*vide*gend*inter
comput*video_*gender
comp*vide*gend*inter
cogs*comp*vide*gende

DF
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
195.551298
341.948255
1008.030290
53.958232
291.948584
791.893679
690.506649
2.748706
386.697925
60.840861
328.372137
70.979723
677.153112
7.850435
72.212345
80.141370
43.514175
13.785123
0.638711
6.769809
0.000848
8.432589
1.924606
8.908315
29.789614
51.518094
10.132559
51.074838
21.834404
25.634959

Mean Square
97.775649
341.948255
504.015145
53.958232
145.974292
791.893679
345.253325
2.748706
193.348963
60.840861
164.186068
70.979723
338.576556
7.850435
36.106173
80.141370
43.514175
13.785123
0.638711
6.769809
0.000848
8.432589
1.924606
8.908315
29.789614
51.518094
10.132559
51.074838
21.834404
25.634959

F Value
0.17
0.59
0.86
0.09
0.25
1.36
0.59
0.00
0.33
0.10
0.28
0.12
0.58
0.01
0.06
0.14
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.04
0.04

Pr > F
0.8463
0.4470
0.4268
0.7622
0.7797
0.2486
0.5568
0.9455
0.7195
0.7480
0.7559
0.7286
0.5630
0.9081
0.9401
0.7123
0.7858
0.8784
0.9737
0.9146
0.9990
0.9047
0.9544
0.9021
0.8221
0.7675
0.8956
0.7684
0.8473
0.8347
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cog*com*vid*gen*inte

1

24.608075

24.608075

0.04

0.8380

compare report timing across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class
Levels Values
interface 3
123
Number of Observations Read 5339
Number of Observations Used 4941

compare report timing across interfaces
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: report_delay
Source
DF
Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
6
2662.30985
443.71831
51.02
<.0001
Error
4934 42910.96156
8.69699
Corrected Total 4940 45573.27140
R-Square

Coeff Var

Root MSE

report_delay Mean

0.058418

52.15411

2.949066

5.654523

Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type I SS
100.303525
2119.860476
191.523818
95.479720
136.568157
18.574150

Mean Square
100.303525
2119.860476
191.523818
95.479720
136.568157
18.574150

F Value
11.53
243.75
22.02
10.98
15.70
2.14

Pr > F
0.0007
<.0001
<.0001
0.0009
<.0001
0.1440

Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
45.359570
2105.693290
259.593234
46.043781
136.840592
18.574150

Mean Square
45.359570
2105.693290
259.593234
46.043781
136.840592
18.574150

F Value
5.22
242.12
29.85
5.29
15.73
2.14

Pr > F
0.0224
<.0001
<.0001
0.0214
<.0001
0.1440
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compare report timing across experiment groups
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
xg
6
123456
Number of Observations Read 5339
Number of Observations Used 4941

compare report timing across experiment groups
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: report_delay
Source
DF
Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
61
4671.16570
76.57649
9.13
<.0001
Error
4879 40902.10571
8.38330
Corrected Total 4940 45573.27140

Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
cogstyle*sitcomp
computer_time
cogstyle*computer_ti
sitcomp*computer_tim
cogsty*sitcom*comput
video_games
cogstyle*video_games
sitcomp*video_games
cogsty*sitcom*video_
computer_*video_game
cogsty*comput*video_
sitcom*comput*video_
cogs*sitc*comp*video
gender
cogstyle*gender
sitcomp*gender
cogsty*sitcom*gender
computer_time*gender
cogsty*comput*gender
sitcom*comput*gender

R-Square

Coeff Var

Root MSE

report_delay Mean

0.102498

51.20489

2.895392

5.654523

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type I SS
100.303525
2119.860476
3.096540
193.360142
15.713362
22.329212
6.753411
79.907105
14.802805
0.016667
0.038887
16.163429
0.811001
6.450670
0.374409
127.662169
4.607581
19.123061
29.506588
132.656926
23.669384
0.031134

Mean Square
100.303525
2119.860476
3.096540
193.360142
15.713362
22.329212
6.753411
79.907105
14.802805
0.016667
0.038887
16.163429
0.811001
6.450670
0.374409
127.662169
4.607581
19.123061
29.506588
132.656926
23.669384
0.031134

F Value
11.96
252.87
0.37
23.06
1.87
2.66
0.81
9.53
1.77
0.00
0.00
1.93
0.10
0.77
0.04
15.23
0.55
2.28
3.52
15.82
2.82
0.00
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Pr > F
0.0005
<.0001
0.5434
<.0001
0.1710
0.1027
0.3695
0.0020
0.1840
0.9644
0.9457
0.1650
0.7558
0.3804
0.8326
<.0001
0.4585
0.1310
0.0607
<.0001
0.0930
0.9514

cogs*sitc*comp*gende
video_games*gender
cogsty*video_*gender
sitcom*video_*gender
cogs*sitc*vide*gende
comput*video_*gender
cogs*comp*vide*gende
sitc*comp*vide*gende
cog*sit*com*vid*gend
age_cat
cogstyle*age_cat
sitcomp*age_cat
cogsty*sitcom*age_ca
computer_tim*age_cat
cogsty*comput*age_ca
sitcom*comput*age_ca
cogs*sitc*comp*age_c
video_games*age_cat
cogsty*video_*age_ca
sitcom*video_*age_ca
cogs*sitc*vide*age_c
comput*video_*age_ca
cogs*comp*vide*age_c
sitc*comp*vide*age_c
cog*sit*com*vid*age_
gender*age_cat
cogsty*gender*age_ca
sitcom*gender*age_ca
cogs*sitc*gend*age_c
comput*gender*age_ca
cogs*comp*gend*age_c
sitc*comp*gend*age_c
cog*sit*com*gen*age_
video_*gender*age_ca
cogs*vide*gend*age_c
sitc*vide*gend*age_c
cog*sit*vid*gen*age_
comp*vide*gend*age_c
cog*com*vid*gen*age_
sit*com*vid*gen*age_
co*si*co*vid*gen*age

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

13.971287
18.987561
0.653607
14.464486
23.396434
120.096666
10.266921
12.732989
17.291277
1.097436
110.170513
13.669186
27.375968
25.342573
3.039318
6.840274
7.043165
87.080213
310.062598
14.384714
17.527560
48.318716
86.295505
126.150019
33.975517
41.769575
27.064016
21.497921
27.246878
10.776830
151.961297
11.661960
19.244477
68.781769
10.547951
91.870442
2.541202
88.999974
0.000000
29.728420
0.000000

13.971287
18.987561
0.653607
14.464486
23.396434
120.096666
10.266921
12.732989
17.291277
1.097436
110.170513
13.669186
27.375968
25.342573
3.039318
6.840274
7.043165
87.080213
310.062598
14.384714
17.527560
48.318716
86.295505
126.150019
33.975517
41.769575
27.064016
21.497921
27.246878
10.776830
151.961297
11.661960
19.244477
68.781769
10.547951
91.870442
2.541202
88.999974
.
29.728420
.

1.67
2.26
0.08
1.73
2.79
14.33
1.22
1.52
2.06
0.13
13.14
1.63
3.27
3.02
0.36
0.82
0.84
10.39
36.99
1.72
2.09
5.76
10.29
15.05
4.05
4.98
3.23
2.56
3.25
1.29
18.13
1.39
2.30
8.20
1.26
10.96
0.30
10.62
.
3.55
.

0.1968
0.1324
0.7801
0.1891
0.0949
0.0002
0.2685
0.2179
0.1510
0.7175
0.0003
0.2017
0.0708
0.0822
0.5471
0.3664
0.3594
0.0013
<.0001
0.1903
0.1483
0.0164
0.0013
0.0001
0.0442
0.0257
0.0724
0.1094
0.0715
0.2569
<.0001
0.2383
0.1298
0.0042
0.2620
0.0009
0.5820
0.0011
.
0.0597
.

Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
cogstyle*sitcomp
computer_time
cogstyle*computer_ti
sitcomp*computer_tim

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
61.3974991
57.0671637
14.6707161
12.7290508
36.4482325
2.4429282

Mean Square
61.3974991
57.0671637
14.6707161
12.7290508
36.4482325
2.4429282

F Value
7.32
6.81
1.75
1.52
4.35
0.29

Pr > F
0.0068
0.0091
0.1859
0.2179
0.0371
0.5893
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cogsty*sitcom*comput
video_games
cogstyle*video_games
sitcomp*video_games
cogsty*sitcom*video_
computer_*video_game
cogsty*comput*video_
sitcom*comput*video_
cogs*sitc*comp*video
gender
cogstyle*gender
sitcomp*gender
cogsty*sitcom*gender
computer_time*gender
cogsty*comput*gender
sitcom*comput*gender
cogs*sitc*comp*gende
video_games*gender
cogsty*video_*gender
sitcom*video_*gender
cogs*sitc*vide*gende
comput*video_*gender
cogs*comp*vide*gende
sitc*comp*vide*gende
cog*sit*com*vid*gend
age_cat
cogstyle*age_cat
sitcomp*age_cat
cogsty*sitcom*age_ca
computer_tim*age_cat
cogsty*comput*age_ca
sitcom*comput*age_ca
cogs*sitc*comp*age_c
video_games*age_cat
cogsty*video_*age_ca
sitcom*video_*age_ca
cogs*sitc*vide*age_c
comput*video_*age_ca
cogs*comp*vide*age_c
sitc*comp*vide*age_c
cog*sit*com*vid*age_
gender*age_cat
cogsty*gender*age_ca
sitcom*gender*age_ca
cogs*sitc*gend*age_c

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

18.7092139
18.5851341
163.4921687
31.8217864
47.8440421
75.2439507
141.5684447
53.5382807
62.8702519
39.7523410
149.2092157
29.3322625
11.8559588
134.7433991
277.3290524
51.8957083
48.3705328
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.1815626
83.3760779
2.3865355
28.3271326
3.9455206
49.2235131
0.1152296
20.2788288
20.0480405
166.7443960
30.2507573
49.9933167
72.8523597
140.9085548
50.6052320
61.8927223
0.6066860
102.3328792
5.7161642
4.3402686

18.7092139
18.5851341
163.4921687
31.8217864
47.8440421
75.2439507
141.5684447
53.5382807
62.8702519
39.7523410
149.2092157
29.3322625
11.8559588
134.7433991
277.3290524
51.8957083
48.3705328
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.1815626
83.3760779
2.3865355
28.3271326
3.9455206
49.2235131
0.1152296
20.2788288
20.0480405
166.7443960
30.2507573
49.9933167
72.8523597
140.9085548
50.6052320
61.8927223
0.6066860
102.3328792
5.7161642
4.3402686

2.23
2.22
19.50
3.80
5.71
8.98
16.89
6.39
7.50
4.74
17.80
3.50
1.41
16.07
33.08
6.19
5.77
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.02
9.95
0.28
3.38
0.47
5.87
0.01
2.42
2.39
19.89
3.61
5.96
8.69
16.81
6.04
7.38
0.07
12.21
0.68
0.52

0.1353
0.1366
<.0001
0.0514
0.0169
0.0028
<.0001
0.0115
0.0062
0.0295
<.0001
0.0615
0.2344
<.0001
<.0001
0.0129
0.0163
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.8830
0.0016
0.5937
0.0661
0.4927
0.0154
0.9067
0.1199
0.1221
<.0001
0.0575
0.0146
0.0032
<.0001
0.0140
0.0066
0.7879
0.0005
0.4090
0.4718

comput*gender*age_ca
cogs*comp*gend*age_c
sitc*comp*gend*age_c
cog*sit*com*gen*age_
video_*gender*age_ca

1
1
1
1
0

5.0223507
161.5414738
14.3446834
10.4564963
0.0000000

5.0223507
161.5414738
14.3446834
10.4564963
.

0.60
19.27
1.71
1.25
.

0.4390
<.0001
0.1909
0.2641
.
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cogs*vide*gend*age_c
sitc*vide*gend*age_c
cog*sit*vid*gen*age_
comp*vide*gend*age_c
cog*com*vid*gen*age_
sit*com*vid*gen*age_
co*si*co*vid*gen*age

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

compare report timing across experiment groups
The GLM Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
xg
6
123456
Number of Observations Read 5339
Number of Observations Used 4941

compare report timing across experiment groups
The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: report_delay
Source
DF
Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
Model
6
2662.30985
443.71831
51.02
<.0001
Error
4934 42910.96156
8.69699
Corrected Total
4940 45573.27140
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE report_delay Mean
0.058418 52.15411 2.949066 5.654523
Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type I SS
100.303525
2119.860476
191.523818
95.479720
136.568157
18.574150

Mean Square
100.303525
2119.860476
191.523818
95.479720
136.568157
18.574150

F Value
11.53
243.75
22.02
10.98
15.70
2.14

Pr > F
0.0007
<.0001
<.0001
0.0009
<.0001
0.1440

Source
cogstyle
sitcomp
computer_time
video_games
gender
age_cat

DF
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type III SS
45.359570
2105.693290
259.593234
46.043781
136.840592
18.574150

Mean Square
45.359570
2105.693290
259.593234
46.043781
136.840592
18.574150

F Value
5.22
242.12
29.85
5.29
15.73
2.14

Pr > F
0.0224
<.0001
<.0001
0.0214
<.0001
0.1440
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ARTHUR C. JONES
Education
•
•

•

M.S. in Information Sciences and Technology; the Pennsylvania State University, School of
Information Sciences and Technology, completed in 2004. Thesis title: “The InformationTechnology-People Abstraction Hierarchy: A Tool for Complex Information Systems Design”
B.S. in Management Science and Information Systems; the Pennsylvania State University, Smeal
College of Business Administration, completed in 2000
Certification as an Emergency Medical Technician – Paramedic by the Pennsylvania Department of
Health; coursework completed through the Altoona Hospital Paramedic Institute in 1990; other
emergency services certifications, including instructorships, predate this .

Publications
•

•

“The Information-Technology-People Abstraction Hierarchy: A Modeling Tool for Situation-Scaling
Information System”; by Arthur C. Jones & Michael D. McNeese; Proceeding of the HumanComputer Interaction International 2005 conference, July 2005
“Cognitive Fieldwork in Emergency Crisis Management: Developing the I-T-P Abstraction
Hierarchy”; by Arthur C Jones & Michael D. McNeese; Proceedings of the 50Th Annual Meeting of
the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, October 2006

Teaching
•

•
•
•
•

IST-110: “Introduction to Information Sciences and Technology”, IST-220: “Networking and
Telecommunications”, IST-210: “Organization of Data”, IST-255: “Fundamentals of Web
Administration”, IST-257: “Advanced Web Administration” ; Spring 2004 – present; The
Pennsylvania State University's Office of Continuing Education
MIS-442: “Object-Oriented Business Systems” – Fall 2009 & Spring 2010, The Pennsylvania State
University’s Smeal College of Business, Department of Supply Chain & Information Systems
SRA-221: “Overview of Information Security”- Fall 2009, IST-402: ” Designing High Availability
Information Management and Storage Architectures” – Spring 2010; The Pennsylvania State
University’s College of Information Sciences and Technology
KINES-403 (formerly HLED-403): “Emergency Medical Technology”, lecturer and clinical skills
instructor on various topics in the curriculum; 1989-1991, 1998; The Pennsylvania State
University’s Office of Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Medical Technician and EMT-Paramedic courses in the Seven Mountains Emergency
Medical Services Region (1990-1991), Montgomery County Emergency Medical Services Region
(1993-1994), and the Star Technical Institute of Philadelphia (1995-1996)

Presentations / Seminars
•
•
•

Invited speaker to the 2003 and 2004 Penn State University's Web Developers Conferences (see
www.psu.edu/webconference). Presentation topics centered on web-database security issues.
Invited speaker to the 2003 Information Warfare Conference; October, 2003 in Washington, D.C.
(see www.infowarcon.com). Presentation topic centered on network information security.
Guest Lecturer for the Pennsylvania Governor’s School for Information Technology during the
2003, 2004, and 2005 summer sessions.

